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INTRODUCTION 

IN sending this little work before the public, I have tried 
to remedy one fault which I have often heard complained 
of, namely, that knitting-books generally give so many more 
stitches than are really required. This is partly owing to 
the different qualities of wool used by different knitters, 
and partly also, to a certain extent, whether the worker 
knits loosely br tightly. The following directions are for 
medium knitters. As knitting sometimes shrinks in the 
washing, I should advise my readers to try and knit mode
rately loose. But, of course, the principal thing is to have 
the same sized wool or silk as that for which the directions 
are given j and - this is especially important in socks and 
stockings. _ I will therefore state that Charity wheeling is 
the ·thickest and most harsh kind of yam made; Scotch 
wheeling is a trifle less coarse. Scotch fingering is the 
usual yarn sold for socks and gentlemen's stockings: it 
ought to be very strong, and to appear about the same size 
as Berlin. If it looks finer (and some does) put on more 
stitches than are given. For couvrettes, and things of that 
kind, the size of the wool and pins is, of course, a matter of 
less importance. as it does not signify whether the work is 
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x I ntroducti01Z. 

a trifle larger or smaller than intended; but in stockings, a 
slight thing makes a good deal of difference in the fit. 

The standard of measurement for the pins is Chamber's 
Bell Gauge. 

I have also endeavoured to explain everything at full 
length, so as to enable inexperienced knitters to find out 
the patterns by themselves j the cost of each article is put, 
whenever possible, at the head of the pattern. 

I~ teaching knitting, I would -strongly recommend that 
the German way of holding the needles be used. It may 
not look so pretty, but it is so much quicker when once 
learnt, although people who knit in English fashion will 
not find it a good plan to alter from their customary way. 

Useful things for children to learn on are-Bath towels, 
floor-cloths, and dish-cloths; any coarse cotton, Carlisle's 
unbleached, No. 8, or untwisted Brittany, and No. 14 pins. 
Knit backwards and forwards on 30 stitches for half a yard, 
and _ sew 3 strips together. For floor-cloths use coars .:-r 
cotton. When the plain knitting is mastered, teach pearling 
in the same way j and it is a good plan to let them learn 
darning on these pieces. 

There is a kind of soft cotton called Bonneting, which 
can be bought at most drapers, that can be used for these 
and similar purposes . 

. This is much the same plan as that adopted by the 
London School Board, and the economising of material is 
an advantage. 

E. M.C. 
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EXPLAN A TrONS. 

'To purl or pearl' and' to seam' mean the same thing; that IS, 

to put the wool round the right-hand needle. Thus: the wool 
hangs straight down, it must be lifted and placed round the 
needle from right to left. You must then insert the right-hand 
needle into the stitch, exactly the opposite way as in ordinary 
mitring. 

'To decrease' is simply to knit two stitches together. An
other way is to slip a stitch, knit one, pass the slipped stitch 
over it. 

'To take two together' means to knit two together. 
'To increase,' you must knit both into the lower part 0f the 

stitch, and also into the stitch itself. 
'To raise a stitch' is the same as to inc-rea,.e. 
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General Remarks O)t Socks and Stockings. 

As regards open-work stockings, no especial patterns are 
given, for most of the fancy stitches are suitabl'e for the purpose; 
also the patterns on page 51 of 2nd Series. The only thing to 
be remarked is, that attention must be paid where the de
creasings come, that you make the reduction in the pattern so 
as not ·to throw 'the other part wrong. Suppose the pattern takes 
9 stitches, you will have to recollect that the first and last set 
cannot be entirely worked; a portion must be omitted, and this 
must not interfere with the correct working ofthe remainder. 

For a lady's stocking it is best to decrease once and increase 
three limes for the calf of the leg. For a gentleman's this is 
unnecessary. Most of these directions are for ribbed stockings, 
as they fit so much better; but if preferred plain, of course the 
same number of stitches is required. 

You must always remember in ribbed stockings to carry on 
the ribs and seam-stitches all down the back of the heel, until 
you begin to round it. The ribs on the front of the foot must be 
continued straight on, until within an inch of the decreasing for 
the toe. 

The sea~-stitch is made by knitting a certain stitch in two 
rounds and pearling it in the third. -

Beture decreasing for the instep, do twe or three plain rounds 
and then begin. 

The' flap,' or heel before it is rounded, ought to be three 
. inches, or even more, as a long heel wears' better. It also makes 
it much stronger to knit it double with Angola wool, of the same 
colour as the knitting; it can be bought at any linen-drapers on 
y.rooden reels for 2d. One reel does a pair. 

Except for young boys, socks fit quite well without being 
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decreased at all for the ankle; therefore I only give one pattern 
on the decreasing principle. 

With silk stockings the size .of pins is important. 
Rough woollen stockings have an improved appearance 

if they be damped, folded into a good shape, and put under 
a linen press. This process gives them a flat, even appearance, 
like those in shops. 

Heel of a Stor;kinK or Sock. 

To inexperience~ knitters the heel seems to present moun
tains of difficulty, but in reality the mountain is but a mole-hill 
after all. Tl).e following pattern is one of the best. 

Divide your stitches. Vve will say you have 50 altogether 
on three needles: take 12 on each side of the seam-stitch, and 
knit these 25 backwards and forwards in rows, not rounds 
(making the seam-stitch all the same); you must pearl back
wards, so as to keep the knitting even. Continue until you have 
made a flap about three inches long, ;l.lways slipping the first 
knitted stitch. Now knit, from the right-hand side, the 12 

stitches; then the seam-stitch, which from this time forward you 
cease to make. Knit 4 stitches beyond it; knit 2 together; 
knit 1 ; turn, pearl until you get to 4 beyond the seam-stitch, 
pearl 2 together, pearl I, turn. Knit until you come to the 
stitch in the previous row where you turned-you may know it 
easily by the little hole which was formed by the turning; you 
now knit 2 together and knit one more stitch, then turn. Pearl 
the next row, of course always pearling 2 together where thl 
little hole has been left, -and so on until you have gradually 
worked off the stitches. You then pick up the side-stitches of 
this flap and the heel is finished. 
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, To Decreasefor tlte Toe of a Sock or Stocking. 

Put half your stitches on one needle, a quartel' on the second, 
and a quarter on the third needle. Thus: suppose you have 60 
stitches, you must have 30 on one side and 15. on the other two. 
The 30 must be the front or ribbed part, the two pins with J 5 

, stitches on them ought to be the sol~ part. In doubling your 
knitting now, the front part ought to lie evenly on the sole of 
the foot. Begin to knit the 30 stitches; knit 27, slip I, knit I, 

pass the slippeci stitch over, knit 1. Nowbegin the next pin; 
knit I, ,knit 2 together. Continue plain knitting. Now begin 
the 3rd pin; knit 12, 'slip I, knit I, pass the slipped, stitch over, 
knit 1. Nowyou begin again on the 30. Knit I, knit 2 together. 
Continue plain. Do two rounds plain, and then decrease again 
in the same manner 4 stitches in every round, leaving always 2 

stitches between the decreasing, remembering always to do two 
rounds of plain knitting between each decreasing round. 

Repeat for two inches and cast off. 
Some people only do one round between the decreasing: 

this plan makes the toe rounder and more puckered. 

Decreasing for Instep. 

On the right-hand side of the heel, just where the ribs leave 
off you slip I, knit I; pass the slipped stitch over; continue 
plain knitting; and where the ribs begin again you knit 2 

together. You must remember that on the right side of the 
heel you 'slip, and on the left th-at you knit 2 together. 
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LLldy's Stnped S£lk Stock£ng. 

(MEDIUM SIZE,) 

2 oz. black and 3 oz. rose-coloured Imperial knitting-sUk. 
.Pins, No. 16. 

Cast on 128 stitches in black, do 12 rounds of 2 plain, 2 

pearl. Now make the first stitch the seam-stitch, and do plain 
knitting until 4 inches are done, making the stripes come quite ' 
evenly, one inch broad. When you have once' joined the rose
coloured, let the black thread hang down inside the seam-stitch; 
do not break off every time you change colour, which must 
alv:,ays take place at the seam-stitch. N ow do 3 plain and I 

pearl alternately. When 5~ inches are done decrea.se on ' each 
side of the seam-stitch. Do"*" 7 more rows and increase. 
Repeat from'" twice more. When 12 inches are done decrease 
for the ankle every five rows until you have 92 stitches. Knit ' 
until the stocking is 20 inches long, and then divide for .the heel. 
Proceed as on page 14; pick up the side-stitches, and decrease 
over the instep untU you have 90 stitches: the front ribs must 
be carried on evenly, but the sale is left. plain. When the foot 
is 7 inches long discontinue ribbing. Knit 9 rounds plain, and 
then decrease (see page 15). The foot must be 9~ i,lches long. 
Cast off and sew up carefully ·on the wrong si.de. 

Lady's Wh£te S£lk Even£7zg Stock£ng. 

Proceed as in the former pattern, with 140 stitches, in the 
finest kind of silk, and pins No. 17. Plain silk stockings are 
the easiest to knit, but when finished the striped ones are very 
pretty, especially when worn to match the dress with low shoes. 
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Gentleman's Evming Silk Sock. 

(AVERAGE SIZE.) 

Pins, No. IS. Cast on I08 stitches. Rib by doing I plain, 
I pearl. When 3 inches are done, do 3 plain and I pearl fpr 8~ 
inches. Turn the heel as on page 14. Decrease at the instep 
to 96. Carryon the ribs in the front part, bbt let the sole be 
plain; when 8 inches are done leave off ribbing and do 8 plain 
-rounds. Decrease as on page 15, and when the foot is lOt inches 
long, cast off and sew up. With very fine silk, use pins No. 16 
or 17, and 130 stitches. 

Gentlema1z's Silk Stocking. 
The following pattern is in stripes of black and blue, but it 

will do equally well plain. 2 oz. blue and 2 oz. black Imperial 
knitting-silk. Pins, No. 17. If coarser silk is used, knit with 
pins No. 16 and cast on 128. 

Cast on 138 stitches in black, and proceed exactly the same 
as with Gentleman's Knickerbocker Stocking, page 19. Mea
sure an inch of each coloured knitting alternately: it is better 
to measure than to count the rows, as si.1k is apt to be unequal. 
The ankle ought to be 100 stitches. Knit a flap 3 inches long 
for the heel, turn it, pick up the side-stitches, and decrease at 
the instep to 98. After the first joining of the black and blue, 
pass the colour you are not using at the back; always change 
the colour at the seam-stitch: in that way you need not break 
off the silk when you have finished a stripe, but keep on with 
both balls, so as to join the silk only once. The remainder as 
page 19. 

K. I B 

. --
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Lady's Silk Stocking. 

Knitted with thickest knitting-silk and 4 pins, No. 16. 
Cast on 120, knit a plain round. Knit 2 pearl, 2 plain, for 8 

rounds, and now begin to knit plain, making the first stitch the 
seam-stitch. In this stocking you need not increase for the 
calf, unless you wish to make it a larger size. If you rih the 
stocking, begin when 4 inches of plain knitting are done; knit 
(or pearl) the seam-stitch, • pearl I, knit 3; continue from *. 
When 12 inches are knitted decrease every 5th row until you 
have only 84 stitches on your pins. When the stocking is 20 

inches long di vide for the heel, by taking 21 on each side of the 
seam-stitch. Knit the heel a$ on page 14. Pick up the side
stitches, and reduce over the' instep to 80. Make the foot 9 
inches long, reducing for the toe as on page IS. 

Lady's Winter Stocking. 

Pins, No. 15. I lb. merino )TIakes several pairs. 
Cast on I r.6 stitches. 
With Berlin fingering-wool only cast on 98, and proreed as 

with Girl's Stocking, page 21. . 

Soc.k for a Chilcl of Two Yem's Old. 

In merino yarn and pins No. 17. 
Cast on 23 on the first pin, 22 on the second, and 20 on the 

third. Knit a plain rounq., keepipg the first stitch as the seal)1-
stitch. Do 20 rounds ip ribs of 2 piain, 2 pearl. Now do plain 
knitting, and 'decrease twice in every fO~lrtr !"o'.1.!1d (on ea'ch side 
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of the seam-stitch) for 12 rounds. Knit 10 rounds. Take 14 on 
each side of the seam-stitch for the heel, knit backwards and 
forwards for 20 rows; turn (see page 14). Take up 10 side
stitches, and reduce until you have 56 for the foot. Do 26 rounds" 
decrease, and cast off. See also 4th Series. 

Gentleman's Knickerbocker Stocking. 

Pins, No. 14, and 7 skeins of best S~otch fingering-yarn. 
This is the largest size, suitable for a gentleman of six feet 

in height. ' 
Cast on 112, 37 on two pins and 38 on tb,e third pin. Rib 

for about an inch by doing I plain and I pearl, remembering to 
have the first stitch on the first needle as the seam~stitch. You 
make this, by working it plain in 2 successive rounds and pearl~ 
ing it in the next. Then do plain knitting for 4 inches. You 
now begin to rib as follows :-Knit or pearl the seam-stitch, 
knit 3 and pearl 1. Continue to knit 3 and pearl I every row 
until I2-! inches are done. Then begin to decrease every 8 
rows. You decrease on the right-hand side of the seam-stitch 
by slipping a stitch, knit I, pass the slipped stitGh over. -Work 
the seam-stitch and knit 2 together. If the stitch to be slipped. 
happens to be a pearl stitch, you must not slip it but merely 
pearl two together on both sides. You will thus decrease 16 
stitches, and now I6-! inches ought to be done. Then knit 5 
more inche~. ¥ .9u Ql1ght now to have 94 stit.clJ.elj for the ankle 
and divip'.e fpr the If,eel. Proceed for this as 0)1. page 14; but 
as this is F!- J.'1-rge size, you must make the flap 3! long, always 
slipping the first stitch. When you have turned the heel you 
must take I.lP ~J s~it~h~s, alld decr.eas~ fQr the instep at filst 
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every row; and the last 6 decreasings do every other row until 
you have only 86 .?titches. \Vhen 9 inches of the foot are done 
(measuring the whole of the heel as well), you begin' to decrease 
for the toe, which takes up 2 more inches; you then cast off, 
and sew up the toe on the wrong side. When the foot is 8! 
inches long remember to cease ribbing, as .the toe must be all 
plain knitting. 

S::ck for a Boy of Twelve. 
(SUITABLE FOR POOR PEOPLE.) 

Charity yarn, 3S. 6d. per lb. This yarn can only be bought 
by the lb. Pins, 14 or 15. 

Cast on 56, 20 on two pins, and r6 on the third. Knit 3, 
pearl 3, alternately; make a seam-stitch. Rib in this way for 
an inch. Decrease on each side of the seam-stitch. Do 7 more 
rows, decrease again. Rib the sock for about 3 inches, I row 
plain, and decrease again. You musi .now decrease agai>! every 
6 rows, until you hav:e 48 stitches. 

For the heel, take 9 on each side of the seam-stitch, and pearl 
and knit until 3 inches are done. Turn and t"ke up the side
stitches. Decrease 'every row until you have only 38. When 
the foot is 8 inches long decrease for the toe and cast off. 

Boy's Sock. 
(ANOTHER GOOD PATTERN, VERY EASY.) 

Knitted in charity yarn or wheeling yarn. 
Cast on 48, rib in 2 "nd 2 alternate, plain and pearl stitches. 

Rib 3 inches, and do the rest in plain knitting until 8' inches are 
done. Take 12 ~ e"ch side of the 'seam-stitcb for the heel, 
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continue as on page 14. Pick up the side-stitches, decrease for 
the instep until you have 38 stitches, or until the foot measures 
8 inches in breadth; that is, 4 when doublecl. When the foot 
is 8 inches long decrease for the toe. Make the foot altogetlier 
JO inches long. Cast off and sew up. This pattern, which is 
very easy and without any decreasings at ali, fits exactly. 

For a Boy of Fifteen, in Scotch Wheeling-yarn. 
Cast on 54. Proceed as in above pattern, without any de

creasings, until you come to the heel. Divide your stitches, 
knit a flap of 3 inches, turn your heel, reduce for the instep until 
you have 48 stitches. Make the foot 8 inches long, decrease 
until the foot is 10 inches altogether in length. Cast off and sew 
up. This wool i's so thitk and strong that it is hardly necessary 
to do the heels and toes double with Angola. . 

Stocking for a Girl of Fozwteen. 
Scotch wheeling-yarn- I lb. at 4s. 3d. makes nearly 3 pairs. 

They are very strong and nice for the poor. Pins, 15 or J6. 
Cast on 69. Knit 14 rounds, 2 plain, 2 pearl; make the first 

stitch the seam-stitch. Then 50 plain roun(1s. Decrease on 
ench side of the seam-stitch, then do 5 plain rounds. Increase 
3 times with 5 plain rounds between each increasing; do 20 

plain rounds. Decrease with 6 plain rounds between every 
decreasing until you have only 53 stitches. Do 34 plain rounds 
for the ankle. Divide for heel and do the flap, 29 rows. Take ' 
up 18 stitches on each side. Reduce at the instep until you 
have 52 stitches. Do the foot as in preceding pattern. except 
that this 01'''' need only be 9~ inches long. 
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For a Boy's or Gz"rl's Stocking, about Ez"ght Years Old. 
RZ"bbed. 

m white Scotch fingering-yarn. 
Cast on 80. Knit 12 rounds, I plain and I pearl. Plain 

knitting for 4 inches. Rib I, knit 3, un~il you have done 66 
rounds. Now decrease on each side of the seam-stitch. Knit 
5 rounds and increase in the same way. Do this twice more, 
and you ought now to have 84 stitches. When I I inches are 
done decrease every 8 rows, and knit plain until the stocking is 
16k inches long j then divide for heel. Knit and pearl 32 rows, 
and proceed as on page 14- Pick up 16 side-stitches, and. aftel 
2 rounds keep decreasing every row for the instep until you have 
only 68. Work 7t inches and decrease. The foot ought to be 
9t inches long. Cast off and sew up. 

Ge1ztleman's Sock. 

(LARGE SIZE.) 

The same as the following pattern, but cast on 94. When 
you have decreased the instep, let the foot be 90. 

Gentleman's RZ"bbed Sock. 

(SMALL SIZE.) , 
This also does for a boy from 12 to 14. _ 
Pins, No. IS. Grey or brown best Scotch fingering-yarn, 1 lb. 

makes 4 pairs, leaving some over j 2 Ibs. make 9 pairs of socks 
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Cast on 80. One plain round; make the first stitch the seam
stitch. Knit.in ribs of 1 plain, 1 pearl, for 2~ inches. This is for 
the top part. Now begin to rib in threes; 3 plain stitches, I pearl. 
Continue thus until 8 inches are done, and then divide for the 
heel by taking 20 stitches on each side of the seam-stitch. Knit 

(

these 21 backwards and forwards, remembering to keep the 
seam-stitch and ribs even: you must, in coming back, of course 
pearl 3 and knit 1. When 3 inches or 34 rows are done you 
~iscontinue ribbing, and tum the heel as on page 14. Pick up 
~8 stitches from the side, and knit the sole plain, but continue 
\he IO ribs on the 2 front pins. When 2 rounds are done, 
decrease every round until you have only 70 stitches; then knit 
un til the foot is 7~ inches long. You now discontinue ribbing. 
Do 8 rounds plain, and then decrease for the toe as on page 15. 
This takes up 2 more inches, and your sock ought now to be 10 

inches long. Cast off and sew up. 

Bab;y's Boot.-Isabel Pattern. 

(SEE FRONTISPIECE.) 

This is a very pretty one indeed. It must be knitted on two 
pins, No. 16: ! oz. pink and i oz. white Andalusian or 3-thread 
Lady Betty wool. 

Cast on 50 stitches wIth the pink. 
First row-knit plain. 
Second row-knit the 3 lrrst stitches; .. pearl 2, knit 2. 

Repeat from" until you come to the last 3 stitches, which must 
be knitted. . 

Repeat this row twice. 
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Fifth row-plain. 
Sixth row- pearl. 
Seventh row-slip the fir5~ stitch, .. take 2 together. Repeat 

from " ; knit the last stitch. 
Eighth row~slip the first stitch, " 'Out 

needle to increase; knit I; repeat from " 
ought to have 50 stitches on your needles. 

Ninth row-knit every sLitch. 
Ten~h row-pearl every stitch. 

the wool over the 
In this way you 

Eleventh row-slip I, take 2 together; continue to knit 2 / 

together un tU \ 'OU come to the last stitch, which must be knitted. 
Twelfth rl)\.\ -the same as eighth. 
Thirteenth "Llw-plain knitting. 
Fourteenth l·,'~\'-pearl. 
N ow join the white wool. Do I plain row, then 9 rows of ' 

ribbed knitting, but remember to do 3 plain stitches both at the 
beginning and end of every row. 

T enth row-plain knitting. 
E leventh row-pearl. ' 
T welflh row-slip the first stitch, " take 2 together. Repeat 

from " ; knit the last stitch. 
T h irteenth row-slip th e first stitch, .. pass the wool over the 

need le, knit one ; repeat from ". You ought now to have 50 
sti tches, 

F ourteenth row-plain knitting. 
Fifteenth row-pearl. 
Repeat these four rows three times, so as to have four rows 

of ornamental holes; ,. r emember that you must never have 
more than 50 stitches. }ein the pink ' wool. 

Sixteenth row-slip I, take 2 t0ll'ether; knit 10, take a 

\ 

r 
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together; knit 20, take 2 together; knit 10, take 2 together; 
knit 1. 

Second row-knit plain. 
Third row-slip one, take 2 together; continue to knit plain 

until you come to the 3rd and 2nd from the end, which must be 
knitted together. -

Fourth row-plain knitting. 
Fifth row-knit 14. Join the white, knit 16; turn round 

and work on those 16 stitches in white, leaving the pink on the 
needle without working them. Pearl a row. 

Then slip the 1st stitch: talce 2 together. Repeat from -. 
The next row slip 1, and increase before every stitch by 

passing the wool over the needle: you ought now to have 16 
stitches. 

Knit a row, pearl a row. Repeat these 4 rows 4 times. 
You ought now to have 5 rows of ornamental holes. Cast 

off the white, and go on with the pink on the right-hand side. 
Pick up 11 stitches from the side of the white flap, make I I 

stitches. Knit' 4 rows. , --
Fifteenth row-*, slip the 1st stitch, take 2 together. This 

ought to be at the toe. The rest plain. 
Sixteenth row-plain knitting. 
Seventeenth row-slip 1, take 2 . together, the rest of the row 

being plain knitting. 
Eighteenth row-plain. 
N ineteenth row- slip I, take 2 together: take 2 together 

again ;- the rest plain knitting until you come to within 3 of the 
end, when you knit 2 together, the last stitch plain. 

Twentieth row-knit plain. 
Twenty-first row-.slip the J st, knit 2 together; knit ~ 
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together again; continue plain knitting to within 5 of the heel, 
when you knit the 5th and 4,th together; knit the 3rd and 2nd 
together, and the' last stitch plain. 

Twenty-second row-lplit plain. 
Twenty-third row-slip the 1st, knit 2 together; knit 2 

together again; plain knitting till the 2nd and 3rd from the 
end) whic,h you must knit together, 

Twenty-fourth row-plain. 
Twenty-fifth row-slip I, take 2 together, the remainder 

plain. 
Twenty-sixth row-plain. 
Twenty-seventh row-slip I, knit 2 together, the rest plain. 
Twenty-eighth row-plain, cast off. 

a ~----76-----/ 

Pick up I I stitches of pink at c to form tM toe. 
First row-knit. plain. Then increase at the toe at the 

beginning of every row until you have 18 stitches. Knit 3 
rows plain. 

Decrease every other time at the toe, until you have only I I 

stitches. Pick up I I white stitches at the side of flap d, still 
knitting with pink wool, and take up the 14 stitches at e. 

Knit 14 rows in pink. Go back to .. at the 15th row, and 
end at the 28th row. 

'. 
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Baby's Boot. 

(A VERY EASY PATTERN.) 

White Berlin, and pins No. 13. 
Cast on 30; and, if speed be a desirability, the entiIe sock 

may be done in plain knitting, but the following way is far 
prettier. Knit the 1st row; then do 24 rows for the leg, in 
any fancy stitch you like; the last row·, knit 2, wool o\'er the 
needle, take 2 together. Repeat from·. This forms holes, 
into which ribbon must afterwards be run. 

Twenfy-fifth row.-From this time forward· you must knit I, 

pearl I; reversed eveFY third row, to make a kind of dice 
pattern. Cast on 11 extra stitches at the end of each of the 
next two rows, making 52 in all, Increase at the beginning of 
every row until there are 62 stitches; do 4 plain rows; then 
decrease in the same way until you have only 57 again. Cast 
off anti sew up.. Crochet a double scallop at the top in blue 
Andalusian, to give a little finish 

Double Knitting, 

Cast on any number of stitches. 
Kmt a plain row. 
Second row-slip the 1st stitch, knit the 2nd in the usual 

manner, but put the thread twice round the needle. Then 
bring the thread forward as if you were geing to pearl, only do 
fwt pearl, but take the stitch off, and put the wool in front of 
the stitch back to its place. Then begin again and knit a 

. stitch with wool twice round the needle. 
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Third row-knit the first stitrh. Bring the wool forward, 
and take off the long stitch, putting the thread down in front. 
Knit the short stitch, putting the thread twice round the needle. 

Double Knitting 'lVitit Four Pins. 

Cast on twice the number of stitches you wish to have on 
the right side Of fhe knitting. 

'* Bring the wool forward, slip I, put the thread back, knit I 

putting the thread twice round the needle. Repeat from '*. 
Second round-pearl, putting the thread twice round the 

needle, put the wool back to the other side, and then slip the 
lang stitch. Repeat these tw'o stitches. . 

You must be very careful in changing these rows, as other
wise It Joms. A good plan is to tie a piece of red wool where 
the pattern begins. Of course the ]Jattern interlaces at the 1St 
stitch,. hut otherwise it ought to be quite separate. 

Third round-the same as IS.t. 
Fourth row-the same as 2nd. 

Comj01'ters, to cost 2S. 

Double knitting is most useful for boys' comforters. 
Cast on 60 stitches with pins No.6, and Berlin fingering or 

any s0ft wool, and continue to knit backwards and forwards 
until the desired length is attained. White or scarlet double 
Berlin is very warm and soft. 
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S leep£ng Socks. 

The above figm:-e shows a sock completed but not sewn up. 
It is q. plain piece of knitting, done upon the ~ame principle as' 
baby's boot on page 27, casting on 40 stitches. 

Use white d01.!lble Berlin wool and pins NO.5. Another way is : 
A nkle. -Cast on 40, do 6 rows , of ribbed knitting; the 

remainder, I pearl row, I plain row: you need 'not decrease 
at all. 

Foot.-Use any pattern of a baby's boot; the Isabel one is" 
a very comfortable fit, but; of course, do not copy the fancy 
stitches: You will have to begin at 5th row, page 25, and 
allow for the slight difference in the number of your stitches: 
the diagram makes it easy:. 

Any of the patterns for babies' boots in the four Series wiH 
do, but remember never to cast on more than 40 for the leg, 
as the proportions are different. Crochet or scallop rounci 
the top in coloured single Berlin wool. 
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Sleeping socks are a 6feat comfort to all who mffer from 
co1J feet. 

Getttlemll1z's TlVa£stcoat. 

(MEDIUM SIZE. FOR A YOUNG MAN.) 

Steel pins, No. 10. ~ lb. dark daret-coloured double Berlin 
wool, at 6s. 6d. 

Cast on 60 stitches. 
First roW-I plain, I pearl. Repeat. 
You must be' careful always to pearl where, in the preceding 

row, you worked a plain s~itch. Every row is alike. When 
you have knitted it long enough, work another side in the same 
manner, and send it to a tailor to make up. This knitting will 
not run down when cut, as the stitches can be taken up with 

. ease, if carefully done. 

Another. 

(LARGER OR SMALLER SIZF~) 

As sizes vary so much, a good plan to ensure a' nice fit is to 
measure the front of a waistcoat flt the broadest part, and then 
for every inch allow 6 stitches in do~ble l3erlin WQP), with ~tee1 
pins No. 10. 

Thus: suppose your waistcoat ought to measure I I inches 
across, you must cast on 66 stitGhes ; and for the turnings In 

you had better allow 9 stit('hes: altogether, 75 stitches. 

"'" 
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Ermine MuJfatee. 

1 oz. white and 1 oz. scarlet, 1 skein black, I skein yellow 
Berlin wool; 4 pins, No. 17. 

Cast on 20 on 2 needles, and 23 on the 3rd. Knit 2 inches 
in ribs of 3 plain, 3 pearl. Join the scarlet, knit a row, pearl a 
row for 1 inch. Go on with the white and knit 2 inches, ribbed, 
3 and 3. N ow double back the ribbed knitting and hem it in 
a neat fold. Take a wool-needle, and with black wool make 2 
little lengthway stitches on the plain stitches of the ribbed part. 
Then make a yellow stitch between the black, to imitate ermine 
spots. Any other colour may be substituted for scarlet. A 
bright blue is pretty. 

Lady's MuJfatee. 
(QUICK PATTERN.) 

Pins, No. 14. 1 oz. white Berlin, -! oz. bright blue. 
Cast on 20 on two needles, 24 on the 3rd. Plain 3, p~arl 3. 

Knit 3 inches and cast off. With a bone crochet-needle make 
a very narrow crochet edging lengthways up and down each 
rib. This has a very pretty and bright effect. 

Knitted Purse. 

r One skein blue and one black of purse-twist. 
These old-fashioned long purses are still occasionally used: 

the following pattern is rather a small one. 
Cast on 72. Knit 2 together, make I, knit I. Repeat. 

Second row plain. When broad enough double it and sew up. 
leaving about 3 inches open for the money to slip in. Finish 
off with steel rings and tassels. 
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Anotlter Purse. 

With pins No. 17 or 18, and I oz. embroidery silk, or fine 
purse-twist cast on 144, and proceed as above; or make I, 

knit 3, draw the first of the 3 over the other 2. 
Second row-plain. R epeat. 

Lady's Knitted · Woollen Vest, or 'Jersey. 

(BEAUTIFULLY WARM AND COMFORTABLE.) 

Needles, NO.5; 3-thread Lady Betty wool, or 2-ply fleecy; 
the former for summer wear. 

These cost about IS. Id. each, and are the greatest comfort 
to those who suffer from the cold. 

For the back, cast on 78 stitches, pearl 3, plain 3, in ribs 
for 140 rows. 

I4Ist row-knit 18 stitches; now turn (these 18 stitches form 
the shoulder-strap); pearl the 18; knit them ; turn, and pearl 
them. You ought now to be beginning the row again, and this 
time you pearl; and now pearl the 17th and 18th stitches together; 
turn and knit back; knit a row, taking the 16th and 17th to
gether; turn and pearl back; knit a mw, taking the 15th and 
16th together. Turn, and knit the ro~. Go on in this way, 
remembering always to decrease at the left side, at the end of 
~very row, umi! }'OU ltave done 5 ribs altogether. You ought to 
have 12 stitches on now. Then cast off. These ribs ought to 
pe crossways inslead of lengthways. 

I~ 
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N ow begin to cast off the remaining stitches, until you come 
to the last J 8. V.,r ork thrs shoulder the same as the last. This 
shoulder may be done in plain knitting, if preferred. 

The F£g. is the right-hand shoulder, the plain and pearl each 
counting as one rib, making 5 in all. 

For theJront part of the vest you cast on 78 stitches and knit 
125 rows. Begin the right-hand shoulder bypearling, and make 
ribs as before, only this time you do not begin to decrease at the 
left until you have done 7 ribs. Reduce to 12 stitches; make 
i ! ribs and cast off. Cast off the remaining stitches, and pro-

. ceed as before with the last 18 for the fourth shoulder-piece. 
Now sew up these two sides until you get to within 14 rows 

from the top of the front piece, which is the shortest. You must 
now join the rest with a gusset, which you form by picking up 
one stitch, knit it and turn; in every row you must now take up 
one stitch, and rib them the same as the other part of the 
vest in 3 and 3. Thus, the first row you have I stitch, the 

K. I C 
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next row 2, the ~ext row 3, and so on. When 30 rows 
are done, pick up the stitches all along the shoulder-strap, 
and knit a few rows, according to the depth of sleeve de
sired. Then sew up the shoulders, and crochet a narrow 
border of small even holes, into which run a piece of crochel 
wool or white rib):lO~. 

Shetland Shawl. 

This takes! lb. of wool, and costs about 9S. A scarlet or 
violet crocheted border improves it. It can be finished off 
with a fringe or not, as suits the taste. Bone pins, NO.7. 

Cast on 302. Knit a plain row; knit I plain stitch at the 
beginning and end of ~very row. • Make I, knit 3, draw the 
first of the three over the other two. Repeat from *. The next 
row plai~. ~epeat these two rows until enough is done, and 
cast off. 

Any fil-ncy stitch will 40: it had better be rather a simple one. 

Pence '.Jug. 
\. 

! oz. pink and! oz. black Andalusian would do three. They 
wl)uld cost 3!d. each. 5 needles, No. 16. 

Cast on p stitches on I pin for the spout, 10 on each of the 
three other needles; 4 rounds plain. N ow do rounds of 2 plain, 
2 pearl, except the spout, which leave plajn, decreasing 1 stitch 
at each side of the twelve in the first 4 rounds, and I stitch on 
every alternate si4e in the next 8 roljnds. The spout is FlOW 
finished, and you ought to have 3 I stitches on the needles. 
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Knit 12 rounds, 2 pearl, 2 plain, except under the ~pout, 

where 1 stitch is to be plain. 
With black begin the bowl; increase by knitting 2 in [ ; 

pearl 2 rounds; knit 4 rounds with pink; knit 1 round with 
black, increasing 12 stitches (one in every six).; pearl 2 rounds 
with black; knit 4 rounds pink; knit I round black, increasing 
12 : there ought to be 86 now. Pearl 2 roudds black. Knit 6 
rounds pink. Pearl 2 rounds black. Knit 4 rounds pink. 
Knit I round black, decreasing 10 stitches at intervals. Pearl 
2 rounds black. Knit 4 rounds pink, I round black, decreasing 
6. Pearl 2 black rounds. You ought now to have 72 stitches 
Divide these by 6. Knit I I rounds pink, decreasing 6 stitches 
in each round by knitting 2 together at the commencement of 
each division, where a star of 6 points will be- found, and 6 
stitches will remain on the needles. These are to be drawn up 
and sewn together. Now cast on 6 stitches in black, and knit 
and pearl alternately until you have done '3 inches: this is for 
the handle; attach one end to the bowl and the other to the 
top of the jlJg. 

Anotfter. 

(LONG SHAPE.) 

Andalusian wool as the preceding pattern, and pins No. IS. 
l.'ts· all 12 stitches for the spout, and 15 on two other pins. 

i<:nit 4 rounds. N ow decrease each side of the spout in every 
rnund. Do 9 rounds and then 3 pearl rows; then 9 more plain 
row:;. N ow for the bowl-increase I stitch in every five, and 
then do three rounds in black; now join the pink and *' kn~t 2 
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together, make I, knit I : repeat from *, the next round p1a·In. 
Repeat these rows twice more, and with black increase again 
I in every 8. Then with pink repeat the pattern from "', and 
when the black begins again decrease instead of increasing. 
Repeat as in preceding pattern and sew up. Take up 6 stitches 
at the top of the jug opposite the spout, and knit and pearl for 
three inches; cast off. Leave about a tbird of an inch hanging, 
and above that attach it to the bowl. 

Another 

(ON TWO PINS.) 

BerTm wool, and pins No. IS. 
Cast on 3 stitches in blue or any other bright colour. 1st 

row, make i, knit I, repeat. 2nd row, make I, pearl 2, repeat. 
3rd row, make I, knit 3, repeat. 4th row, make I, pearl 4, 
repeat. Continue in this way until you have 42 stitches. Pearl 
a row and join the black wool. .. Bring the wool forward, knit 
2 togpther : repeat from ". Knit the next row. Repeat these 
2 rows twice more. Do the same in blue, then the same in 
black again. Join the blue, • knit 2 together, knit I ; repeat 
from "'. The next row plain. Do this for 4 rows. To form the 
neck of the jug rib with black for 6 rows. For the spout, knit 
to the middle; increase, knit I; increase; the rest plain. Pearl a 
row, increasing on each side of the 2 centre stitches. Increase 
in this way until you have I.J. for the spout; cast off in blue. 
Sew up the jug and make the handle in blue, beginning a third 
of an inch from the top; take up 4 stitches; pearl and knit 
alternately until long enough, then attach to the bowl of the jug. 
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This can be knitted in Andalusian and pins No. 17, but in 
that case you must make the bowllarger-6~ stitches is a good 
size; and the neck or ribbed part must be done for 12 rows 
instead of 6. 

Easy and Handsome Pattern for at't Antz'macassar, 
or Couvrette. 

In 6-thread fleecy wool, i lb. for each stripe. Pins, No.6. 
This costs 9s. 9d. Scarlet, maize, black, green, violet, are pretty 
contrasts. 

Cast on 14 stitches; plain knitting until you have attained 
th e required length. The only difficulty is in the casting off. 
You begin by slipping the first stitch and knitting the second, 
which must be very loose indeed, almost an inch in length; 
pass the slipped stitch over. Now drop the ,I'd stitch and let 
it run the whole length of the knitting. Continue thus. T he 
dropped stitches are allowed to run down, and they form 
a kind of loop-pattern separat.ed by· ridges. Add a fringe at top 
and bottom. 

Another. 

4-ply fleecy, and be( - uins to match. 
Cast on 19 and rib cf\,~s-ways in nines. When long enough 

drop the middle stitch. Cast on 9 in white, rib another stripe 
in the same way, and drop the middle stitch. Crochet with black 
along every coloured stripe, and join to the white wIth maize or 
orange. Two stripes of green and one of purple look very nice. 
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Persz"an Ani£macassar. 

This is pretty, and not difficult. The cost of these couv
rettes is generally about the same. 

2 or 3 skeins of 4-thread fleecy, of each colour, according to 
the length required. Pins, No. 10. Scarlet, gold, green, violet, 
dark crimson, and blue. 6 skeins black and 6 white fila selle. 

Cast on 22. Knit any length you like and cast off. Now 
select any simple wool-work pattern-a palm is best-or any 
Moorish pattern, and work it in cross-stitch on the knitting. Do 
5 on one strip and 6 on the next, so that they do not come ex
actly in a line one with another. The pattern ought to be 
worked in black, or black and white filoselle. Join, and add 
a fringe. 

Razsed Plaz"t Knitting for Carriage-rug. 

(T.HIS IS EXTREMELY HANDSOME.) 

Pins, NO.5. 3 Ibs. and 3·ozs. 12-thread fleecy ,wool. You 
must have a third pin pointed at both ends. This costs 25s. 

Cast on 20, and knit 6 plain rows. 
Seventh row-knit 4, pearl 4, turn round, and knit and pearl 

these 4 alternately until I I rows are done. An easy way of 
counting is to look at the side of the small strip, where there 
ought to be 7 large chains. When I I rows are done you slip 
these 4 stitches on to the third pin, which you must keep on the 
right-hand side of your knitting. 
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Pearl 4 stitches on the right-hand pin off the 2nd pin on the 
left, leaving the 3rd pointed pin hanging down over the right 
side of the knitting; then pearl the 4 stitches on the -above .• 
mentioned 3rcl pin; pearl 4, knit 4. 

Eighth row-plain kn itting. 
Ninth row-knit 4, pearl 12, knit 4. 
Tenth row-knit 8, turn round, and pearl and knit these 4 

alternately until I I rows are done. Slip them on to the pointed 
pin, and let it hang down over the right side 'of the knitting~ 
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Knit 4 stitches on the right-hand pin off the left one; then knit 
the 4 on the double-pointed pin; knit the remainder. 

Eleventh row-knit 4, pearl 12, knit 4-
Twelfth row-plain knitting. 
Repeat from the 7th row until one yard and a half are done; 

knit 6 plain rows and cast off. You must knit 5 stripes, three 
scarlet and two white, and join with Berlin or Scotch fingering. 
Put a fringe, which must be crocheted on. Take about 24 
inches of wool, double i ~, insert the crochet-needle in a stitch of 
the couvre-pied and pull the ends of the wool through the loop, 
and tighten gently with the fingers. 

Baby's Berceazmette Cover. 

, Long wooden pins, No. ro. I lb. pink and I lb. white, 
4-thread fleecy. Costs I5s. with lining. 

Cast on 7 stitches with pink, 7 with white; continue to cast 
on alternately 7 in each colour until you have 147 altogether. 
Do 7 stitches in pink, 7 in white. Repeat. 3rd row, 7 pink 
stitches, and pass the wool in front; then go on with the white. 
Continue this knitting, and when 7 rows are done do white over 
the pink squa,'es and pink over the white; you thus make 
regular rows of squares. You must be careful always to pass 
the wool after every alternate row to the front of the knitting, 
so as to have all the long threads on the wrong side; care must 
be taken not to pull these threads too tight in passing from 
one coloured square to another. Make a fringe, and line care
fully with pink silk. 

, 
J. 
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Several of the couvrette patterns wou'ld make the ahove, and 
nearly all the fancy stitches would be pretty done in stripes of 
pink and white. 

Knitted Quilt. 

In stripes with cross-stitch sprigs. 
Bone pins No.6, and 4 lb. 6-thread fleecy, scarlet and white. 
Cast on 12 stitches; knit a -stripe of plain knitting, 208 rows 

long. Now work about 17 sprigs or any other pattern on it, 
in bright filoselle silk, leaving 10 rows between each pattern. 
Now knit a scarlet stripe 208 rows long. This stripe has no 
sprigs worked on it. Do 10 scarlet and 9 white stripes, and 
join together. 

Hea1-th-Rug. 

This must be made in stripes and then sewn together: Cast 
on with strong twine and steel pins, No. 12, 25 stitches. Have 
ready narrow pieces of cloth, about 2~ inches long and i inch 
broad. Knit one plain row. Second row, slip one; .. put a 
strip of cloth between the two needles and knit a stitch; then 
turn the end of cloth up again so that both ends may come 
on the right side. Knit a stitch. Repeat from ". The next 
row plain. You must pull this knitting rather tight. When 
I yard and 5 inches are done cast off. Do a second similar 
strip, and sew them together. 

Keep all the black snips for the border, for which cast on 
18, and knit strips long enough for each side. If your twine is 
too fine the knitting will curl up. 
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The cloth can be bought of almost any tailor by the pound 
of scraps. It makes a pretty border to put scarlet strips at 
regular intervals. Sew a piece of sacking at the back for 3 

lining. 

Loop Knitting. 
This knitting leaves loops on one side, and is very pretty ,and 

warm for quilts, couvrettes, linings of sleeping socks, &c. 
Cast on, in 6-thread fleecy and pins NO.7, any number of 

stitches. Do not slip the first stitch, but always knit it. 
First row-plain knitting. 
Second row-put the wool round the needle as if you were 

going to knit a plain stitch, but instead of knitting let the wool 
hang straight down over the forefinger of the left hand; wind it 
round and put it for the second time over the right needle. 
W,ind the wool a second time ronnd the finger, and for the third 
time put it round the needle; and how knit this stitch, which 
ought to have the appearance of three in one. Repeat. The 
next row plain. Do about six rows plain and then repeat with 
the loops; of course you must only make them on one side of 
the knitting, and they will require a little pulling to keep them 
in the right place. This is handsome in ~trioe" of sh ~ {lp<l red. 

Fringe. 

Berlin wool or cotton. Pins, No. 14. 
Cast on 14. Knit the desired length, cast off 4 stitches, and 

then unravel all the rest. 
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Woollen Fringe. 

(VERY HANDSOME.) 

Have some ends ready cut, and cast on 7 stitches. 
First row-knit I, bring the wool forward, knit 2 together; 

take one of the lengths and double it, hang it on the right-hand 
needle, knit 2 stitches, bring the double ends of wool forward, 
knit I stitch, put the end back, and knit the last stitch. 

Seccnd row-knit every stit€h plain, taking up with the 4th 
stitch the loop of fringe wool, and being careful not to split either 
of them. Continue to the end of the row plain. 

Third row-the same as 1st. 
Fourth row-the same as 2nd. Repeat. 

Lady's Winter Petticoat, to cost lOS. 6d. 

This is a beautifully warm and comfortable one, and more 
durable than flannel; 15. skeins of petticoat yarn and bone pins, 
NO.5, are required. . 

Bp.gin with scarlet for I inch, then 2 inches of white, then 2 
inches of scarlet; the rest all white. 

Cast on 120, and knit 23 inches plain, then rib by doing 2 
plain and 2 pearl for 24 rows. Cast off. Do another breadth; 
and for the 3rd and front breadth you must, after the first 12 
rows, decrease at the beginning and end of each row about 
every two inches. If you do not like to have a gored breadth, 
do this one exactly the same as the other two. Join the breadths 
together. Knit a border as on page 48, in scarlet, and sew it to 
tlle petticodt. 
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Two Rouud Sofa Cushions. 

The first of these patterns is a very simple one, and is Doth 
quick and effective. Use any two colours which contrast well. 

Double Berlin and pins NO.5 may be used, casting on 45 
stitches. 

First row-wool fonvar!i; slip I, knit I. Repeat. 
Second row-the rest of the cushion is done in brioche 

stitch; leave the last 3 stitches' unknitted, turn and go on with 
the brioche stitch. 

Fourth row-leave the last 6 unknitted and turn. 
Sixth row-leave the last 9 unknitted, and so on, 3 more 

every time you get to the end of the row. Of course, you must 
only leave the unknitted stitches at one end of the knitting. 

When you have worked off all the stitches, join the next 
shade and knit the whole row. The next row like the 2nd. 

This makes the knitting come into a gradual round. When 
large enough sew it up and do a second in the same way. Make 
a round pillow lined with feathers, and put between the knitting, 
which must be sewn together like a silk pincushion. Draw in 
rhe centre, which may be finished off with an ornamental button; 
,ew a silk cord round the edge. 

A Ilotlter.-You will require 3 skeins yellow,2 white; 3 scarlet, 
3 purple, 3 green, 6 grey, of double Berlin wool. Pins NO.5. 

Cast on 64 stitches with yellow. 
First row-wool forward; slip I, knit I. 
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Second row-Join the white. The remainder is all briot;he 
stitch; do 2 rows, then 2 yellow rolVs. 

Join the grey; knit 18 brioche (this is really 54 stitches re
member), leaving 14 on the other unknitted. Turn back and 
knit 4 brioche; turn again and knit 5 brioche; turn and knit 6. 
Continue taking 3 more stitches every time you turn, until you 
come to the end of your needles. Then do another yellow and 
white stripe . 

. Join the scarlet, and work as before. There have to be IS 
sections altogether, a grey one separating each bright coloured 
one. 

For a Common Q'{,tilt. 

Cast on with No.6 3-thread cotton 2 stitches, use pin: about 
No. 14, and increase every row. Do 6 rows of plain and 6 of pearl, 
so as to make lengthway ribs. When half a square is done de
cre;:t.se at tlj.e beginning of every row. When a sufficient ~umber 
of squares are finished join together with a square piece of calico 
between each knitted One. Thus: take a piece of calico, turn down 
the raw edges, double it to the size of the knitted square, and tack 
the two edges together. Then sew the knitting and the calico 
together, as if you were doing patchwork. The raw edges of 
the calico must, of course, be turned inwards, meeting each 
other so as not to be seen even on the wropg side of the quilt. 
This is a quick and neat quilt, but is not so pretty as the other 
patterns. 
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Counterpane.-Maltese Pattern 

Strutt's knitting-cotton No.6, and pins No. 16. 
This is one of the handsomest patterns there are, but it 

must be knitted much tighter than ordinary work. Twist the 
cotton twice round the little finger, and you will thus be enabled 
to draw the stitches quite tight. 

When your squares are done, sew them together at the 
plain part, at the beginning, where the increasings were made. 
They ought to make a perfect Maltese cross. Cast on 1 stitch 
and increase every row. Knit until you have 27 stitches on 
your needle. This completes the first division. 

Twenty-eighth row-make I, pearl the rest. 
Twenty-ninth row-make I, knit the remainder. 
Thirtieth row-make I, pearl I , * put thread before the 

needle, pearl 2 together. Repeat from ". 
Thirty-first row-make I, knit the rest. 
Thirty-second row-make I, pearl t~e rest. 
Do the 33rd and 34th rows like the 31st, and now the 

2nd division is done. 
Thirty-fifth row-make I, "knit 2, pearl 2. 
Thirty-sixth row-make I, "pearl 2, knit 2. 

Kmt the last stitch. 

Repeat from". 
Repeat from ". 

Thirty-seventh row-make I, knit I, "pearl 2, knit 2. Repeat 
from ". 

Thirty-eighth row-make I, pearl I, "kriit 2, pearl 2. Repeat 
from ". 

Thirty-ninth row-make I, "pearl:?, knit 2. Repeat from ., 
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Fortieth row-make I, .. knit 2, pearl 2. Repeat from • 
. Pearl the last stitch. 

Forty-first row-make I, pearl the rest. 
Forty-second row-make I, pearl the rest. 
Forty-third row-now you begin to decrease. Knit 2 

together, knit the rest. 
Forty-fourth row-pearl 2 together, pearl. 
Forty-fifth row-knit 2 together, put the cotton before the 

n~edle. Repeat alternately. 
Forty-sixth row-pearl 2 together. Pearl the rest. 
Forty-seventh row-knit 2 together, knit the rest. 
Forty-eighth row-pearl 2 together, pearl. 
Forty-ninth row-like the forty-eighth. 
Fiftieth row-now you do the third division again of 2 plain, 

2 pearl, according to the pattern j always decreasing at the 
beginning. In the last row of this division you knit every 
stitch. You ought to have 27 stitches, and the rest of the 
square is plain knitting. 

I t is an improvement after the quilt is finished to run blue 
ribbon round the holes which surround the cross, to define it, 
and bring it out more clearly. 

Canadz'an Cloud. 

Wooden pins, No.1 j 10 skeins of white and 2 oi scarlet 
Shetland wooL 

Cast on 200 stitches, and knit backwards and iorwanis lOr 
2~ yards. Cast off. N ow with the scarlet crochet a boraer at 
the two sides. Double the cloud lellgthways, and then draw up 
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the two ends and finish off with a large tassel, made in the fol
lowing way :-Double a skein of white wool twice, then tie it 
round very tightly with strong wool about two inches from the 
end; cut the other ends, and join the cloud and tassel together 
with a crochet cord made of Berlin wool. It makes the cloud 
prettier to add a little scarlet crocheted cap to the tassel. 

Rose-bud Pattern Border. 

Pins No. 13 and coarse cotton. 
Cast on 2I stitches. 
First row-knit the first stitch, and knit I, pearl 2, knit 1, 

put the cotton over the needle, knit I, slip I, knit I, pass the 
slipped stitch over, pearl, take 2 together, knit I, pearl I, knit I, 

slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, pearl I, take 2 together, knit 
I, put cotton over, knit the last stitch. 

Second row-I plain, 3 pearl, I plain; 2 pearl, I plain; 2 

pearl, I plain; 4 pearl, 2 plain, I pearl, knit the last. 
Third row-slip the 1st stitch, I plain, 2 pearl, I plain; put 

the cotton over the needle, I plain; put cotton over, slip I, knit 
I, pass the siipped over; I pearl, take 2 together, I pearl, slip I, 

knit I, pass slipped over, I pearl, take 2 together, the cotton 
over, I plain, cotton over, the last plain. 

Fourth row-slip the 1st, pearl 4, knit I, pearl, plain, pearl, 
plain, pearl 5, knit 2, pearl, knit the last. 

Fifth row-slip I, knit I, pearl 2, knit I, cotton over, knit 3, 
cotton over, slip I, knit 2 together, draw the slipped aYe!', pearl 
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I, slip I, knit 2 together, draw the slipped over, put cotton over, 
knit 3, put cotton over, knit the last. 

Sixth row-slip the 1st, pearl 6, knit I, pearl 7, knit 2, pearl 
I, kni t the last. 

Seventh row-slip the 1st, knit I, pearl 2, knit I, cotton over, 
knit 5, cotton over, slip I, knit 2 together, pass the slipped over, 
put cotton over the needle, knit 5, cotton over, knit the last. 

Eighth rOW-I plain, pearl 16, 2 plain, pearl I, knit the last 
plain. 

Repeat from the 1st row again. 
This forms a handsome border, either for quilts, antimacas

sars, or baby's berceaunette cover; especially the latter, done in 
stripes of plain knitting, in wool. 

CpzmterjJane B01'der. 

Strutt\ knitting-cotton and pins No. 15. Cast on 17 stitches 
for every scallop, and knit a plain rolV. 

First row-knit 2, • knit 2 together, knit 6, thread forwara 
knit I, thread forward, knit 6, knit 2 together. Repeat *, 

Second row--pearl. 
Third row-like the first. 
Fourth row-pearl. 
Fifth row-like the first. 
Sixth row-plain knitting. 
Seventh row-pearl. 
Eighth row-plain knitting. 
Begin again from the 1st row. 

LI D 
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A,'row Pattern in Stnpes. 

(VERY EASY.) 

Cast on any uneven number of stitches, according to the 
width you require. We will say 13. Put the wooi before the 
needle and knit 6 plain stitches. This makes 7 stitches on the 
right-hand needle. Knit 2 together, the rest plain. :b~veIY 
row alike. 

Fancy Stitches-Cable Knitting. 

Always cast on 2 stitches over, so as to knit the first and last 
stitch plain. 

This is very pretty, either for the tops of babies' boots or 
stockings in fine wool, or for couvrettes, quilts, &c. in coarser. 

It takes 8 stitches for the pattern. Cast on as many as you 
require for the width of the knitting, and do I row plain. 

Second row-pearl I, put the wool back, slip I, knit I, pass 
the slipped stitch over; pearl I, putting the thread twice round 
the needle, knit 4. Repeat to the end of the row. 

Third row-pearl 4, knit I, pearl 2, knit 1. Repeat. 
Fourth row-pearl I, keep the thread forward, slip I, knit I, 

pass the slipped stitch over, pearl 1. Now take the next '). 
stitches on a third needle, and keep them on the right side of 
your knitting; knit the next 2 stitches, and then knit off the 2 

on the third needle. 
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Fifth row-pear. 4, Knit I, pearl 2, knit r. Rep~at. 
Begin again fl'om the 2nd row. 
If you q.esire your cable broader you need only add on a few 

more stitches, say 9 or IO, to the pattern. With 10 stitches you 
would have to slip 4 on fa the third needle. 

Pretty Pattern, whz"cJ, forms a deep ScallofJ.- Cast on J2 for 
each pattern. Knit a row, pearl a row four times. 

Fifth row- knit I, knit 2 together, knit 2 together, thread 
forward j knit I, thread forward j knit I, thread forward; knit J, 
thread forward; slip J, knit I, pass the slipped over; slip J, knit 
I, pass the slipped over. Repeat. 

Sixth row-pearl. These two rows a'lternately. 

Net Pattern.-Any number of stitches which can be divided 
by 3. Slip J, thread before the needle, knit 2 together-. ~epeat. 

Brioche Knitting. 

Cast on any number of stitches in threes, 21, 30, 36, according 
to the desired width. ,. Thr~ad before the needle, slip I as 
though you were going to pearl, knit 2 together. Rel'cat from • 
Every row is alike. , 
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Lattice Pattern. 

(SEE FRONTISPIECE.) 

This is very handsome for antimacassars in stripes of two or 
more colours, and also for a baby's counterpane. For the latter 
cast on in white petticoat yarn 110 stitches on long wooden pins, 
No.6. If when finished you wish it larger, put a border in rose
bud pattern. For an antimacassar cast on I stitch with fleecy 
wool and coarse bone pins. Plain knitting, increasing at the 
commencement of every row, until you have 22. (This pattern 
is in sixes, and you must have 2 plain stitches at the beginning 
and end of every row to form a border: these must always be 
knitted plain. There ~ust be an even number of stitches, 22 
28, 34, according to the width required.) 

First row-knit the 22 stitches plain. 
Second row-knit 2 for the border."*" Knit I, putting the wool 

three times round the needle. Repeat from •. 
Third row-knit 2 for the border.· Take off 6 long stitches, 

and pass the first 3 over the second 3, but do not let the latter 
run off the left-hfJ.nd needle; and now knit off these 6 stitches 
plainly. Repeat from •. 

This may sound difficult, but it is really quite the reverse, as 
it merely consists in putting three stitches over another three, 
and then knitting these six afterwards. 

Do 2 plain rows, and repeat from 2nd row. 
When long enough, decrease with plain knitting to match 

the commencement, and finish off the points with tassels. . 
The next stripe, if preferred, can be done in a different 
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pattern, only you mllst remember to make the points, by begin. 
ning with one stitch' and then increasing up to the requi ",t
number, decreasing in the same manner at the end. 

Fancy Stitches. 

All the following patterns are pretty. You must always cast 
on two extra stitches, so as to have a plain stitch at the begin
ning and end of every row, and every alternate row is pearled.. 
Always work one or two rows plain for a foundation. 

Pearl Pattern.-Cast on an even number of stitches. 1st 
row-pearl I, slip I. Repeat. 

Third row-slip I, pearl I. Repeat. 
Go back to the 1St row. 

Rain Pattern.-14 stitches are required for each .,pattern. 
1st row- knit I, thread fonvard, knit 5, slip I, knit:% together, 
pass the slipped stitch over, knit 5, thread forward. Repeat. 

This makes a scallop. 

Dia1ll01ui Paffenz.-6 stitches for each pattern. ut row
knit I, bring the thread forward, slip J, knit I, pass the slipped 
over, knit I, knit 2 together, bring thread forward. Repeat. 

Third TOW- knit 2, thread forward, slip I, knit :% together, 
pass slipped over, thread forward, knit 1. Repeat. 
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Fifth row--knit I, knit 2 together, thread forward; knit I, 

thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass slipped over. 
Seventh row-knit 2 together .• - Thread forward, knit 3, 

thread forward, slip I, knit 2 together, pass slipped over. Repeat 
from ,· . End by knitting I. Then go back to the 1st row. 

Gate Pattent.-Cast on 10 for each pattern and two over, • 
slip the first and knit the last in every row. Each alternate 
row is 5 plain, 5 pearl. -

First row-thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass slipped over, 
knit 3, pearl 5. . 

Third row-knit I, thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass slipped 
over, knit 2, pearl 5. . 

Fifth row-knit 2, thread forward, slip I, knit), pass slipped 
over, knit I, pearl 5. 

Seventh row-knit 3, thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass 
slipped over, pearl 5. 

Ninth row-pearl 5, knit 3, knit 2 together, thread forward. 
N ow do every alternate row 5 pearl, 5 plain. 
Elevemh row-pearl 5, knit 2, take 2 together, thread for-

ward, knit 1. , 

Thirteenth row-pearl 5, knit I, take 2 together, thread for
ward, knit 2. 

Fifteenth row-pearl 5, take 2 together, thread forward, 
knit 3. 

Leaf Pattenz.-7 stitches for each pattern. 
First row-thread forward, knit 3, knit 2 together, knit 2, 

Repeat. 
Third row-knit I, thread forward, knit I, slip I, knIt I, pass 
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the slipped over, knit 2 together, knit I, brin~e thread for. 
ward. Repeat. 

Fifth row-knit 2, thread forward, slip-:l knit I, pass slipped 
over, knit 2 together, thread forward, knit f. Repeat. 

Seventh row-knit 2 together, knit 2, thread forward, knit 3. 
Repeat. 

Ninth row-knit 2 together, knit I, thread forward, knit J, 

thread forward, knit I, slip I, knit I, pass slipped over. Repeat. 
Eleventh row-knit 2 together, thread forward, knit 3, thread 

forward, slip I, knit I, pass slipped over. Repeat. 
The next row pearled. Recommence from first row. 

SInal! Honeycomb.-Ca'3t on 6 for each pattern. 
First row-pearl I, putting the thread before the needle 

twice, pearl 2 together. Repeat. 
Third low-pearl 2 together, thread before the needle, pearl I. 

Repeat. 

Bean Patti?rn.-Casl on 8 for each. 
First row-threat! forward, slip I, knit r, pass the slipped 

over. Repe.3.t. 
Third row-thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped 

over, knit 6. . Repeat. 

Nice Pattem for the Tops of So~·ks.- 5 stitches for each 
pattern. 

First row-pearl 2, keep the thread over the needle, kn..it 3 
together, thread over. Repeat. 

Second row-pearl 3, knit 2. Repeat. 
Third row-pearl 2, knit 3. Repeat. 
Fourth row-like the second. 
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Mz"g1lon Patter1l.-First row-knit 2, thread forward, slip }. 
knit I, pass slipped over. Repeat. 

Second row-Pearl 2, thread over, pearl 2 together. Repeat 
these rows alternately. This requires 4 stitches for each pattern. 

Telegrap/t Pattern.-Cast on 6 for each pattern. 
First row-pearl I, take 2 together, thread forward, knit I, 

thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over. Repeat. 
Second row-pearl 5, knit I. These two rows alternately. 

Alz"ce Pattenz.-Cast on 8 for each pattern. 
First row.-Tak~ 2 together, thread forward, knit 2, thread 

forward, slip I, knit I, pass the 'slipped over, knit 2. Repeat. 
Every other row is-pearl 4, pearl 2 together, thread over, 
pearl 2. 

Third row.-Take 2 together, thread forward, knit 3, thread 
forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit I. Repeat. 

Fifth ro,w-Take 2 together, thread forward, knit 4, thread 
forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over. Repeat. 

By this time my readers will perceive how much alteration 
can be made by merely reversing, and slightly altering, the 
position of knitted, pearled, and slipped stitches, and they will 
doubtless be able to invent many more equally pretty patterns 
for themselves, -

I n ad~pting these patterns for four needles, knit ~he alternat .. 
rows 1'lajn, instead of pearlil.g them. 

/ 

.j 

1 
\ 
" 
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High Bodice, to cost Is. 3d. 

This bodice is meant to wear under the dress. Three skeins 
scarlet merino and pins NO.5, or Shetland wool and pins NO.7. 

Cast on 98 stitches, and rib with 2 plain, 2 pearl, fer 12 rows. 
Thirteenth row-knit 16, make I (by putting the wool round 

he needle), knit 30, make I, knit 6, make I, knit 30, make I, 

"nit 16. 
Fourteenth row-Plain knitting. 
Fifteenth row-knit 17, make I, knit 30, make I, knit 8, make 

I, knit 30, make I, knit 17. 
Sixteenth row-Plain knitting. 
Seventeenth row-knit 18, make I, knit 30, make I, knit 10, 

make I, knit 30, make I, knit 18. 
Eighteenth row-plain. Continue ,in this way until you have 

done 30 rows with holes and 30 alternate plain rows. 
Now, for the front part take 60 stitches, leaving all the rest 

still on the needle, and do plain knitting backwards and for-
wards on those 60 for 32 rows. · . 

ThIrty-third row-cast off 5 stitches, knit the rest plain. 
Thirty-fourth row-you must now reduce for the neck at the 

end of this row by taking 2 together. 
Decrease thus every other row for 31 rows; YOIl must have 

39 stitches on your needle. Cast off; this part is for the 
shoulder. 

Cast off 16 stitches under the arm. 
For the back take 66 stitches, and do 16 rows of plain 

knitting; then 38 rows, decreasing for the shoulder at the end 
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of eaeh row . Now cast off 28 stitches for the neck. Cast off 16 
under the other arm. Now take the remaining 60 stitchC!s for 
the second front, and -do 32 rows as on the other side. Reduce 
for the neck in the same manner, by casting off 5 at -the 32nd 
row, and then decreasing at the end of every alternate row for 
32 rows. Cast off; there ought to be 39 stitches. 

Sew the shoulders together, crochet round the neek and 
sleeves (I treble, "2 chain), and run ribbon or crocheted chain 
round the former. 

If sleeves are desired, cast on about 48 stitches, and do ribs 
of 3 and 3 the desired length. 

The following diagram will render the explanations easier:--

LJr' . it~"."". 
¢ S' r:.~ ~ : ~ . ti 
.... ~ ~ 

60------- -------60--- ------ ~ ' -----60 --------- " 
/ Cnst \ / Cast \ 
I otI16. \ / otI16. \ 

/ \ / \ 
I \ I \ 

/ \ I \ 

/ \ / \ 
I \ "l \ ! SO Stitches. \ 80 Rtitches. _ \ 

\~I -- ~ 
12 Rows, in Ribs 012. 88 StItches. 
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A good plan to prevent tile front part from stretchinll too 
much is, at every loth row to leave the last 10 stitches b~fore 
the end unknitted. 

This pattern is for an ordinary figure, but after olle trial the 
knitter will find it can be altered to any size. 

Child's Gaiter, to cost Is. 2d. 

fhree needles, No. I I or 12, and 2 oz. brown Berlin wool. 
Cast on 60 (for a very small child 54 will do), knit 3, pearl 3, 

for 24 rows. Now do plain knitting for 12 rows, then decrease 
at the beginning and end of the row. ~ontinue plain knitting, 
but you must decTease every five rows. When six decreasings 
are done go on knitting until 78 rows are done. 

_ Seventy-ninth row-take the centre 18 stitches for the instep 
-on a third pin and knit backwards and forwards, decreasing 
at the beginning and en~ of every third row. When 18 rows 
are done cast off. 

Sew up the leg, and take up the rest of the stitches for the 
heel. Do 10 rows, decreasing at the beginning of every row. 
Cast off. Add a leather strap. 

Knee-cap. 

These are very comfortable for people who are at alllheu
matico Use pins No. 12, and Berlin wool. 

Cast on 74 stitches, and do 24 ribbed rows. Knit a row, 
pearl a row; knit 2 rows, pearl a row. 
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Thirtieth row-knit" 40.; turn back and knit 9 (always slip 
the first of these turned stitches). Turn again; lplit the last 9 
and 3 more; turn, knit 15; tUrri, knit 18. Continue in this 
way until you have" knitted 57 stitches; then turn and knit to 
the end of the pin. Knit 30 plain rows. 

Sixty-second row-knit 46; turn and knit 10; turn and knit 
13; and so on, 3 more every time, until you come to within 10 
of the end; then turn and knit to the end of the row. " Then do 
a plain row, a pearl row, 2 plain rows, I pearl row. Rib for 
24 rows. Cast off, and sew the ends together. 

Some people consider them better when quite plain, without 
either increasing or decreasing. 

Baby's Hoods. 

Pins NO.9 and Berlin, or any other soft wool. 
Cast on 60, and do I plain row. Then do Alice pattern, 

page 56, for 5 rows; then 6 rows of plain knitting, Do the rest 
in any fancy stitch. When the knitting is 4 inches deep do 2 

plain rows, I pearled, and cast off. 
Cast on 22 stitches for the crown, do I plain row. 
Second row-knit I , thread over, take 2 together. Repeat; 

6 more plain rows, and then any fancy stitch. When 3 inches 
are done knit a row, decreasing at the beginning and end of 
the row. Pearl the next, decreasing in the same way. Do 5 
more rows in this manner and cast off. N ow sew the crown 
and head parts together, gathering the fulness at the top, and 
not at the sides. 

Take up 74 stitches for the Gurtain, or neck part, and do 3 
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rows of alternate knitting and pearling; let the plain part corne 
on the right side. 

In the second row increase after every 2 stitches, so as to 
have about I ro altogether. When you have done 3 rows do 
any open pattern for 2 inches, and cast off. Edge the hood all 
round with a simple crochet edging in pink wool, and then 
ribbon round the neck. 

Line with Persian silk, and put a border of narrow swans
down. These hoods are very useful in grey wo01 for poor people) 
with a border of loop knitting. 

Anotlzer.-l skein white and r pink Shetland wool. Needles 
No. ro. 

Cast on 300 stitches in white wool, and knit until the work 
makes a square; double the work to make a half handkerchief, 
and make the centre a box pleat, rolling back a small fold all 
the way round the face. ' 

Make sufficient lace in pink to go all round the edge, both 
of fr.ont and curtain, which is formed by the three ends of the 
half square. Run a pink ribbon about four inches from the 
edge, to go round the neck. Put a bow of ribbon at the back 
and a bow at the top, on the box pleat. 

A1wther Pattenz.-Cast on 324 stitches, with white Shet
land wool. 

First row-plain. 
Second row-knit I ; wool forward; knit 2 together. Re

peat these rows alternately, decreasing at the beginning of every 
row until all are worked off. . • 

Line this piece of knitting with pale blue or rose-cotoured 
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silk; either turn back the straght side of the handkerchief to 
form a fold, going round the face, or net a border thus: fill the 
steel-netting needle with white wool, doubled about 8 times, and 
work 3 stitches into every hole all the way down the part near 
the face. Work some lace to match the lining, sufficient to go 
round the hood at the curtain; and a second strip to go round 
'the front part, at the back of the netted qUilling. Run a ribbon 
round the face, under the lace; run a ribbon also round the 
neck, making a fold in the knitting, at the back. If preferred 
you can put a fringe instead of lace round the curtain. ' 

Both these hoods are pretty and ~imple. 

LONDON 
Printed by STRANGEWAYB AND SONS, Tower Street, St. MartlIl's Laue. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

FRESH knitting-patterns seem always welcome; I therefore 

hope that the following directions may be useful to those 

who have found The Lady's Knitting-Book of any assistance. 

The Germans are beautiful knitters j they generally do 

a fancy pattern J.t the tops of their stockings, or else have a 

. doubled hem, similar to English ",oven ones j but theirs has 

. a Vanclyke at the top. 
A German peasant-girl showed me the following way, 

which I transcribe for the benefit of any English ladies who 

may like to try it:~ 
Cast on the number for your stocking: it ought to be 

c1i visible by 3· 
Do ten or twelve plain rounds. 
Eleventh round-* knit 3 together, wool fonvard; reveal 

from *. 
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Twelfth round-* knit I, wool forward, knit 1; repeat 

from *. 
Turn the hem inside, and pick up the stitches with 

other pins. 

Thirteenth rOlmd-with each stitch knit up one of the 

lower ones as well. 

The standard of measurement for tile pillS IS Bell's 

Knitting ' G ... uge. 
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EXPLANATIONS 

Muff. 

Steel pins No. 13, and I oz. of white Andalusian. For a 
child cast on 42; for a full size cast on 60. 

First row-plain knitting. 
Second row-knit I, knit the 2nd stitch in the following 

manner: put the wool round the needle in the usual way, but 
instead of pulling the stitch through, let the wool hang straight 
down over the forefinger of the left hand; wind the wool round 
the finger, put it again over the needle as though you were going 
to knit; then de the same a third time, and finish working this 
stitch, which ought to have the appearance of 3 in I ; knit the 
3rd stitch plainly. Continue in this manner to do I stitch loop
knitting and the next plain. 

Do 3 plain rows, and repeat from the 1st row; be careful 
in the alternate rows to do the loops into the stitch, which had 
none in the previous row. 
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When the knitting is I I! inches long ·cast off, and sew the 

top and bottom together. 
Make up the muff in the following way: either line it with 

silk or knitting; if the latter, cast on in white Berlin 52 stitches, 
and make it with plain knitting a trifle shorter than the loop
knitting. Sew the two parts together, with 3 or 4 thicknesses 
of wadding between. Ribbon, with elastic run in, can be sewn 

round the two openings and fastened off with a bow. 

Tippet or Victorine, to matclz the above. 

For a child, cast on, with white Andalusian, 36 stitches. 
Knit as in the previous pattern for 18 inches, and cast off i 

double it and sew the sides together. 
Sew 2 large white ornamental buttons, and elastic fastening 

at the throat; add small tassels to the end. 
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Muff. 

Another way of doing these is to do every stitch loop
knitting, with only one plain row between, using Berlin wool. 

Afterwards comb the wool out until it has the appearance 
I)f fur . . 

Crimean Helmet. 

This is a kind of cap, muffling half the face, and very com
fortable for gentlemen travelling by night, gamekeepers, &c. 

t lb. brown Berlin wool, and 4 pins, No.8. Cast on <)0 

stitches, 30 on each pin. 
First round-··plain knitting. Then do 32 rounds of ribs, 

3 plain, 3 pf!arl. 
Thirty-fourth rouna-kmt 39 stItches on one pin, whicn you 

leave. Go on with the other 5 I, still keeping the ribs even: do 
32 rows (not rounds) backwards and forwards, but cast off 15 
stitches at each end of the last 2 rows. 

Knit the stitches left on the 3rd pin, taking up at the end of 
ev('ry row one stitch from the 15 which you had cast off, and 
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knitting it together with the last stitch of each row. D o this 
until all the 15 have been picked up. 

Now pick up 27 stitches at each side, and knit 16 rounds. 
Cast off. 

Stocking. 

The subject of socks and stockings has been so fully ex
plained in the first series of The Lady's Knitting-Book, that but 
little remains to be said. 

The following pattern is for pins No. 17, and merino, or any 
very fine wool. I t is full sized. 

A striped stocking can be done in the same manner, and 
when joining the different colours knit the first round plain. 

Cast on 40 stitches on 3 pins, 120 altogether. 
Knit a plain round. 
Second round-make the first stitch the seam-stitch (knit it 

in two rounds, and pearl it in the third). Knit I, pearl I, for 
8 rounds. Then do plain knitting for 4 inches. 

Knit (or pearl) the seam-stitch; knit 2. "Pearl I, knit 3 ; 
repeat from ", knit the last 2 . Go on with these ribs for the 
remainder of the stocking. 

When ei,ghty rows are knitted, decrease on each ~ide of 
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seam-stitch. • Knit 6 rounds, and ;ncrease in the same way. 
Repeat from • twice more. 

'When I3t inches are knitted decrease every fifth row, on 
each side of the seam-stitch, until you have only 84 stitches on 
your -pins_ When the stocking is 23 inches long, divide for the 
heel by taking 22 on each side of the seam-stitch. Knit and 
pearl these 45 backwards and forwards for 48 rows (not 
rounds). Tum the heel as follows: knit 22, then the seam
stitch, which from this time forward you cease to make. Knit 
4 beyond it, knit 2 together, knit 1. Turn back, pearl II, pearl 
2 together, pearl 1. Turn, knit 12, knit 2 together, knit 1. 

Turn, and pearl to where you turned in the preceding row j 
this you can easily perceive by the little hole formed in turning j 

knit the 2 stitches together, knit I, and turn. Continue in this 
manner until all the stitches are worked off. 

Pick up 24 side-stitches, and do one round. Now decrease 
for the instep. On the right-hand side of the heel, j ust where 
the ribs leave off, you slip I, knit I j pass the slipped stitch 
over; continue plain knitting, and where the ribs begin again 
you must knit 2 together. Reduce in this way until you have 
80 stitches. 

When the foot is 8 inches long, reduce for the toe j knit thE 
ribs, all but 3 stitches j slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, 
knit 2, knit 2 together. Do the same on the other side. Be 
sure and make the decreasings exactly opposite each othel'- M 
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that the upper part and the sole may lie perfectly even. Do 
two rounds between each decreasing, and when the foot is 
9 inches long cast off, and sew up the toe on the wrong side. 

Another way of turning a heel is as follows: knit the flap as 
IIsual, but it need 110t in this case be so long; do the seam
stitch (which you need not make, but plainly knit it), kni.t 3 
beyond it, knit 2 together. Turn back, pearl 8, pearl 2 together. 
Turn back, knit 8, knit 2 together. Continue to work off the 
stitches in this way, never having more than 9. Take up the 
side- stitches, do 2 plain rounds, and reduce for the instep. 
With this kind of heel do 2 plain rounds between each 
decreasing. Some people merely do a straight flap and sew it 
up, picking up the stitches all round for the sole; but the ridge 
is apt to press against the foot. 

Child's Pettz'coat a1zd Bodice in One. 

The petticoat can be done either in knitting or crochet. For 
the latter begin with the body, which must, of course, always 
be knitted. 

Cast on, with merino wool and pins No. i4, 136 stitches. 
Knit 4, pearl 4, for about 5 inches, or as long as the body is 
desired. Cast off, and knit a similar second piece. Sew to-
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gether, leaving about '3 inches open for the a~hole. Crochet 
an edging round these openings, and also round the neck. 

Crochet the petticoat on to the knitting by doing first 2 treble, 
2 chain, and as the petticoat gets larger, do 3 instead of 2. 

The petticoat on page 47 of Tlte Lady's Crodlet-Book, First 
Series, is especially suitable; work as there directed, and then 
pick up 136 stitches on one half of the petticoat for the body, as 
directed above. Then Rick up tlie second half and sew together. 

These bodies are so elastic that they do not require any 
fastening, but slip easily over the child's head. 

I f you prefer the entire petticoat knitted proceed as follows :-
2 oz. pink and white fingering, or Berlin wool, and ivory pins 

No. 10. Cast on with pink and do I row. The knitting can be 
done doilble or plain, whichever is preferred. (For double 
!cnitling see page 27 of first series.) Cast on 136 stitches with 
pink, and do I plain rO\~', join the white and do 6 rows, then 4 
lTIOre pink rows. The rest of the petticoat is white, except the 
border, which must be done in pink and sewn on afterwards. 
When the petticoat is long enough (about 8 inches will do), rib, 
4 plain, 4 pearl, for 12 rows. Join the w.hite merino wool; and 
now you must use steel pins, No. 14. Do 4 inches of ribbed 
knitting, 4 plain, .4 pearl, anJ ' cast off. 

Do another side in the same way and sew together, leaving 
an opehing for the armholes. Crochet round th.e latter, and 
also round the neck. Do any kind of border you prefer. 
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Sleeveless Yacket. 

Pins NO.9, and black Berlin or fingering. 
Cast on 98 stitches. Knit 12 rows. 
Thirteenth row-knit 16, wool over the needle, knit 30, wool 

over, knit 6, wool over, knit 30, wool over, knit [6. 
The alternate rows plain. 
Fifteenth row-knit 17, wool over, knit 30, wool over, knit 8, 

wool over, knit 30, wool over, knjt 17· 
Seventeenth row-knit 18, wool over, knit 30, wool over, 

",{nit 10, wool over, knit 30, wool over, knit 18. 
Continue in this way for 60 rows. 
For the Front, knit 60 stitches backwards and forwards for 

32 rows. 
Thirty-third row- cast off 5 stitches (this must be at the 

commencement of a row) ; knit the rest plain. 
Thirty-foUI"th row-reduce for the neck by taking 2 together 

at the end of this row, next to the cast-off stitches. Reduce 
thus for 31 rows and cast off for the shoulder. Then cast off 
16 stitches under the arm, and take the 66 at the back between 
the holes. Do 16 rows plain, then decrease for 38 rows at the 
end of each row for shoulder. N ow cast off here for the neck. 
Then cast off 16 for the other arm. Take the remaining 60 
stitches for the second front, and do 32 rows 'as on the other 
side. Cast off 5 for neck, and then decrease at the end of every 
alternate row for 32 rows. 
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Sew the shoulders together. 
Pick up 53 stitches for the right-hand side, and do 2 plain 

rows. Make a button-hole every 12 stitches; thus, knit :3 to
gether ; in the next stitch put the wool 3 times round the needle; 

-in the succeeding row knit the first part, pearl the second. knit 
the third part of this stitch. 

Do 3 more rows and cast off. 
Do the same number of rows on the opposite side, and sew 

buttons on. It is best to put a small _piece of cloth underneath 
for a foundation, as the buttons are apt to pull off. 

Take up the waist stitches; increase after every 4 stitches. 
Second row-increase, knit to the centre, and increase again. 
Repeat these increasings for six rows. Then increase 3 

times in the centre. Do 4 more rows, then 6 rows in brioche 
knitting with much coarser pins; do no increasings now. 

Cast off. T ake up the stitches round the neck, decrease 5 
times every alternate row for 4 rows, and do 4 rows of brioche 
with smaller pins. ' Cast off. 

It brightens the jacket to make the borders with violet or 
blu'e, 

Crochet round the sleeves. 
These are very nice, warm presents for the poor, done in 

coarser wool; but as this pattern is for a slight figure more 
stitches had better be cast on, especia11y the waist must b~ 
increased. 

K.2 B 
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Opera Cloak, or Sortie du Bal. 

Wooden or ivory pins NO.9, and t lb. white and 6 oz. scarlet 
Lady Betty's wool, or merino wool. If the former is used, cast 

on less than the given number. 
With merino wool cast on in white 160 stitches. - Plain 

knitting in stripes; join the scarlet when your white stripe is 
sufficiently wide. When the knitting is 3 yards and IO inches 

long cast off. 
Put any border you like, either crochet or knitting, with 

5carlet; but the border on tlte upper part lengthways must 

have the pattern on the wrong side. 
When the border is finished, turn back the side which has 

the reversed border for several inches, to make the border come 
on the right side; this is the upper part of the cloak. N ow, to 
make the hood, fold the knitting in half, and sew the two upper 
edges together at 17 inches from the doubled part. Fasten a 
tassel at the sewing, and another tassel at the bottom of the 
hood. Bind the neck with ribbon, leaving ends to tie at the 
throat. A piece of swansdown covering the ribbon forms a 
Wetty finish, but is not absolutely necessary. 
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Lady's Gauntlet. 

Brown and violet Berlin, and 4 needles, NQ. 15. 
Cast on 54 stitches with brown, and rib for about I inch by 

doing 4 plain, 2 pearl. Join the violet and work for half an 
inch. Join the brown and work another inch, then knit a plain 
row, decreasing 6 stitches. 

Go on with plain knitting, and in the next round commence 
the thumb by making I stitch ·in the middle of the first needle. 
Knit 3 plain rounds. 

The next round increase 2 more stitches (Ion each side of 
the one already made). Knit 3 plain rounds. Next, add 2 

stitches again (Ion each side of the other three stitches). 
Go on in this way, knitting 3 plain rows between each in

creasing row, until you have 19 stitches for the thumbs. Slip 
these 19 on a piece of wool, and in their place cast on 6 extra 
stitches to form the gusset. 

Knit I plain round, then decrease at the gusset in every 
round by taking 2 of the stitches togetner until 48 are left. 

Rib for the third of an inch with brown, do the same with 
violet, then the same with brown again, and cast off. 

Take up the thumb-stitches, picking up also 6 at the gusset. 
Decrease at the gusset as before, rib 4 rounds of brown, 4 rounds 
of violet, and 4 of brown again. Cast off. 
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Another Pafterlf. 

Pins No. 14 or IS. 
Cast on 20 stitches in black, and knit 8 rows; join scariet 

(or any other bright colour) and knit 8 rows. Continue in this 
manner to make stripes until the knitting is long enough to go 
round the hand. Sew the ends together, leaving a long hole, not 
less than 3 ;nches, for the thumb. Pick up the stitches round 
the top on 3 :leedles, and rib a little border. Pick up the 
stitches at the other end, and with the 4 pins rib 8 rounds alter
nately in either colour. 

Another Pattern with a full large Cuff, 

WHICH CAN ALSO BE USED FOR LONG SLEEVES GOING UP 

THE ARM. 

Cast on as above, and proceed to work the hand in the same 
manner, but do not sew it up. When the piece large enough 
for the hand is done, pick up the stitches lengthways, and do 10 

rows for the wrist in ribs of 2 plain, 2 pearl. Now use bone 
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needles NO.7, and do 7 inches in the following stitch: wool 
forward, slip I, knit 2 together, every row alike. Then do 8 
rows of ribbed with pins No. 14, and cast off. 

Finish off as described above; sew up the long part, and 
then turn it back so that the ribbed part at the end may lie over 
the ribbed part at the wrist. If you intend to make sleeves 
instead of a gauntlet make it longer, and do the last 8 rows 
with the bone pins instead of the steel. These gauntlets are 
very comfortable for young ladies at school, who cannot always 
keep their hands warm, and who are generally obliged to keep 
at a respectful distance from the fire. 

1Ja~y's Glove. 

This is quite an easy pattern; but if a prettier kind is 
required knit exactly as tor Boy's Glove, page IS of Fourth 
Series, using 2-thread Lady Betty or And~lusian wool, and pins 
No. 16. The hand must, of course, be a bag; the fingers need 
not be separate. 

4 pins, No. IS, and one skein white Andalusian, will be 
required. 
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Cast on 40 stitches; knit 1 plain row. For 2 rOtmds, knit 2, . 

pearl 2, using 4 pin~. 
Third round-knit 2, wool forward; knit 2 together. Repeat. 
Fourth round-knit 2, pearl 2. 

Fifth round-the rest of the glove is all plain knitting. 
9th round-the thumb begins now. Knit 2, increase (always 

by working into part of the next stitch) ; knit 2, increase. 
Knit 2 more rows without increasing. 
Twelfth round-knit 2, increase; knit 4, increase. 
Fifteenth round-knit 2, increase; knit 6, increase. 

Remember never to increase anywhere else except at this 
part. 

Eighteenth round-knit 2, increase; knit 8, increase. 
Twenty-first round-knit 2, increase; knit la, increase. 
Twenty-fourth round-knit :?, increase; knit 12, increase. 
Twenty-fifth round-slip the 16 thumb stitches on a pie.ce of 

wool, leaving them unknitted. Go on with the other part for 24 
rounds. Then decrease .every 5th stitch. 

Two more plain rounds, and decrease every 4th stitch. 
Two plain rounds; decrease every 3rd stitch. 
Two plain rounds, and end off, sewing together on the wrong 

side. 

Now go on with the thumb stitches. You must have IS 
stitches altogether; to make the remainder right, pick up 2 at 
the join. Knit 17 rounds. 
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EIghteenth round-knit 2 together, knit 3. Repeat. 
Two more plain rows and end off. 
Crochet a little cuff, begirmingwith I chain, 2 treble, increasing 

every round, and scalloping the last. 

Baby's Boot. 

(A QUICK PATTERN.) 

Two bone pins, No. 14- This is the least pretty of the shoes. 
Cast on 20 stitches in white Andalusian, and do 2 plain 

rows. 
Third row-wool before the needle, the rest plain. Repeat 

this row until you have 30 stitches. 
Thirteenth row-plain knitting. Do 3 more plain rows. 
Seventeenth row-knit plain until the last 2, which must be 

knitted together. 
Continue to reduce in this manner until you have only 20 

stitches. 
Twenty.sixth row-at the end of this row cast on for the 

heel 9 extra stitches, the next row plain. 
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Twenty-eighth row-wool before the needle, the remainder 
plain. Repeat this row until there are 34 stitches. Do 3 plain 
rows. 

Thirty-seventh row-knit 18 stitches, now turn and knit 
backwards and forwards on these 18 for 8 rows to form the to~ 

Forty-third row-knit the 18, and then cast on 17 more 
stitches, taking the left-hand pin out; the stitches will not run 
down; these 17 ought to be opposite those which you have let 
off. Do 3 plain row!'. ' 

Forty-seventh row-knit the last 2 together at the toe. 
Reduce in every row until you have only 31, and cast off. 

Take up the 17 loose stitches and 22 more from the other 
part, with steel pins, No. 15, to form the leg, making 39 
in all. 

First row-knit 7, "increase, knit 5. Repeat from to. 

Second row-you ought now to have 44 stitches. Wool 
before the needle, knit 2 together. Repeat. 

Third .ow-knit and pearl alternately for 12 rows. 
Fifteenth row-pearl 2, knit 2 for 18 rows. 
N ow do the second row of loop knitting (see Part 1.), 1 plain 

row, and cast off. This row can either be done in white or 
coloured wool, according to taste. A nice way of making a tuft 
for the rosette is to wind the wool about 20 times round the 
forefinger, then pass another piece of wool through the hole and 
draw up; cut the edges. 
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Baby's Boot, Marguerite Pattern. 

This is done in two colours, the leg white and the boot blue 
or pink. Double Shetland wool, and 4 pins, No. 15. 

Cast on 48. Knit 3, pearl 3 for 3 rounds. Pearl 3, knit 3 
for the next 3. 

Seventh round- WOFk any of the striped patterns in Third 
Series for 2 inches (or you can rib the first half of the leg, and 
do the remainder plain knitting) ; join the blue and work I plain 
round. Now take 22 for the heel and knit in rows, not rounds. 
Knit 3, pearl 3, reversing every fourth row so as to match the 
beginning to form small squares. When 18 rows are finished 
take the 13th and 14th together, and proceed to turn the heel as 
in a stocking, taking c_are to reverse the squares in theil' proper 
order. Pick up 12 stitches at the side. Reduce for the instep 
at each side until you 'have 48 stitches; this makes the squares 
come even. When II squares are done (counting II hom the 
leg in front) decrease on each side for the toe every other round 
until you have only 30 left. You must be careful to make the 
decreasings exactly opposite each other at the side of the boot, 
so that it may lie fiat and even. 

Knit together on the wrong side. Crochet a scalloped edging 
of the same colour as the boot round the top of the sock, and 
run a ribbon round the ankle. 
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The Sock for a Child of Two Years Old, on page 18 of 
Tlte Lady's Knitting-Book, First Series, also makes a pretty 
baby's boot. With .Andalusian wool, cast on 50, and when the 
sock is finished dot it over at regular intervals with pink spots. 
Do this with a wool needle. Crochet a top of the same colour 
to the boot and put a little rosette of ribbon in front. You 
must, of course, make holes round the ankle for pink ribbon. 

Another way is to do 4 rows of plain knitting, then I pearl 
row, I plain row, I pearl row. Afterwards only spot the plain 
rows. The shoes look very nice dotted with filoselle instead of 
wool. 

Baby's Boot, Striped Pattern. 

Two pins, No. IS. 
Cast on 72 stitches. 
First row-plain. 
Second row-knit I, wool forward, slip I, repeat; knit the 

last. 
Third row-brioche. There ought to be 95 stitches, or 35 

sets of brioche stitch. At the end, knit 3 together to make the 
number come right. 
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Work 9 more rows of this pattern. The entire foot being 
brioche, forms the stripe going up the boot. 

Thirteenth row-work brioche for 16 sets (that is 48 stitches, 
one set of brioche containing 3 knitted stitches; remember the 
stitches are counted in sets, or the pattern will go wrong), knit 
2 together, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit I, knit 2 together, pearl 
I, kn-it 2 together. Brioche for the last 15 sets. 

-Fourteenth row-brioche 15 sets, knit I, pearl 6, pearl I, 

knit 2 together, brioche the last 15 sets. 
Fifteenth row-brioche 15 sets, pearl I, knit 3 together, knit 

4, knit 3 together, pearl I, knit 2 together, brioche 13 sets. 
Repeat in this way, decreasing on each side of the 4 centre 

stitches, which must always be plain; these four are to be 
knitted in one row and pearled in the next. And the number 
of stitches on each side of them must always be perfectly even. 
You may sometimes find the knitting make a hole where you 
decrease on the left side o(the front part. You can sew these 
up afterwards, or to avoid making them, you need only pearl I, 

knit together 2, instead of doing the entire brioche set; then in 
coming back after pearliIlg" the 4 centre stitches either knit or 
pearl, so that the evenness of the stripes may not be interrupted. 

This seems rather complicated, but after one trial it will 
really be found quite simple. 

When y.ou have done 40 rows altogether, and have only 51 
stitches, the boot pa,rt is finished. There ought to be 30 plain 
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stitches up the instep. To make the 4 plain in the centre 
always come even, you will sometimes be obliged to decrease in 
the odd rows. 

Forty-first row-plain knitting. This makes holes'.to go 
round the anele, Do any fancy pattern for I! inches; then 
decreas~ by knitting 2 together about every 12. stitches, so as 
to have only 42. Then brioche for 20 rows, a plain row, ane 
cast off. 

Sole. Cast on 20 stitches, do I plain row; then increase at the 
end of every row until there are 36; 3 plain rows, and decrease 
in the same way until there are 30 again; cast off, and sew to 
the boct on the wron~ side. 

"'lith pink Shetland, herring-bone or feather stitch, down the 
centre of the plain piece at instep, from the anele to the end of 
it. Do a second row of the same on each side, leaving off an 
inch from the toe; thus the centre will be longer than the two 
other lines. 

Round the top of the sock work with the pink Shetland and 
a fine bone hook I treble, I chain, miss, repeat. Vlork so that 
this may be on the wrong side of the leg, because this part is 
afterwards turned back to fOfm a roll. 

Second round-" 4 chain, I double on the 3rd chain, a treble 
on the 2nd, and a treble on the 1st; miss 2 loops ; work I 

double with the next. This ought to form a small scallop. 
Work another double and repeat from *. Fasten off, turn back 
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the crotcheted top, and with a wool needle give a slight tack to 
the fold here and there, to keep it in place. Plait double Berlin 
wool and run it in the holes round anele, adding at each end 
balls lI"\ade of Lady Betty wool, as described in First Series oj 
Lady'~ Work-Book, \Jut the rOUlH.l~ must be made of paper 
the size of a shilling. 

Slipper. 

Any thick wool and 2 bone needles. Charity or Alloa yarn, 
and pins NO.9, are suitable. 

Cast on 15 stitches, and knit a strip 13 inche.s long. 
Cast on 30 more stitches and knit 8 row~. 
N ow decrease by knitting 2 together at the beginning and 2 

at the end of every alternate row. When 18 stitches only are 
left, knit 3 plain rows. Decrease as before, until 12 stitches are 
left. Knit 2 plain rows and cast off. This ought to be knitted 
rather tightly to make it firm. 

Sew the end of the strips to the side of the toe, and crochet a 
border round in which to run elastic. Bind felt soles with 
braid of the same colour as the wool, and then sew on thf' 

slippers. Add a rosette of braid in front. 
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Opera Hood. 

Two oz. white Berlin and I oz. blue Andalusian. Pins 

NO· 9· 
Cast on I stitch with the white, and increase at the begin

ning of every row until you have 8; and now you must always 
cast on 3 extra stitches at the commencement. 

Seventh row- pearl. 
Eighth row-slip the 1st stitch. .. Wool before the needle, 

knit 2 together. Repeat from ". 
Ninth row-pearl. 
T enth row-plain. 
Eleventh row- plain. 
Go back to the 8th row. When you have increased to 156 

stitches, do 2 rows without increasings. Reduce to II 5, and 
then cast off 3 stitches at the beginning of each row for 6 rows. 
This finishes the fore-part; make a plait exactly in the middle, 
opposite the point, and with a wool-needle and white wool 
gather the other part (on each side of the plait), so that it may 
measure exactly 20 inches, to form the neck. Pick up for the 
latter 98 stitches. 

First row-wool before the needle, knit 2 together, knit 1. 

Reneat. 
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Second row-wool before the needle; continue plain knit
ting until you come to the centre stitch .; bring the wool 
forward. Now knit the centre stitch; then bring the wool 
forward again : this forms 2 increasings. Do this row 12 times. 
Repeat from first row of the neck part. 

Twenty-fifth row-like the 1st. 
Two more plain rows, and cast off. 
With blue Andalusian crochet 3 rounds, of 2 treble, 2 chain. 
As a border for the front part of the hood have 3 balls of 

white Berlin, and fill a netting-needle with the 3, using them as 
I thread. Work 3 knots into each of the holes formed by the 
2 chain-stitches. This makes a full ruff round the face. 

For the border of the other part do 2 rows of netting with 
a ~ingle Berlin thread, 1 knot into each hole. 

If you are not a netter, put a border of swansdown or ribbon 
quilling. Run a blue ribbon round the neck, and leave strings; 
run another roulld the face, drawing it slightly. Finish off with 
a blue bow on the peak. 
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Opera Hood, Louise Shape. 

Three oz. white 2-thread Lady Betty wool, and bone pins NO.7. 
Cast on 527 stitches; knit I plain rQw, I pearl row, I plain 

row. 
First row ofpattern.-Remember always to knit the 1st and 

last stitch plainly. Knit 3, wool forward,.knit 7; knit 2 together, 
knit 2 together again, knit 7, wool forward. Repeat. 

Second row-pearl I, wool forward, pearl 6, pearl 2 together, 
pearl 2 together again, pearl 6, wool forward, pearl 4. 

Third row-knit 5, wool forward, knit 5, knit 2 together , 
twice, knit 5, wool forward, knit 2. 

Fourth row-knit 3, wool forward, knit 4, knit 2 together 
twice, knit 4, wool forward, knit 6. 

Fifth row-knit 7, wool forward, knit 3, knit 2 together twice, 
knit 3, wool forward, knit 4. 

Sixth row-pearl 5, wool forward, pearl 2, pearl 2 together 
twice, pearl 2, wool forward, pearl 8. 

Seventh row-knit 9, wool forward, knit I, knit 2 together 
twice, knit I, wool forward, knit 6. 

Eighth row-knit 7, wool forward, knit .2 together twice, 
wool forward, knit 10. 

~epeat from 1st row. The border is now finished, and 
the remainder is plain knitting. Knit to the end of the 14th 
scallop; turn baqk and knit 3 scallops. Turn back, and knit 
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3 stitches beyond where you. turned in the preceding row. Do 
this until all the stitches are worked off. 

Fold the work in half, and sew 10 inches together at the two 
top edges, to form .the hood. Add a tassel to the peak caused 
by this folding, Crochet a simple edging along the top, draw 
up the ends, and finish them off with large tassels. 

'This hood can also be used to wear over the shoulders. 
Tack the hood very lightly into its proper fold. 

Lady's Capuchin Hood. 

(FOR EVENING WEAR.) 

Ivory or wooden pins NO.9. 2 oz. white merino wool, I oz. 
pink. 

Cast on 382 stitches with pink; this gives 14 stitches for 
every pattern, and 4 over :' therefore the 2 first and the 2 last 
stitches are always to be plal~ knitting. 

First row -plain knitting. 
Second row-'" knit I , wool forward, knit 4, knit 2 together, 

slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 4, wool forward, knit I. 
Repeat from . , 

Third row-This and every alternate row is to be p'earled 
until the bot:der is finished. 

K. 2 c 
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}<'oUTth row-like the 2nd. 

Sixth row- knit I, wool forward, knit 2 together, wool 
forward, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 2 together, slip r, 
knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 4, thread forward, knit I. 

Repeat. 
Eighth row- like 6th. 
Tenth row- like 2nd. 
Twelfth row-knit I, wool forward, knit 4, knit 2 together, 

slip I, knit r, pass the slipped over, wool forward, slip I, knit I, 

pass the slipped over, wool forward, slip I, knit I, pass the 
slipped over, wool forward, knit 1. Repeal:. 

Fourteenth row-like the 12th. 
Fifteenth row.-Cast off the first 56 stitches; pearl the rest; 

cast off the last 56 stitches. 
Sixteenth row-the remainder of the hood is plain knitting. 

These scallops which are cast off (4 on each side) must after
wards be sewn up the sides. Join the white wool. You must 
)low begin to decrease; the best plan is to tie a piece of red 

wool at the centre scallop, and also at the 6th from each side; 
this divides it into three parts. 

When you come to the 6th scallop, knit 2 together in the 
middle. of it; do the same with the 12th, and also with the 6th 
scallop from the end. 

Seventeenth row- knit 2 together; decrease at the 6th 
scallop by knitting the middle stitch and the stitch before it 
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together. Always decrease in this way, in order to make the 
lines regular. Knit the ·last 2 stitches together. 

Eighteenth row-decrease 3 times, as in the preceding row, 
not at the beginning or end. 

Nineteenth row-like the 18th. 
Repeat these 3 rows twice. 

Twenty-sixth row-decrease between the 3rd and 4th scal
lops at the centre, and between the 3rd and 4th scallops from 
the end; knit the first '2 and the last 2 stitches together. 

Do the 17th, 18th, and 19th again. 
Thirtieth row-like the 26th. 

Thirty-first row-decrease in the middle of the 4th scallop, 
and the 4th also from the end. Never forget to decrease in the 
centre scallop in every row. 

Thirty"second row-like the 26th. 
Thirty-third row-like the 31st. 

Thirty-fourth row-decrease at the beginning, at the. 6th, 
centre, 6th from the end, and the last 2 stitches. 

Thirty-fifth row- decrease at 3l'd, 9th, centre; the same the 
other end. 

Thirty-sixth row-decrease in the 2nd, 5th, centre, 5th and 
2nd from end. 

Thirty-seventh row-like the 26th. 

Go back to the 17th row, then decrease at the 8th scallop. 
When you have 130 stitches only, th~ cape part is finished. 
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Now knit 2 together, wool forward twice, slip I, knit I, pass 
the slipped over. 

Do a plain row. Then '*" knit 2, increase, repeat from •. 
You ought now to have 148 stitches, but a few extra will not 
signify. This finishes the curtain. 

First row of hood-knit to within 60 stitches of the end; 
turn and" knit 2, increase, repeat from " to within 60 of the end. 
You do not increase any more after this. Turn back, and when 
you get to within 60 of the end, knit off 2 stitches (the 60th and 
59th), and turn. Do this every time until al the st itches are 
knitted off. 

Knit a plain row; then knit the last 2 together. Repeat 
until you have reduced to one stitch; cast off. 

Pick up the side-stitches to [olm a border for the face. 
With white wool knit 2, knit 2 together, wool over the needle. 
Repeat from · . This makes small holes, into which white 
elastic must afterwards be run. Join the pink wool. Increase 
12 times at the peak, and do the first 8 rows. Then loop
knitting (page 42 of Part 1.), to make a fluffy border. Sew up 
the side-edging to the cape part, and run pink ribbon round 
the neck; finish off the peak with a pink bow. You can, if 
preferable, put a ribbon quilling round the face or front 
part. 

This is a nice fit, and very becoming. You must be careful 
in knitting the cape not to make it longer than the four scallops 
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which were cast off, as the corners must have the edging put on 
rather full, or it will not lie fiat. Two yards of ribbon will be 
required. Sew the ends of the elastic to the ribbon. 

Baby's Hood. 

This is a very simple quick pattern, suitable for a young 
infant, instead of the silk bonnets. (If you use bone pins 
No. 13, and Andalusian wool, it will fit the large wax dolls; 
pins No. r6 do for a small doll.) 

Bone or wooden pins No. 9. ~ oz. pink and ~ oz. white 
Berlin wool, Cast on 48 stitches. 

First row-" wool forward, slip I, knit 1. Repeat from *. 
The remainder is all Brioche stitch. 

Twelfth row-join the white, and do 34 rows. Then knit as 
far as the 48th stitch; turn back and knit to the 24th stitch from 
the end ; turn back again, and 'this time take 3 together instead 
of 2 at the place where you turned in the preceding row. Turn 
and repeat this, until all the side-stitches are worked off; this 
forms the crown. Pick up the stitches on each side; make 
holes by knitting I, wool over the needle, knit 2 together. Then 
do a plain row, and join the pink. Work a piece of 12 rows 
to match the beginning, and cast off. 
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Run ribbon-strings round the holes above the curtain,' and 
finish off with a bow of the same at the back; turn back the 
front, coloured part, giving it a stitch on each side to keep it 
in place. 

Counterpmze. 

(LAUREL-LEAF PATTERN.) 

Strutt's knitting cotton, and pins No. 14 or 15, Bell gauge. 
This quilt is made in squares, and joined afterwards in such 

a manner that the points of the leave" meet. 
Cast on I, thread forward at the beginning of every row. 

Knit 2 rows. 
Fourth row-'" thread forward, knit I. Repeat from ". 
Fifth row-you ought now to have 6 stitches; knit I, pearl 3, 

knit 2. 

Sixth row-Knit 3, thread forward, knit I, thread forward, 
knit 3. 

Seventh row-knit 2, pearl 5, knit 3. 
Eighth row-knit 5, thread forward, knit I, thread forward, 

knit 5. 
Ninth row-knit 3, pearl 7, knit 4· 
Tenth row-knit 7, thread forward, kriit I, thread forward, 

knit the rest. 
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Eleventh row-knit 4, pearl 9, knit 5. 
Knit the twelfth row. 
Thirteenth row-knit 5, pearl 9, knit the rest. Continue in 

this way, every time knitting I more, and always pearling the 9. 
The alternate rows plain. 

Twenty-second row-knit 10, slip I, knit I, pass slip over, 
knit 5, knit 2 together, ,the rest plain. 

Twenty-third row-knit 10, pearl 7, knit the remainder. 
Twenty-fourth row-knit II, slip I, knit I, pass slip over, 

knit 3, knit 2 together, plain. 
Twentyofifth row-knit I I, pearl 5, plain. 
Twenty-sixth row-knit 12, slip I, knit I, pass slip over, 

knit I, knit 2 together, plain. 
Twenty-seventh row-knit 12, pearl 3, plain. 
Twenty-eighth row-knit 13, slip I, knit 2 together, pass slip 

over. This finishes the leaf. The other half of the square is in 
ribs, decreasing at the beginning of every row, thus: pearl I 

row, knit I row, pearl I row, knit 2 rows, pearl 1 row· 

Wheat-ear Pattern. 

Cast on 17 for every patt~rn, and 4 over. Do two plain 
stitches at the beginning and end of every row. 

Do 4 plain rows. 
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First row of pattern-knit 2 together, knit 6, wool over the 
needle, knit I, wool over the needle, knit 6, knit 2 together. 

Second row-pearl. 
Repeat these rows 3 times. 
Ninth row-plain knitting. 
Tenth row-pearl. 
Eleventh row-knit 2 together, knit 2, wool over the needle, 

knit I, wool over the needle, knit I, slip I, knit I, pass the 
slipped over, knit I, knit 2 together, knit J, wool over the 
needle, knit 2, knit 2 together. 

Twelfth row-pearl. 
Repeat these 2 rows 3 times. 
Nineteenth row-plain knitting. 
Twentieth row-pearl. 
N ow go back to the first row of pattern. 

Feather Pattern. 

This is a very old pattern indeed; but old friends are often 
the best, so I give it without apology. 

It takes 25 stitches to form a pattern. 
Cast on 50 or more stitches, and knit 2 plain rows. 
First row of pattern-take 2 together 4 times, • wool (}ver 
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the needle, 1 plain. Repeat from .. 7 times more, then take 'Z ' 

together 4 times, and pearl the last. 
Second row-pearl. 
Third row-plain. 
Fourth row-plain. 
Repeat from first row of pattern. 

Talisman Pattern. 

Twenty stitches are required for every pattern. 
Do two rows of plain knitting before beginning it. 
First row-pearl 8, knit 2, pearl 8, knit 2. 

Second row-pearl 2, knit 8, pearl 2 , knit 8. 
Third row-plain knitting. 
Fourth row-pearl. 
Fifth row-pearl 3, knit 2, pearl 8, knit 2, pearl 5. 
Sixth row-knit 5, pearl 2, knit 8, pearl 2, knit 3. 
Seventh row-plain knitting. 
Eighth row-plain knitting. 
Go back to the first row. This is pretty for couvrettes, O~ 

for babies' boot::,. 
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Eyelet Pattern. 

Cast on in sevens. 
First row-thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped 

over,-knit 5. 
Second row-pearl. 
Third row-thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped 

over, knit I, pearl 3, knit 1. 

Fourth row-pearl I, knit I, thread forward, knit 2 together, 

pearl 3. 
Fifth row-thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped 

over, knit 1. pearl 3,"knit 1. 

Sixth row-pearl. 
Seventh row-thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped 

over, knit 5. 
Eighth row-pearl. 
Go back to the 3rd row. 
This can be made into a handsome couvrette or berceaunette 

by casting on the required number of stitches in white, and 
running narrow blue ribbon down the holes; put ribbon bows 
at the corners. 
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Lome Pattern. 

Cast on any number of stitches which can be divided by 5 
and 2 over, to enable you always to knit the first and last 
stitches plainly. 

First row-knit 2, wool forward, knit 3 together, wool 
forward. 

Secqnd row-pearl 3, knit 2. 

Third row-pearl 2, knit 3. 

Victoria Pattern. 

Cast on any number divisible by 6 and 2 over, so as to 
always knit the first and last stitch plainly. 

First row-wool forward, slip I, knit 2 together, pass the 
slipped over, wool forward, knit 3. 

Second row-plain knitting. 
Third row-knit 3, wool forward, slip I, knit 2 together, pass 

the slipped over, wool forward. 

Fourth row-plain knitting. 
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Zigzag Pattern. 

Cast on any number divisible by 9. 
First row-thread forward, knit 3, knit 2 together, knit 4. 
Second row-,-plain knitting. 
Third row-thread forward, knit 3, knit 2 together, knit 4. 
Fourth row-plain knitting. Repeat from the first row. 
Ninth row-knit I, thread forward, knit 3,' slip I, knit I, 

pass the slipped over, knit 3. 
Tenth row-plain knitting. 
Eleventh row-knit 2, thread forward, knit 3, slip I, knit I, 

pass the slipped over, knit 2. 

Twelfth row-plain knitting. 
Thirteenth row-knit 3, thread forward, knit 3, slip I, knit I, 

pass the slipped over, knit r. 
Fourteenth row-plain knitting. 
Fifteenth row-knit 3 stitches; then begin again at the first 

row. 
If you wish the pattern to lie more flat and even, pearl the 

alternate two, instead of knitting them. It makes a very good 
border, too: begin with-knit a row, pearl a row, knit a row; 
then commence the pattern, and pearl instead of knitting the 
intermediate rows. 
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Borders. 

For a Shetland shawl the Feather Pattern is very pretty, ana 
it makes a scallop at the part which is cast off. Pick up the 
ftitches for the first side; increase at the beginning of every 
row until the knitting is deep enough. You must remember 
always to pearl or knit these extra increased stitches, and to 
begin the feather at the proper stitch, or it will spoil the 
pattern. When you have cast off the first side, pick up the 
stitches on the second side, and proceed in the same manner. 
Either knit in the increased stitches at the corner, or sew them 
up .afterwards. WIlen all four sides are completed, do I round 
of crochet j but should you not like that, it will do very well 
without. 

The following is also a pretty border ;-
Cast on any number of stitches in 14's, and add 2 over, 

Knit a row, pearl a row, knit a row. 
First row of pattern-knit I, " knit I, thread forward, knit 4, 

slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit I, knit 2 .together, 
knit 4, thread forward. Repeat from·, Knit the last stitch. 

Second row.-This and every alternate row is pearled. 
Third row-knit I, " knit 2, thread forward, knit 3, slip It 
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knit I, pass the slipped over, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 3, 
thread forward, knit I. Repeat from ". Knit the last stitch. 

Fifth row-knit I, " knit 3, thread forward, knit 2, slip I, 

knit I, pass the slipped over, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 2, 

thread forward, knit 2. Repeat from ". Knit the last stitch. 
Seventh row-knit I, ,. knit 4, thread forward, knit I, slip I, 

knit I, pass the slipped over, knit I, knit 2 together, knit I, 

thread forward, knit 3. Repeat from ". Knit the last stitch. 
Ninth row-knit I, " knit 5, thread forward, slip I, knit I, 

pass the slipped over, knit I, knit 2 together, thread forward, 
knit 4. Repeat from *. Knit the last stitch. 

Pearl a row, then go back to the £rst row. 
You can run ribbon or some bright-coloured coarse wool up 

ilnd down these holes; or it looks very nice plain. 
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Couvrette. 

Pins No. 5 and double Berlin or fleecy wool. Three shades 
of bluish green, and brown shaded off to white, are very good 
contrasts; but not a vivid gas green. 

Cast on I I stitches for the first stripe. 
First row-knit 3, wool forward, pearl 2 together, knit r. 

pearl 2 together, wool forward, knit 3. 
The intermediate rows are pearled. 
Third row-knit 4, wool forward, pearl 3 together, wool 

forward, knit 4. 
Fifth row-knit 3, pearl 2 together, wool forward, knit I, 

wool forward, pearl 2 together, kmt 3. 
The seventh, ninth, and eleventh rows like the fifth. 
Thirteenth row-knit 3, wool forward, pearl 2 together, 

knit I, pearl 2 together, wool forward, knit 3. 
Fifteenth row-Like the thirteenth. Repeat from the first 

row. 
Crochet or sew the stripes together. 
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Crimson Andalusian wool and pins No. IS. 
Cast on 18 on 3 pins, making 54 altogether. 
Knit a round, pearl a round; knit a round, pearl a round. 

The remainder in plain knitting. Do about 36 rounds; now 
decrease by dividing your stitches into 6 parts, and in every 
round knit 2 together at the commencement of each division. 
This forms a star of 6 points, and 6 stitches will remain on the 
needles. These are to be drawn up and sewn together. Attach 
a blue tassel to the top. The part on which the pens are wiped 
is done by folding in half a sufficient number of lengths of 
black wool to fill the cap. Tie them together in a kind of 
stumpy tassel, and attach to the inside top of the fez . . 

Cotton Qttilt in Stripes. 

A great many of the fancy stitches, such as Wheat-ear 
Pattern, and several others, make handsome counterpanes; but 
1 advise all knitters to try over and compare the stitches, as a 
quilt is a serious undertaking, and it is a great pity not to feel 
satisfied with the labour when completed. 
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Baby's Boot, on Two Pins. 

Ivory pins No. 13. and white Lady Betty wool. 
Cast on 48 stitches, and do 18 rows of ribbed, 2 plain, 2,pearl. 
• Knit a row, pearl a row. Repeat from " for 18 rows. 
Thirty-seventh rOW-Slip I, take 2 together, continue knitting 

2 together for the remainder of the row. 
Thirty-eighth row-slip I, .. wool over the needle, knit I, 

repeat from· ... 
Thirty-ninth row-knitted . 
Fortieth row-slip I, knit 2 together, knit 9, knit 2 together, 

lplit 20, knit 2 together, knit 9, knit 2 together, knit 1. 

Forty-first row-plain knitting. 
Forty second row-slip I, knit 2 together; knit the third 

and second from the end together. The rest plain. 
Forty-third row-plain. 
Forty-fifth row-knit 14, slip 15 on a piece of wool and leave 

unknitted, knit the last 14. 
Forty-sixth row-pearl back on these 14; the pin may 

be taken out of the other 'stitches, they will not run down. Cast 
on 22 more stitches by the side of the 14, and Gontinue on 
these 36 for 14 rows, in lengthway ribs, which are done by 
pearling every 8th row. 

. K. 2 D 
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Fifteenth row-slip I, take 2 together, to form the toe; the 
rest plain. Pearl the next, and the seventeenth row is like the 
fifteenth. The alternate rows do not decrease. 

Nineteenth row-Decrease at the beginning and end of this 
row. 

Twenty-first row-Decrease twice at the beginning, and 

twice at t.he end ofthis row. 
Twenty-third row-Like twenty-first. 
The twenty-fifth and twenty-seventh rows only decrease 

once at the commencement or toe. 
Twenty-eighth row-leave these stitches. 
With another pin, pick up the 22 stitches at the beginning 

of this part; knit on them fo! the instep, making the ribs as 
usual. These bottom stitches must be taken up in such a 
manner that they look like a continuation of the rib . 

. Increase l(lt the toe by picking up a stitch until you have 
29. Do 4 rows, and then decrease at the toe every alternate 
row until you have 22 stitches again. Take up the 14 which 
had been left unknitted. Do 14 rows, and decrease as on the 
other side. Join the sole by knitting together the stitches off 
both pins. Sew the instep to the stitches you had slipped on 
the piece of wool. 

With steel pins, No. 16, use 4 thread Lady Betty. 
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Sock f or Crochet Boot. 

This sock is intended for the leg of Crochet Boot on p. 40 
of the Lady's Crochet-Book, First Series. A knitted sock is so 
much prettier than a crocheted one. 

Finish the boot as directed in pink or any other bright colour. 
Pick up 18 stitches on 3 pins, altogether 54, with white merino 
yarn and pins No. 17. Do I plain round. 

Second round-Wool forward, slip I, knit 2 together, pass 
the slipped stitch over, bring the wool forward, knit 3. 

Third round-pearl. , 
Fourth round,-knit 3, wool forward, slip I, knit 2 togethel, 

pass the slipped over, bring wool forward. 
Fifth round-pearl. 
Go back to the second round, and continue thus until 25 

rounds are finished. 
Twenty-sixth round-Do the remainder in ribs of 2 and 2. 

When the sock is 2 inches long cast off, 

S ock for Crochet Boot, on Two Pins. 

White Angola wool, and pins No. 16. 
Cast on 44 and knit 2 plain rows. 

" Fourth row-pearl 8, knit 2. Repeat. 
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Fifth row-pearl 2, knit 8. Repeat. 
Sixth row--::-plain knitting. 
Seventh row-pearl. 
Eighth row- pearl 3, knit 2, pearl 8, knit 2, pearl 5. 
Ninth row-knit 5, pearl 2, knit 8, pearl 2, knit 3. 
Tenth row-plain knitting. 
Eleventh row-plain knitting. 
Repeat from the fourth row. 
Twentieth row-(this ought to be on the right-hand side of 

the knitting), knit I, wool forward, slip I, knit 2 together. nass 
the slipped over, wool forward, knit I. 

Twenty-first row-pearl. 
Twenty-second row-like twentreth., 
Twenty· third row-pearl. 
Twenty-fourth row-knit 2 together, * wool forward, knit I 

wool forward, slip I, knit 2 together, pass the slipped over, 
repeat from *. You will not quite finish the pattern of this row. 

Twenty-fifth row-pearl. 
Twenty-sixth row-knit 2 together, * wool forward, knit I, 

wool forward, slip I, knit 2 together, pass the slipped over, 
repeat. Knit the stitches over, plain. Repeat from twentieth 
row; when 2 inches are done cast off, and sew the boot and 
sock together on the wrong side. You can crochet an edging 
where the two meet or not, as p~ferred. 
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Shetland Veil. 

This is a rounded shape; ! oz. white Pyrenees wool, and 
bone pins NO.9, will be required. 

Cast on I 56; always do the first and last stitch plain. 
Knit a row, pearl a row, knit a row. 
Fifth row-slip I, "' knit I, put the wool over the needle, 

knit 4, knit 2 together, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 
4, wool ov~r, knit 1. Repeat from·. Knit the last stitch. 

Sixth row-pearl. 
Seventh row.-Remember to knit the first plain, or the 

pattern will come wrong. This row is like the first: 
Eighth row-knit. 
Ninth row-slip I, • knit I, wo~l forward, knit 2 together, 

wool forward, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 2 together, 
slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 4, wool forward, 
knit 1. Repeat from •. 

T~nth row-pearl. 
Eleventh row-like ninth .. 
Twelfth row-pearl. 
Thirteenth row-like fifth. 
Fourteenth row-knit. 
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Fifteenth row-slip I, • knit 1, wool forward, knit 4, knit 2. 

together, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, wool forward, slip 
1, knit I, pass the slipped over, wool fonvard, slip I, knit I, pass 
the slipped over, wool fonvard, knit 1. Repeat from •. 

Sixteenth row-pearl. 
Seventeenth row-like fifteenth. 
Eighteenth row-pearL Repeat from fifth row. 
The rest of the veil is done in the following simple stitch :

Wool over the needle, knit 2 together. Every row is alike. 
Knit as far as the end of 7th scallop; turn back, knit 3 scallops; 

turn back, and where you turned in the preceding row at the 
7th scallop knit off 4 more. Continue in this way to knit off 
4 more stitches every time, until all are knitted off. This 
finishes the veil, except the holes for the ribbon. Knit 2 together 
every time, and in t~e next row knit I, wool over the needle. 
If you desire the veil larger, pick up the sides of the edge, and go 
on knitting as desired. Increase at the beginning of the rmvs. 

For a square veil do any border, and some open stitch for 
Lne remainder; you will not require so many stitches as for the 
round shape. 

When finished, they must be damped and pinned out fiat 
clpon a clean cloth. 
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iJaby's Gaiter, 012 Two Pins. 

Cast on 52 stitches with Berlin woo), and bone pins No. 14. 
Do 18 ribbed and 12 plain rows. 
31st row-knit 2, make I, knit 48, make I, knit 2. 
Knit 5 plain rows. 
37th row-knit 2, make I, knit all but 2 stitches, make I, knit 2. 
Knit 14 rows. 
52nd row-knit I, knit 2 together, knit 52, knit 2 together, 

knit I. 

* Knit 5 rows. 
58th row-knit I, take 2 together, knit all but 3, then knit 2 

together, knit I. Repeat from" five times. 
89th row-now knit I 8 plain rows. 
106th row-knit 13, make I, knit 18, make I, knit 13. 
I07th row-plain. 
108th row-knit 13, make I, knit 20, m<l.ke I, knit 13. 
Knit two rows in this way, knitting 22 instead of 2C. 
I IIth row-knit 37, * turn and knit 24. Repeat from * twice. 
You henceforth only knit the centre stitches, the rest are 

left unworked. 

II2th row-knit 2, take 2 together, knit 16, take 2 together, 
knit 2 . 

.. Knit 3 rows. 
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116th row-knit 2, take 2 together, knit 14, fake 2 together, 
knit 2. Repeat from" four times, knitting 2 stit~hes less each 
time in the centre. 

129th row-knit 2 plain rows. 
13 I st row-now pick up 13 stitches from one side, knit the 

rest of the stitches, knit back, and J?ick up 13 on the other 
side Knit 3 more rows, and cast gff. 

Child's Gaiter, on Four Pins. 

For a child of two, use steel pins, No. 14 (or if you use bone 
pins, No. 13, only cast on 57 stitches). 

The next size, use bone pins, No. 13, and grey Berlin fingering 
wool. 

Cast on 63 stitches. 
Make the first stitch your seam-stitch, that is, you pearl in 

one round and knit it in the two succeeding rounds. 
Knit I, pearl I for 14 rows. 
Fifteenth-round-knit 2, pearl 2, for the remainder of the 

gaiter. 
Reduce at each side of the seam-stitch in the sixty-fourth, 

seventy-second, seventy-eighth, and eighty-sev~nth rounds. 
One hundred and sixth round-knit backwards and forwards 

on the 13 stitches which are on each side of the seam-stitch, 
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leaving the other 26 unknitted. When you have knitted 18 
rows on the 27 stitches, cast them off. Keep the last cast off 
stitch on the pin, and raise 9 at the side of this straight flap, 
rib the front or second needle, then raise 10 more from the 
other side of the flap with your third needle. Pearl back on 
these 10, rib the 2nd need~e, pearl the last roo 

Second row-knit 8, knit 2 together, rib the 2nd needle, 
knit 2 together, knit 8. 

Third row-pearl 9, rib the centre, pearl the last 9. 
Fourth row- knit 7, knit 2 together, rib the centre, knit 2 

together, knit 7. Continue thus. 
When the last of these plain stitches is knitted to the ribs, 

do 8 more rows and cast off. 
Add a leather strap. 

Very Close K1Zittzng. 

This is a good stitch for the hand of a gauntlet. 
First row-knit I, slip 1. Repeat. 
Second row-plain. 
Repeat these alternately; the slipped stitch must always 

come over the slipped one in the row beneath. 
Some people use this pattern for the heels and toes to 

stockings. 
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Border and Curtains. 

The following pattern is also a good one for curtains. 
Knitted curtains are sometimes worked in stripes, with strips 
Df muslin between. 

If it is for a border, knit a row, pearl a row, knit a row. Cast 
on 42 stitches (it takes 2I to form the pattern). 

First row- knit 3, thread forward, knit 7, knit 2 together 
twice, knit 7, thread forward. Repeat. 

Second row-pearl I, thread over, pearl 6, pearl 2 together 
twice, pearl 6, thread over, pearl 4. Repeat. 

Third row-knit 5, thread forward, knit 5, knit 2 together 
twice, knit 5, thread forward, knit 2 . 

Fourth row-Pearl 3, thread over, pearl 4, pearl 2 together 
twice, pearl 4, thread forward, pear.l 6. Repeat. 

Fifth row-knit 7, thread forward, knit 3, knit 2 together, 
knit 3, thread forward, knit 4. 

Sixth row-pearl 5, thread over, pearl 2, pearl 2 together 
twice, pearl 2, thread over, pearl 8 . . 

Seventh row-knit 9, thread forward, knit I, knit 2 together 
twice, knit I, thread forward, knit 6. 

Eighth row-pearl 7, thread over, pearl 2 together twice 
thread over, pearl ro. 
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Mat 

':;reen Berlin wool, and pins No. I4. This can be done all 
n one colour, but it looks prettier in shades. 

Cast on 211- stitches. The first row plain knitting. 
Second row-" wool forward, knit 2 together, slip I ; repeat 

from "'. The whole mat is done in this stitch, every row alike. 
Leave the last 3 stitches unknitted, turn back, and go on with 
the next row. 

Fourth row-leave the last 6 unknitted, turn back, and do 
the fifth 'row. 

Sixth row-leave the last 9 unknitted, and continue in this 
manner, 3 more every time, until you get to the end of the 
stitches. 

Now join the next shade and knit the entire row. 
The next row is like the second. This makes the round; 

sew it up when finished, and put a moss fringe. One ball of 
shaded green wool, with IO or I4 stitches. Knit a plain piece 
long enough to go round the mat, then damp it, and leave all 
night in an oven (not in too hot a one). Cast off 3 stitches Ilnd 
unravel all the rest. Then sew it round. 

Another pretty border is to da loop-knitting (see Part I.~ 
leaving 2 plain rows between the second. 
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Antimacassar. 

Strutt's knitting cotton No. 6. 
Cast on 126 stitches. 
First row-knit I I, thread forward, slip I, kni t I , pa'ss the 

slipped over, knit 8. 
Second and every alternate row is pearled. 
Third row-knit 9, knit 2 together, thread forward, knit I, 

thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 7. 
Fifth row-knit 8, knit 2 together, thread forward, knit 3, 

thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 6. 
Seventh row-knit 7, knit 2 together, thread forward, knit 2, 

thread forward, ~lip I, knit I , pass the slipped over, knit I, 

thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 5. 
Ninth row-knit 6, knit 2 together, thread forward, knit I, 

knit 2 together, thre~d forward, knit I, thread forward, slip I, 

knit I, _pass the slipped over, knit I, thread forward, Dlip I, 

knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 4. 
Eleventh row-knit 5, knit 2 together, thread forward, knit I, 

knit 2 together, thread forward, knit 3, thread forward, slip I, 

knit I, pass the slipped over, knit I, thread forward, slip I 

knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 3. 
Thirteenth row- knit 4, knit 2 together, thread forward, 

knit I, knit 2 together, thread forward, knit 2 , thread forward, 
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slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit I, thread forward, 
slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit I, thread forward, slip I, 

knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 2. 

Fifteenth row-Like the ninth. 
Seventeenth row-Like the eleventh. 
Nineteenth row-Like the seventh. 
T wenty-first row-Like the third. 
Twenty-third row.-Like the first. 
Pearl the twenty-fourth row. 
Twenty-fifth row-knit 19 stitches, and begin again as at the 

first row. 
Knit the desired length and cast off. Add a fringe. 
The pattern takes 2 I stitches, so that if you require a smaller 

or a larger size you can easily calculate the amount of stitches 
you may want. 

Pincushion. 

Evans' crochet cotton No. 10, and steel pins No. IS. 
Cast on 50 stitches, and do any fancy stitch until large 

enough. You can either make it twice as long as the size of 
the pincushion, so as to have both sides alike, or the back can 
be muslin. 
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Make a calico bag the same size as the cover, and stuff with 
bran. Cover this with crimson, or any bright-coloured silk, 
and slip it inside the knitting. Sew up the last side. 

Crochet any simple edging round it, or sew on lace. 

Infant's Vest. 

Cast on 92 stitches with merino wool and pins No. 17. 
Knit 12 plain at the beginning and end of every row. 
The intervening 68, do 4 plain 4 pearl alternately. Knit 102 

rows, then cast off all but 12 stitches. Knit 32 rows for the 

shoulder-strap. Do a second side in the same manner. For 
the gussets cast on 21, and knit 2 together at the end of each 
row. Sew in the gusset 20 rows from the top of the vest. 

Crochet an edge round the sleeves and top thus :- 1 single, 
I chain, miss 3, 2 treble, I chain, 2 treble in the same hole, 
I chain, miss 3, I single, I chain, .miss 3, 2 treble, 1 chain, 
2 treble in same hole. Repeat. 

, Lady's Vest' in Part I. is also very nice for a baby. Use 
merino wool and pins No. 16. For a larger size, pins No. 140 
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Tea Cos),. 

Steel pins No. 10, t lb. blue double BerlIn WOOl. 

Cast on 90 stitches. 
First row-I plain, I pearl. Repeat. 
Every row is alike, remembering to pearl where in the pre

ceding row the stitch was knitt.ed. 
When 10 inches are done cast off, and work the other side 

in a similar manner. 
Cut off the upper corners to the shape of a cosy. This knit

ting will not run down. It is best to have a brown-paper pattern, 
in order to be quite exact. Have ready a ~onogram, or some 
other design, worked in gold or yellow silk: it must be a toler
able size, or the effect will be poor-looking. You can either buy 
tbe design at a fancy shop, or, if you be an embroideress, you 

can easily make one in the following manner :-Trace or draw 
the monogram on tissue paper, tack this on the centre of the 
cosy, and then run, with either white or yellow thread, round 
every line, taking care to preserve the outline clear; after which, 
tear away the paper, and embroider in satin-stitch, running silk 
under the thick parts as with broderie A1zglaise. 

Sew the two sides together, and finish in the usual way; that 

Is, line with quilted cashmere or silk; put several thicknesses 
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of wadding as well as the quiItirJg, and finish off with a blue 
Ilnd yellow cord.. It is an improvement to put a border of 
embroidered leaves round the margin. 

Ribbing Sideways. 

1'0 maKe the ribs longitudinal instead of straight, bring the 
thread forward, take 2 together, pearl 2. Repeat. 

The next row-knit 2J ihread over the needle, pearl : 
together. 

Printed by STRANGEWATB AND SONS, TOWel Street, st. Mnrtin's !-rune. 
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THE LADY'S KNITTING-BOO-K. 

Couvrette-Royal Pattern. 

3 lbs. 8-thread fleecy, three ivory pins, NO.4, one of 
.. "jch pointed at both ends. This is to be done in two broad 
scarlet stripes joined with narrower white ones. On the 
latter work any simple pattern in tent-stitch at regular in
tervals with black or yellow silk. There must be three white 
stripes. 

Cast on 38, and knit 2 plain rows. 
7th row-knit I, pearl 9, knit 3, pearl 4 ; turn back and 

knit and pearl t~ese 4 alternately for I I rows; then slip 
them on to the third pointed pin, which must be kept on the 
other side of your knitting; now pearl 4 from the usual pin, 
then pearl the 4 off the pointed pin, pearl 4, knit 3, pearl 9, 
knit I. 

8th row-knit I, ., slip 3 stitches on the pointed pin, bring 
it in front, and knit the next 3 stitches with the right-hand 
pin; now pass the pointed pin to the back and knit the 
following 3 stitches, then knit the 3 off the pointed pin, ", 
knit 18. Repeat from" to ., knit I. 

9th row-knit I, pearl 9, knit 2, pearl 12, knit 3, pearl 9, 
knit I. 
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loth row-knit 17, turn and pearl 4, knit and pearl these 
4 alternately until I I rows are done ; slip them on to the 
pointed pin, which you must keep on the right-hand side of 
the knitting. Knit 4 stitches on the right-hand pill off the 
left one, then knit the 4 off the pointed pin. Knit the other 17. 

I I th row-like 9th. 
12th row-like 8th. 
13th row-like 7th. 
14th row~plain knitting. 
15th row-like 9tn. 
16th row-knit 1. Repeat from " to " in 8th row. Knit I' 

4, pearl these 4, then knit them again for I I rows, slip them 
on to the pointed pin, knit 4, knit those from the pointed pin, 
knit 7. Repeat from" to ". 

17th row-like 9th. I 
18th row-like 14th. Go back"to the 7th row. 
See Plate 1. fig. 2. , I 

Sofa Cmtvrette. 
(SEE PLATE I. FIG. 1.) 

3 Ivory pins, NO. 7, one of which pointed at both ends. 
2 Ib5. 4-thread fleecy wool; green, and scarlet, and purple, 
or else double Berlin. Pins NO.5. 

Cast on 30 stitches. Knit 3 plain rows. 
7th row-knit I, " , pass the next 3 on to the pointed pin, 

bring the pin in front, knit the next 3 stitches, pass the pin 
to the back, knit the next 3 stitches, now knit ,the 3 off the 
pointed needle, ", pearl 3, knit I, wool forward, pearl 3, knit 
3. Repeat from" to ". Knit the two last. 
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8th row-knit 2, pearI9, knit 3, pearl 2, knit 3, pearl 9, knIt 2. 
9th row-knit II, pearl 3, knit 2, wool forward, pearl 3, 

knit I I. 

loth row-knit 2, pear~ 9, knit 3, pearl 3, knit 3, pearl 9, 
Knit 2. 

I Ith row-knit 2, repeat from • to • in 7th row, pearl 3, 
knit 3, ~ool forward, pearl 3. Repeat from • to ., knit the 
last 2. 

12th row-knit 2, pearl 9, knit 3, pearl 4, knit 3, pearl 9, 
knit 2. 

13th row-knit I I, pearl 3, knit 4, wool forward, pearl 3, 
knit I I. 

14th row-knit 2, pearl 9, knit 3, pearl 5, knit 3, pearl 9, 
knit 2. 

15th row-knit 2, repeat from * to . , pearl 3, slip I, knit I, 
pass the slipped stitch over, knit 3, pearl 3. Repeat from 
• to . , knit the last 2. 

16th row-knit 2, pearl 9, knit 3, pearl 4, knit 3, pearl 9, 
knit 2. 

17th row-knit II, pearl 3, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped 
over, knit 2, pearl 3, knit I I. 

18th row-knit 2, pearl 9, knit 3, pearl 3, knit 3, pearl 9, 
knit 2. 

19th row-knit 2, repeat from * to .; pearl 3, slip I, 
knit I , pass the slipped .over, knit I, pearl 3. Repeat from 
* to . , knit 2. 

20th row-knit 2, pearl 9, knit 3, pearl 2, knit 3, pearl 9, 
knit 2. 

21 st row-knit iI, pearl 3, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped 
over, pearl 3, knit I I. 

22nd row-knit 2, pearl 9, knit 3, pearl I, knit 3, pearl 9, 
knit 2. 
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Go back to the 7th row. 
Do a narrow strip of black knitting, or you can begin with 

the next colour in the same way, and crochet the stripes 
together with black. 

When adding the fringe, you will have to double over the 
plain knitting a little, to make it lie fiat. 

Carriage Rug, or large Sofa Couvrette. 
(SWISS PATTERN.) 

You will require about 3 Ibs. blue and black 6-thread 
fleecy wool, 2 ivory pins, NO.5, and a third pin pointed at 
each end; the pointed pin may be NO.4. 

Cast on I stitch with blue, and knit 24 plain rows, in
creasing at the commencement of every row. 

You have now 24 stitches. 1st row-knit 5, knit 2 
together, wool forward, knit I, wool forward, pearl 2 together, 
knit 5, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit I, wool forward, 
pearl 2 together, knit 4. 

Remember to bring the wool forward, and put it over as 
well, when pearling, or else the pattern will get wrong. 

2nd row-knit 2, pearl I, knit 2 together, wool forward, 
pearl 3, wool forward, pearl 2 together, pearl 3, knit 2 
together, wool forward, pearl 3, wool forward, pearl 2 to
gether, pearl 2, knit 2. 

3rd row-knit 3, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 5, 
wool forward, pearl 2 together, knit I, knit 2 together, wool 
forward, knit 5, wool forward, pearl 2 together, knit 2. 

4th row-knit 2, pearl 8, wool forward, pearl 3 together, , I 
wool forward, pearl 7, wool forward, pearl 2 together, knit 2. 
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5th row-knit 3, wool forward, pearl 2 together; now·, 
knit 5 stitches with the double-pointed pin, and twist the 
wool four times round these 5 ; now knit them off with the 
right-hand pin; knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 2. Re
peat from". 

6th row-knit 2, pearl I, wool forward, pearl 2 together, 
pearl 3, knit 2 together, wool forward, pearl 3, wool forward, 
pearl 2 together, pearl 3, knit 2 together, wool forward, pearl 
2, knit 2 . _ 

7th row-knit 5, wool forward, pearl 2 together, knit I, 
knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 5, wool forward, pearl 2 
together, knit I, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 4. 

8th row-knit 2, pearl 3, wool forward, pearl 3 together, 
wool forward, pearl 7, wool forward, pearl 3 together, wool 
forward, pearl 4, knit 2. 

9th row-knit 5, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit I, wool 
forward, pearl 2 together, knit 5 on the third needle, twist 
wool four times round and knit them off, knit 2 together, 
wool forward, knit I, wool forward, pearl 2 together, knit 4. 

loth row-knit 2, pearl I, knit 2 together, wool forward, 
pearl 3, wool forward, pearl 2 together, pearl 3, knit 2 
together, wool forward, pearl 3, wool forward, pearl 2 to
gether, pearl 2, knit 2. 

I Ith row-knit 3, knit 2 together, wool forward, knit 5, 
wool forward, pearl 2 together, knit I, knit 2 together, wool 
forward, knit 5, wool forward, pearl 2 together, knit 2. 

12th row-knit 2, pearl 8, wool forward, pearl 3 together, 
wool forward, pearl 7, ~ool forward, pearl 2 together, knit 2. 
Go back to the 5th row. Do about a yard and 14 inches, 
then decrease every row to match the beginning, and cast 
off. 

Begin with I stitch, in black, but do the whole of this 
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stripe in plain knitting. With a coarse wool-needle work 
large blue stars at regular intervals, about 4 inches between 
each star. Join the stripes together, so that the decreased 
point may come next the increased by turns. 

Add blue and black tassels to .the points. 
See Plate I. fig. 3. 

Chz'ld's Frock. 
This is for a child of about a year old. Long wooden 

pins NO.9, and i lb. Berlin fingering, will be required, or 
any soft wool rather coarser than single Berlin. 

Cast on 266 stitches, and work the border given on page 
38. Then knit 8 plain rows; pearl a row; this must be the 
wrong side of the dress. Knit a plain row, then another 

. pearled row; knit 8 plain rows. Continue this striped pattern 
until the skirt is 12 inches long. Use finer pins (about No. 
12) for 6 rows, then work 2 plain, 2 pearl, until it is 14 inches 
deep. 

Body.-Cast on, with pins NO.9, 154 stitches. Rib in 
two's for 20 rows. Work backwards and forwards on 36 
stitches for 18 rows. 

Now reduce by knitting 2 together, the end of every row 

at b. Work the next 72 stitches in the same way for 18 rows, 
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reducing at c and d. N ow rib the last 36 like the others, 
reducing in the last 10 rows at e. Put a small gusset at a 
and f, by raising I at the point and increasing every row 
until you come to the shoulders, which you had formed by 
knitting 2 together. Raise 12 at the shoulder b for the sleeve, 
knit 6 inches, and knit or sew it to the other shoulder. Crochet 
a finish all round the sleeves. . 

Have a band of 24 inches long and I broad. Sew this to 
the skirt, sewing it to the body at the same time; or, if 
preferred, sew the body and skirt together first, and then put 
the band inside the dress afterwards, sewing it above and 
below; into this run strings. Do the same round the 
neck, with a narrower lining measuring about 30 inches 
long, running a string there also. 

Put 2 buttons at the back, and make a button-hole by 
sewing round a stitch, which you must pull open a little. 

In coarser wool and less stitches they are very nice for 
poor people. 

Another pretty way of making these little dresses is in 
stripes, such as blue and white, or pink and white, thus: 
Cast on 72 stitches in white, do 8 rows, then join the blue for 
6 rows. Make it about I! yards round, not more, or else it 
will be too thick round the waist. 

For the body cast on 46; when 5 inches are done, cast 
off 21 stitches; in the nex;t row cast on 21 more, opposite 
those you had cast off. Work 12 inches, then cast off 21 
again, for the second arm-hole. In the next row cast on 21, 
opposite those cast off, and when this second back is 5 inches 
long cast off. Make up as directed in the first pattern. 
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Carnage Rug. 

It lb. double Berlin or fleecy wool, 2 pins, NO.5, and one 
pointed at both ends. 

Cast on 148. Do 4'plain rows. 
1st row of pattern-knit I, ., pearl 3, slip one on to the 

3rd pin, knit I, then knit off the stitch from the pointed pin, 
pearl 3, knit 7, wool forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped 
over, knit 6. Repeat from". When you come to the last 9 
stitches, pearl 3, slip I to the third pin, knit I, knit the stitch 
off the pointed pin, pearl 3, knit 1. 

2nd row-knit 4, pearl 2, knit 3, ., pearl IS, knit 3, pearl 
2, knit 3, repeat from '". Always knit the last stitch. 

3rd row-knit I, ., pearl 2, slip I on the 3rd pin, place it 
behind the knitting instead of in front, knit I, knit the slipped, 
then slip I on to the 3rd pin, letting it be in front of the 
knitting, pearl I, then knit the slipped, pearl 2, knit 6, wool 
forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, wool forward, 
slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 5. When you come 
to the last 9 stitches begin the pattern again, and knit the 
last stitch plainly. Do the s~e in every alternate row. 

4th row-knit 3, pearl I, knit 2, pearl I, knit 2, *, pearl 
IS, knit 2, pearl I, knit 2, pearl I, knit 2, repeat from ". 

5th row-knit I, ., pearl 2, knit I, pearl 2, knit I, pearl 2, 
knit 2, wool forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slippe.d over, knit 3, 
wool forward, slip I, knit I, pass slipped over, knit 2, wool 
forward, slip I, knit I, pass slipped over, knit 2. Repeat from ". 

6th row-knit 3, pearl I, knit 2, pearl I, knit 2, *, pearl 15, 
knit 2, pearl I, knit 2, pearl 3. 

7th row-knit, I, *, pearl 2, slip I on to the 3rd needle, let 
it be in front of the knitting; pearl I, knit I off the pointed 
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L pin, slip I on to the pointed pin again, let it be at the back 
of the knitting, then knit I, then pearl the I off pointed pin, 
pearl 2, knit I, wool forward, sli,p I, knit I, pass the slipped 
over, wool forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, knit 5, 
wool forward, slip I, knit J, pass slipped over, wool forward, 
slip I, knit I, pass slipped over, knit ,J. Repeat from *. 

8th row-knit 4, pearl 2, knit 3, *, pearl IS, knit 3, pearl 2, 
knit 3. Repeat from *. , 

9th row-knit I, *, pearl 3, slip I on to the pointed pin, 
let it be in front of the knitting, knit I, knit the I off pointed 
pin, pearl 3, knit 2, wool forward, slip I, knit I, pass slipped 
stitch over, knit 3, wool forward, slip I, knit I, pass slipped 
over, knit 2, wool forward, slip I, knit I, pass slipped over, 
knit 2. Repeat from "'. 

loth row-knit 4, pearl 2, knit 3, .. , pearl 15, knit 3, pearl 2, 
knit 3. Repeat from *. Go back to the 3rd row. 

Crochet a blue and white border all round. 

Socks on Two Pins. 

With Scotch fingering-yam ' and pins No. 15 cast on 80 
stitches for a boy of fifteen. Knit 2, pearl 2, for 8 inches. 

N ext rib 22 stitches, and slip them on to a piece of wool. 
Knit backwards and forwards in ribs on the next 36 stitches, 
leaving the last 22 unknitted. These 36 stitches are for the 
front of the foot. Ribbing must be continued until the foot 
measures nearly 7 inches long. Cease ribbing, and knit and 
pearl alternate rows, so that the right side may be plain 
knitting for 6 times. 

Decrease for the toe thus: .. , slip I, knit I, knit 2 together, 
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knit to within the last 4 stitches, knit 2 together, knit 2~ 
Pearl a row, knit a row, pearl a row, decreasing at each end. 
Repeat from * until you have 18 stitches left. Cast off. This 
ought to take up 2 more inches, which makes the foot 9 
inches long. 

Sew up the leg, ana go on with the 44 left for the heel, 
which must be turned in the usual way: (See page 14 First 
Series, and page 12 Second Series.) 

For the under part of the foot pick up 48 stitches from 
the sides of the heel. This sole must be knitted and pearled 

. alternately, so as to be plain· knitting on the right sige. 
4th row-*, knit I, decrease, knit to the last 3, decrease, 

knit I. _ 
Two more rows without decreasing, and repeat from " 

until you have 34 stitches only. 
When the sole is 8 inches long, decrease for the toe like 

the front. Sew up the foot and toe, making as little ridge as 
possible. 

Stockings on Two Pins. 
Cast on 120 stitches (or whatever number you are knit

ting with), and knit 2, pearl 2, in ribs, for 6 inches. Then' 
knit I, knit 2 together; rib to within 3 of the end, knit 2 to
gether, knit the last stitch. 

*, Rib 6 rows . 
. 7th row-knit 2, raise I, knit in ribs to within 2 of the 

end, raise I, knit the last. 
Repeat from * twice 1i!l.ore. 
Rib for 14 inches, and decrease as before every fifth row · 

until you have only 84 stitches. -
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When your stocking is 24 inches long the leg is finished, 
and the foot is worked exactly the same as with the sock in 
preceding pattern. 

Gentleman's Card£gan Vest. 
Brown best Scotch fingering; and pins No. 12. 
Cast on 403, and always work the first and- last fourteen 

stitches thus: I plain, I pearl, reversed in the next row. Be 
careful to always pearl where in the preceding row you worked 
a plain stitch. The other part of the vest is brioche. 

When I 3~ inches are done, work backwards and forwards 
on 87 stitches to form the first front, until it is 20~ inches 
long. Next work the 14 of border and the 2 following ribs 
(or 6 stitches), then decrease. Decrease in this same place 
every alternate row for 35 rows; then decrease at the other 
side every row; as well as every alternate rowan the right 
side, until you have worked off these stitches. Cast off 12 
stitches under the arm, and do the second front in the same 
n1anner. 

Go on with the back for 20 inches. Increase at the end 
of every row (keep the ribs even) for 22 rows. Then decrease 
at the beginning and end of every row until 231 inches are 
done, and cast off. Pick up the 14 stitches of the right-hand 
front and knit backwards and forwards. Sew it to the back 
part of the neck and other front. 

SZeeves.-Cast on 88 stitches and rib I plain, I pearl, for 
44 rows. 

45th row-Wool over, knit I, *, wool over, slip I, knit I. 
Repeat from *. 

46th row-Brioche, the ribs of which ought to be con-
K 3 B 
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tinued in an even line with the ribbed cuff. There ought to 
be 44 ribs, or r 32 stitches j add on at the beginning and end 
if the number be incorrect. When the sleeve is 20 inches 
long cast off all except the centre 5 ribs. Continue "these 5 
ribs, decreasing at the beginning and end of every row to 
form a gusset. Sew up the jacket and the sleeves, putting 
the gusset at the shoulder. Cut and make 7 button-holes on 
the left side, previously lining the border with lwill.- Sew 
bone buttons on the other side. 

For the pockets, cast on 63 stitches and work brioche for 
5 inches ; cast off j sew the pockets at the bottom of the 
fronts, 3 inches from the edge, binding the tops with black 
braid. Bind the neck and fronts with black braid. 

University Boating yer:,·ey. 
If preferred, 2 pins can be used, but the following direc-

tions are for 4. 
Bone pins No. 6 and X lb. 4 or 6-thread white fleecy wool. 
Cast on x 50 stitches. on one needle j knit a plain row. . 
2nd row-knit 2, pearl r, until you have 66 stitches; 

then divide the rest on the other pins, and knit 6 ribbed 
rounds. 

7th Found-pearl r, knit 3. R epeat. 
8tll round-knit r, *, pearl x, knit 3. Repeat from .. . 
9th round-knit 2, *, pearl r, knit 3. Repeat from .. . 
10th round-knit 3, *, pearl r, knit 3. Repeat from ... 
r rth-go back to 7th round until 25 are done. 
26th round-pear~ 
27th rounq-plail1 knitting for 72 rows. 
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Iooth round-knit 72. Leave the remaining stitches for 
the front and work only on these 72 stitches. 

WIst row (not round)-Turn back, pearl I, knit 3, pearl 
64, knit 3, pearl I. 

I02nd row-knit. 
Repeat these rows alternately 56 times, 28 times each. 

This finishes the back_; now go on with the front. Ca!5t off 
3 stifches to go under the arm, *, knit 35, t1,lrjl back, p~arl 2, 
knit 3, pearl 26, ~nit 3, pearl I. 

Repeat from *, r~ducing every loth row 'lJ the 7th stitch 
from the opening at the chest 1.j.ntil tpe front is as lopg 4S the 
back; then knit the half of front .togeth~r with th~ same 
portion of the back, which must be 24 stitches; now cast off 
from the back the next 24 stitches, to form the bac~ of the 
neck. 

Go on now with the other half of front, cast off the 2 
centre stitches, and knit the remainder to match the other 
side. 

Pick up 81 stitches for the sleeves on 3 pips; miJ.ke the 
first stitch a seam-stitch (knit it in one row, pearl it in the 
next). .Knit 9 inches. Reduce every 4th row on each side . 
of the seam, which of cours,e must be the ;;titch eJi:p.ctly under 
the arm. \Vhen 82 rows are done, knit J, pearl I for 18 
rows; there ought not to be less than 42 stitches. 

Do a sec<;md sleeve and the Jersey is finished. 

Boy's '.Jersey. 
Small Si?e,.,-Pins No. JO. 2-thread fleecy wool. Cast on 

120 stitches, then divide on 3 pins, taking 40 on each, and 
knit in · rounds for 9 inches, 2 plain, 2 pearl. Now, for the 
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back: knit backwards and forwards on 60 stitches only, for 
~ inches. Work on the other 60 for 10 rows. 
- I Ith row-rib 30 stitches backwards and forwards until 
the piece measures I inch longer than the back. Rib the 
last 30 in the same way. 

Knit the first 30, then the 60, then the last 30 stitches; 
this puts them all en one pin. 

2nd row-rib. 
3rd row-knit 27, knit 2 together, knit 2, knit 2 together; 

knit 53, knit 2 together, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 27. 
"Rib the ne){t row as evenly as you can with the decreasings. 

5th row like 3rd. But remember to always keep the 2 
plain stitches even to form the shoulder-band. When 2 
more inches are done decrease at the beginning of each row 
for the neck. \Vork 3 more inches, which ought to make 
the vest long enough. . " 

Sleeves.-Pick up 51 at the opening, and make the stitch 
which comes under the arm a seam-stitch by knitting it in 
one row and pearling it in the next. Knit 2, pearl 2, reducing 
every 4th row on each side of the seam-stitch until you have 
only 28 .stitches. 

The sleeve is now nearly long enough; for the wrist 
Knit I, pearl I for 12 rows, and cast off. 

LadY's M~watee wz'th Thumb, 
This is a very good pattern, and also an easy and quick 

one. Use I oz. grey Berlin wool and bone pins No, Jj. 
These are all on two pins. 
Cast on 25 stitches and knit 60 rows. 
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61st row-Cast off 6, knit 16, knit 2 together. For the. 
future you ml.jst decrease at this encl, at the termination of 
every row. . 
, Knit 3 rows, then cast on 6 mqre stitches opposite those 

you had cast off. When you have decreased to 6 stitches 
cast off. 

Pick up 19 stitches at the slanting part formed by decreas
ing, and cast on 6 more opposite tho!'e you had cast off, 
making 2S stitches altogether. Knit 19 rows and cast off. 

Pick up 40 for the wrist, and -rib 2 plain, 2 pearl, for 18 
rows. Then 4 plain rows and cast off. Sew together. 

Lady's Striped Mzqratee wz'th Thumb. 
! oz. grey' and! oz. pink Berlin wool. Steel pins No. IS. 

Cast on 43 stitches with grey, knit a row. 
2nd row-knit 3, pearl IS, knit 2S. 
3rd row-knit. 
4th .row-kpit; 
Sth row-knit 2S, pearl IS, knit 3. 
Knit two rows. 
8th row-knit 3, pearhs; knit 2S. 
] oin the pink and knit 2 rows. 
1 Ith row-knit 2S, pearl IS, knit 3. 
Knit two rows. 
14th row-knit 3, pearl IS, knit 2S. 
15th row-Go on with the grey and continue the pattern 

until 60 rows are done, remembering that the 3 stitches at 
the wrist are always plain knitting; there must be three ribs 
of grey and only 2 of pink alternately. Count by the ribs,. 
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and not by the plain knitting, as the rows cannot be exactly 
regular on account of joining the colours evenly. 

61st row-cast off 6 stitches; this ought to be at the 
plain part. Knit the 2 last of the plain stitches together, 
but leave the ribbed part unknitted. Turn back. 

62nd row-again decrease at the end of the plain part. 
Turn back and cast on 6 more stitches opposite those which 
you had cast off. Knit backwards and forwards (keeping 
the stripes even) on these stitches to form the thumb, de
creasing at the end of every row until there are only 6 stitches 
left. 

Pick up 19 at the sloping part and knit back on them; 
cast on 6 more stitches opposite those you had cast off. 
N ow knit the whole line, ribbed as well as plain, for 30 rows, 
which ought to finish the stripes evenly. Cast off and sew 
together. 

Crochet a narrow top with grey round the hand and 
thumb. 

This is the right-hand muffatee. To make the left, do 
the ribs: on the opposite side, to reverse it. These can be 
done in one colour if preferred, and are a good fit. 

Gentleman's Muffatee wz"th Thumb. 
The following is a very good pattern: any colours will 

do, either plain or striped. Grey, with scarlet for a finish, 
makes a good contrast as this pattern is described; but it 
does equally well in plain brown or black. 

Cast on 42 stitches with grey double Berlin wool, and 
steel pins No. 12. Knit a row. 
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2nd row-knit 3, pearl IS, knit 24. 
3rd row-knit. 
4th row-knit. 
5th row-knit 24, pearl IS, knit 3. 
6th row-knit. 
7th row-knit. 
8th row--repeat from 2nd row, and continue iIi this way 

to knrt the first 3 stitches always plain, the next IS to be n 
lengthway ribs, th~ last 24 plain knitting. 

when 54 rows are done, cast off 6 stitches at the com
mencement of the plain part, which forms the hand; the 
nb~d is for the wrist. . 

56th row-knit as far ;,s the ribs, but leave them unknit~ed 
and turn back. Knit 2 together, knit the rest. At the end 
of this row cast on six more stitches opposite those you cast 
off. 

Continue in. this manner to leave the ribs unknitted, and 
to decrease at the beginning of every row for the thumb. 
The decreasing m.ust, of course, come next to th-e ribbed 
parts, not at the end where you cast on. 

When you have decreased to 6 stitches cast thein off_ 
N ow go on with the ribbed; pick up 12 stitches at the 

slant formed by the decreasing, and cast on 6 more stitches: 
you ought to have 42 altogether. 

Knit 14 rows and cast off. Sew together, and sew up th.., 
thumb. 

With scarlet crochet round the top and bottom, and also 
round the top of the thumb. Crochet 3 chain stripes down 
the back of the hand like a glove; the join must come n the 
palm of the hand. 
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Cardinal Cape. 

Cast on 4.06 stitches with pins NO.3; I lb. scarlet fm
gering yarn will be required. 

Knit 'a tow, pearl a row, knit a row. 
4th row--knit 3, *, knit 2 together four times, *, bring the 

wool forward, knit I. Repeat from * 7 more times, then knit 
2 together 4 times, pearl I. Repeat from *. Knit the 3 last 
stitches. 

5th row-pearl. 
6th row-plain. 
7th row-plain. 
Repeat from 4th row 3 times. This forms the border. 
1st row-knit to the centre of the 10th scallop. Turn, 

knit back to the centre of the 6th from the edge. Turn, 
knit backwards and fonvards on these middle stitches, but 
take 9 more every time, until all the stitches are w.orked off. 

Decrease at the 3rd al}d 7.th scallops, and also at the 3rd 
and 9th from the other end. It is best to mark these divi
sions with a piece of white wool. 

5th row-*, decrease at each mark. Do 3 more rows 
without decreasings. Repeat from" 4 times: 

• 22nd row-decrease at the 2nd and 5th scallops. De-
crease also at the 2nd and 5th from the end. Do 3 plain 
rows. 

26th row-decrease at the 1st and on each side of the 
centre scallop, also in the last; do 2 rows plain. 

Repeat from the beginning of the decreasings. 
54th row-decrease a t the 6 centre scallops every alter

nate row. 
6Ist row-decrease for the shoulder by knitting the 65th 
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-and 66th stitches together; the same at the other end. Do 
-this as well as the centre decreasings. 

When 152 rows are done, make holes for the strings by 
knitting 2, wool over, knit 2 together. Crochet an edging 
round the neck, or else add a border like the commencement, 
only narrower. 

OPera Cloak. 
Work the cloak the same as cardinal cape, the only dif

ference being the hood, which is seWn on, and must have 
ribbon run in. 

Hood.-Cast on 154 stitches; do I plain row, I pearl row, 
i plain row. N ow do the border the same as cloak. I t is 
better to use the border on page 38 for both cloak and hood, 
in which case the number of stitches must be divisible by 14. 

When 9 rows are knitted, the loth is knit I, knit 2 toge
ther, wool forward. Repeat. These holes are for the ribbon. 

11th row-plain. -
12th row-knit to the centre, knit 3 beyond, turn back, 

knit 6, turn back. Repeat, and every time of turning take 3 
more stitches off, until all are worked off. Cast off. 

This is very light, and much easier to make than a regu
lar opera hood, and serves the purpose eqqally well. Use 
either white or the palest possible shade of pink Shetland 
wool, and pins about NO.9. Cast on 50 stitches, and knit 
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plainly for I ~ yards. Crochet a scalloped edging at the part 
which goes round the face; do 3 rows at the top to make 

the front the fullest. If preferred you can do edging entirely 
rOland it. 

Gather up the ends, and finish off with a large tasseL 
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Counterpane-Shell Pattern. 

Strutt's 3-thread cotton, No.6. Pins No. 13· 
Cast on 52 stitches, knit a row. 
2nd row-slip I. *, Cotton over the needle twice, knit 2 , 

together. Repeat *, knit the last stitch. 
Knit 2 rows. 
5th row-like the 2nd. 
Knit 2 rows. 
8th row-knit 4, pearl all except 4 stitches, knit 2 to-

gether, knit 2. 
9th row-knit. At the end, knit 2 together, knit the last 

2 stitches. 
The first and last 4 stitches must always be plain knitting. 
Continue decreasing at the end of the row, like the 9th. 
loth row-pearl. 
I Ith row-knit. This ought to form a rib on the right 

side. Knit 4 rows, so as to be plain on the right side. 
Continue in this manner until you have 6 pearl ribs on 

the right side. When only 8 are left, knit the 4th and 5th 
stitches together. Repeat this, decreasing in the centre until 
only 2 stitches are left, and end off. 

There will be vacancies left at the edges where the points 
of the diamonds meet, and these must be filled with half 
shells. Cast on half the number of stitches and knit as 
before, but remember to make the border only on one side. 
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C ozt'l'tterjane in Diamonds, 

This will do either for cotton or wool. 
Begin with one stitch and increase at the commencement 

of every row, As it gets larger, do the 3 first and last stitches 
plainly, making the centre part in lengthway ribs of 4 plain 
and 4 ridges, This makes stripes with a border at the sides, 
vVhen the diamond is half as lal'ge as you desire,_c:lecrease 
instead of increasing, 

If the quilt is cotton, sew the stripes together; if in wool, 
crochet together with maize. 

Antimacassar. 
Cast on one stitch with fleecy wool and bO!le pins . 
.. , Increase every row until you have 26 stitche5; then 

decrease until you have L Repeat from", When this row 
of diamonds is long enough, begin with a second strip in 
another colour,-let us say maize, the first strip being black 
Crochet or sew the stripes together, On each black diamond 
work a maize star in the following manner :-Take a long 
needleful, and begin in the exact centre, Make a long stitch 
for the point of the star, then another long one at the bottom, 
and one on each side also, This ought to be a cross, Now 
put lengthway stitches-getting gradually shorter-by the 
side of each l<;>ng stitch, Work a black star on the maize 
diamonds, 

Add large tassels to every point. 
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Woollen A ntimacassa1'. 
Scarlet and white wool, and bone pins, size according to 

the kind of wool used. Cast on with scarlet any number of 
stitches which can be divided by 6 and 2 over, so as to knit 
the first and last stitch plainly in every row. 

Do 2 plain rows and join the white, but do not break off 
the other thread. 

3rd row-knit I,"', wool forward, slip I, knit 2, pass the 
slipped over the 2 stitches; repeat from "'. 

4th row-plain. 
5th row-join the scarlet, knit 3, *, wool forward, slip I, 

knit 2, pass the slipped over; repeat from *. Knit the last 2. 
6th row-plain. 
Go back to the 3rd row. 
-Where large enough cast off and add a fringe. 

Antimacassar. 
To be knitted with ,cotton and large pins. Cast on 75 

stitches.-
1st row-pearl 3 ; knit 2 together four times; bring forward, 

knit I, sevell times, knit 2 together eight times, .but bring 
the thread forward before the first of these stitches. Now 
bring . forwar4, knit I seven times; bring forward, knit 2 
together; kllit 2 together seven times; bring forward, knit I 
seven times; bring forward, knit 2 together; knit 2 together 
5 times. _ This ends the row. -

2nd row-pearl. 
3rd row-knit plaiz,. 
4th row-pearJ. 
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Repeat from 1St row, and when you have 26 rows of holes 
cast off and add the fringe. 

Fringe.-Knit with much smaller pins than you used for 
the Antimacassar, but the same sized cotton. , 

Cast on II stitches. 
I st row-plain. 
2nd row-knit 2, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit I, 

bring forward, knit 2 together. Cut a skein of cotton into a 
certain number of even lengths, according to the width you 
wish your fringe to be. Take 5 threads, double them and 
loop over the .pin, then knit I, put the loop forward, knit If 
put the loop back again, knit 1. This ends the row. 

3rd row-plain, taking up the loop in one stitch, so that 
you do not increase the proper number of your stitches. 

Baby's Berceaunette Cover. 
Long wooden pins, No. 10, a third short one pointed at 

each end. I~ lb. white thread, fleecy. 
Cast on iso stitches, knit 4 plain rows. 
1st row of pattern-"', knit 8, knit 2 together, thread 

forward, knit 2 together, thread forward, knit 2 together, 
thread forward, knit 2 together, thread forward. Repeat 
from *: At the end knit 6. 

2nd row-knit 2, pearl 4, *, pearl 8, knit :?, pearl 4, knit 2. 
Repeat from •. 

3rq row-*, knit 9, thread forward, knit 2 together, thread 
forward, knit 2 together, thread forward, knit 2 tegether, 
thread forward, knit 1. Repeat from *. At the end knit 6. 

4th row-knit 2, pearl 4, ., pearl 9, knit 2, pearl 4, knit 2. 
Repeat from *. 
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5th row-knit 2, slip 2 stitches on to the pointed pm, 
knit 2, knit 2 off the pointed pin, knit 2, thread forward, 
knit 2 together, threa.d forward, knit 2 together, thread for
ward, knit 2 together, thread forward, knit 2 together. 
Repeat. At the end slip 2 on the pointed pin, knit 2, knit 
the 2 off the pointed pin, knit 2. 

6th row-knit 2, pearl 4, ., pearl 9, knit 2, pearl 4, knit 2. 
Repeat from *. 

7th row-*, knit 8, knit 3 together, thread forward, knit 2 
together, thread forward, knit 2 together, thread forward, 
knit 2 together, thread forward. Repeat from *. Knit the 
last 8 stitches. 

Go back to the 2nd row. 
When long enough, add fringe or a border. Rose-bud 

pattern (page 48 of Series 1.) is beautiful for this purpose. 

To Knit with Two Colours at once. 

This is exceedingly close and warm knitting, and is a 
different colour each side. Berlin or fleecy wool is the most 
suitable; it is nice for children's counterpanes. Grey and 
scarlet (or crimson), blue and grey, white and pink, are good 
contrasts. 

Have two balls of wool, a grey and a crimson one. Cast 
on any number of stitches, and knit I plain row with fine 
pins about No. I I. Do the rest with NO.9. 

1st row-knit the 1st stitch as usual with both wbols; . 
hold the crimson wool over the forefinger of the left hand, 
and tht: grey in the usual way with your right hand; knit the 
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crimsl)n stitch with crimson, pearl the grey with the grey 
wool, never letting the grey thread pass to the back at all. 

2nd row is knitted is the same manner, only this time 
th.e grey must be at the back, and is to be knitted, while the · 1 
crimson thread is kept in front, and always pearled. 

When the quilt is finished, add a fringe of both colours 
at all four sides. 

The reason you cast on with finer pins is, that the two 
threads would make the first line so much thicker. 

Comforters. 

For a gentleman's, it will take 2 oz. white Berlin wool. 
Use coarse- wooden pins, not finer than 2. Cast on 48 
stitches. Then wool forward, slip Y, knit 2 together. Every 
row is alike. Knit for I yard and 30 inches, and cast off. 
Add a short fringe to each enq, For boys, Poly cast on·33. 

Tippets. 

Useful little presents to poor children, as sahool rewards, 
&c., can be made in the above way. Any soft wool, and cast 
on about 27 stitches, for a small child; with scarlet or any 
bright colour. They are warm, and quickly made. They 
can either ti~ r,Oqnd the fhroat, or fasten with a button and 
.dasti!=. 
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Under-sleeves. 

Two bone pins, No. 10,2 oz. white merino, eider yam, 
Pyrenees, or any fine wool. _ " 

Cast on 60 stitches. Rib, by doing 2 plain, 2 pearl, for 
12 rows. 

Phin knitting for 70 "rows. 
7Ist row-knit "2, increase. Knit all except the last ~ 

stitches, then increase, knit 2. 

25 more plain rows; then increase, as in the 7Ist. 
I I plain rows, then the 7Ist. 
Then do 8 rows, increasing every row. 
Now .decrease at the beginning of every row for 40 rows) 

and cast off. Sew together. 
For a plump arm increase more frequently after the 70 

plain rows. 

How to use up Odds and E 1ds of Wool. 

Either small or "long lengths cap be knitted up in the fol
lowing way. If they are in lengths of about a skein, knit 
them into small squares and join them together with squares 
of stone colour between; if the wool is in needlefuls, or even 
less, join them all together and knit a variegated square. 
The best purpose for using these squares is for making quilts 
for the poor. It does not signify how the squares . are 
arranged, but there ought to be squares of a uniforrri colour 
between the rest-such as grey or maroon. 

K3 C 
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Scotch Cap for Pence. 

Instead of a pence-jug, verY ~retty little purses can be 
made in the shape of a Scotcn bonnet. or cap. 

Have 1 skein of scal'let, 1 white, and 5 of dark-blue Berlin 
wool; use 4 rather fine pi ns; No. 18 is a good size. 

Cast on 16 on 3 needles with scarlet, making 48 altogether. 
Knit a round. 

~nd row-join the white wool, but do not break off with 
the scarlet. *, Knit 3 stItches, then pearl 3 with the scarlet 
wool. Repeat from *, doing the scarlet and white alternately, 
passing the wool at the back. Be careful not to drag the wool. 

Do 3 more rounds thus. 
6th round-reverse the colours and stitches, putting the 

scarlet pearl over the white plain stitches. 
Do 4 more rounds like the 6th. 
II th round-knit plain, with scarlet. 
12th round-like I ah. 
I}th rouna-join the blue and do plain knitting. 
14th round-plain knitting with blue. 
15 th round-go on with blue tmtil directed to change . 

J ncrease at every 3rd stitch by picking up I. 
Do 2 pla in rounds and increase again as in the 13th 

round; you ought now to have 75 stitches. 
Knit ZI rounds of blue, and then' decrease at every 3rd 

st itch. 
Do 2 rounds without decreasing. Then decrease again at 

every 3rd stitch . 
40th round-plain knitting. 
4 1st round-*, knit 2, slip I, knit J, pass the slipped stitch 

over. R epeat from *. 
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42nd round-plain knitting. 
43rd round-*, knit I, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped 

stitch over. Repeat from *. 
44th round-plain knitting. 
45th round-decrease every stitch until you have only 4 

left; draw up. 
To improve the shape and make the small bag more like 

a cap, damp it, and put in a few pennies, then let it dry i.n a 
cool oven. 

Fasten a little tuft of blue wool on the top. 
This is rather a complicated pence-purse, but several easy 

ones are given in the First Series of The Lady's Knzlting-
Book. . 

Pett£coats zn B r£oche. 

~-lb. scarlet Scotch fingering and wooden pins NO.5. 
Cast on 192 stitches. 

vVork a plain row, a pearled row, a plain row. 
4th row-*, knit I, wool forward, knit 3, slip I,. knit I, 

pass the slipped stitch over, kn'it 2 together, knit 3, wool 
forward, knit 1. Repeat from *. 

5th row-pearl. 
Repeat from 4th row thrice. 
Brioche for 21 inches. 
Plain knitting, decrease every 12 stitches. 
4 rows plain knitting. 
Knit 4, decrease every 12 stitches. 
4 rows plain knitting. 
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Knit 2, decrease every 12 stitches. 
3 rows plain knitting, decrease every 8th stitch. 
3 plain rows (or ri]:Jbed ones), and cast off. This is the 

front breai::lth. 
Make a second breadth in the same way, but have no 

plain and decreasing part, let it be all brioche. Sew the 
sides together. 

Crochet round the top I treble, I chain, miss 1. Repeat. 
Then a double in every stitch. Add a running string. 

If you want a thick winter skirt, use petticoat yarn, pins 
No.2, and only 144 stitches for each of the two breadths. 

eMld' .• szze.-Cast on 124, with white 3-ply fleecy, and knit 
any scalloped edge, then brioche until . the piece of knitting 
measures 22 inches (or as long as you require). Now use 
steel pins, No. 13, and knit the bodice for 6 inches deep (or 
the exact size of the bodice for which you probably have the 
measurement,) in white fingering or Berlin fingering. Cast 
off. 

Cast on 62 stitches, and knit a similar piece for the 
second breadth. 

Again, cast on 62, and do the same for the third breadth. 
Sew the two smaller pieces together from the scalloped' edge 
upwards, leaving enough unsewn for the placket-hole and 
body. Sew the sides together, leaving a space for armhole, 
sewing about 3 inches together for the shoulder. 
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P ettzcoat for Sztmmer Wea1~. 

!-lb 4-thread purple fleecy and long wooden pins, NO.3 
or 4. 

Cast on 198 stitches, knit and pearl alternate rows until 
16 are done. Turn this back to imitate a hem, leaving the 
pearled part outside on the right side of the petticoat; knit 
each stitch with one of the commencement, or if preferred, 
hem it back afterwards with a needle. Now do 6 rows of 
grey, knitting J row and pearling the next to let a plain part 
come outside. In contrast with the hem, this makes a plain 
stripe. Now 12 rows of plain knitting in purple. Join the 
grey for the rest of the petticoat. 

35th row-knit 3, pearl 3. Repeat. 
36th row-pearl 3, knit 3. Rib for 100 rows, or as long 

as you desire the petticoat to be, and cast off. Sew together 
at each end. Instead of putting into a band, crochet round 
the top I treble, I chain, miss 1. Repeat. 

2nd round-I double into every stitch. Run in a string, 
letting it be double at the back half, each end being at a 
side, so that it will draw up to have all the fulness at the 
back. 

Ve1Y Wann Petticoat. 
I-lb. 6-oz. red 6-thread fleecy, or petticoat yarn, pins 

NO.2. 
Cast on 200 stitches, do the hem and stripe as in pre

ceding pattern, but do 16 inches in stripes before ribbing. 
When 30 inches are done cast off, and add a top with 
crochet. 
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Border .. 

This is suitable for a cloak, or for children's petticoats, 
&c. The number of stitches must be divisible by 14. It is 
a very pretty one. . 

Knit a row, pearl a row, knit a row. 
4th row-pearl 5, knit 2 together, thread fonvard, knit I, 

thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped over, pearl 40 
Repeat. 

5th row-knit 4, pearlS, knit 5. Repeat. 
6th row-pearl 4, knit 2 together, knit I, thread forward, 

knit I, thread forward, knit I, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped 
stitch over, pearl 3. Repeat. 

7th row-knit 3, pearl 7, knit 4· 
8th row-pearl 3, knit 2 together, knit I, thread fonvard, 

knit 3, thread fonvard, knit I, slip I, pass the slipped stitch 
over, pe.arl 2. RepeaL . 

9th row-knit 2, pearl 9, knit 3. Repeat. 
10th row-pearl 2, knit 2 together, knit 2, tbread forward, 

lcnit 3. thread forward, knit 2, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped 
over, pearl I. Repeat. 

l!th row-knit I, pearl II, knit 2. 
12th row-knit I, thread forward, slip I, knit I, pass the 

slipped stitch over, pearl 9, knit 2 together, thread forward. 
Repeat. 

13th row-pearl 2, knit 9, pearl 3. Repeat. 
14th row-knit I, thread forward, knit I, slip I, knit I, 

pass the slipped over, pearl 7, knit 2 together, knit I, thread 
forward. Repeat, at the end of this row knit the last stitch. 
You will not be able to bring the thread forward at the last. 
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15th row-thread forward, *, pearl 3, knit 7, pearl 4- . 
Repeat from *. 

16th row-knit 2, thread forward, knit I, slip I, knit I, 
pass the slipped over, pearl 5, knit 2 together, knit 1, thread 
forward, knit 1. Repeat. 

17th row-pearl 4, knit 5, pearl 5. 
18th row-knit 2, thread forward, knit 2, slip I, knit I, 

pass the slipped over, pearl 3, knit 2 together, knit 2, thread 
forward, knit 1. Repeat. 

19th row-pearl 5, knit 3, pearl 6. Repeat. 
If you desire the knitting deeper, begin again from the 

1st row. 

Borde1~ for a Cloud. 

Instead of working the border separately on each side, it 
can be done at once by reversing every other row The 
even rows begin straight and end reversed; the odd rows 
begin reversed and end straight: 

Supposing you have to cast off 4 stitches at the loth row, 
then if it be an even row, and ends reversed, cast off at 4 at 
the beginning of following row, and then proceed again 
reversed, being .an odd row. 

The borders can always be done at once· in this manner 
when the cloud or scarf is all one colour. 
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Bcrceaunette Blanket. 
Pins No.8, and fleecy wool. 
Cast on any number of stitches; 140 is a good number. 
I st row-plain. 
2nd row-slip J, ", knit I, putting the thread twice round 

the needle, thread forward, slip I, now put the wool back to 
its usual place. R epeat from *. 

3rd row- slip the 1st stitch, ., wool forward, take eff the 
long stitch, put the wool back, knit the short stitch, putting 
he wool twice round the needle. Repeat these two rows 

alternately until your blanket is the required length. 

Child's Chemise. 
2 ozs. white Shetland wool, and pins No. 10 or 11. 
Cast on 88 stitches. Rib by doing 2 plain, 2 pearl, for 

90 rows. 
91st row-plain knitting. 
9znd row-wool over the needle, knit 2 together. Repeat. 
N ext do 6 plain rows. Cast off all except 13 stitches, 

which are to be knitted backwards and forwards for 30 rows 
to form the shoulder-strap. Cast off. 

Knit a second side in the same way and sew together, 
leaving about 2 inches a t each end unsewn; pick up I, and 
increase every row to form a gusset. 

For the sleeve put in the gllsset, increasing I every row, 
and then pick up the side stitches. Knit 3, pearl 3, for 14 
rows. 
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N a1'"row Rose-leaf Edgz"llg. 
Cast on 8 stitches. 
1st row-knit 2, thread forward, knit 2 together, thread 

forward twice, knit 2 together, thread forward twice, knit 2 
together. 

2nd row-knit 2, pearl I (this is tbe 2nd made st itch), 
knit 2, pearl I , knit 1, thread forward, knit 2 together, knit I. 

yd row-knit 2, thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 6. 
4th row-knit 7, thread forward, knit 2 together, knit I. 
5th row-knit 2, thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 2, 

thread forward twice, knit 2 together, thread forward twice, 
knit 2 together. 

6th row-knit 2, pearl I, knit 2, pearl I, knit 3, thread 
forward, knit 2 together, knit I. 

7th row-knit 2, thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 8. 
8th row-knit 9, qlread' forward, knit 2 together, knit I. 
9th row-knit 2, thread fonyard, knit 2 together, knit 4, 

thread forward twice, knit 2 together, thread forward twice, 
knit 2 together. 

10th row-knit 2, pearl I, knit 2, pearl I, knit 5, thread 
forward, knit 2 together, knit 1. 

11th row-knit 2, thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 10. 
12th row-cast off 6, knit 4, thread forward, knit;) together, 

knit I. 

Window C uriains. 
Long wooden pins, No. 8. Strutt's knitting-cotton, No 8. 
Cast on 248 stitches, 12 for each pattern, 4 for each edge. 
1st row- ·do not forget to knit the first and last 4 stitches 
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plainly, or else the pattern will be thrown wrong. ., Thr-=~ 
forward, knit I, thread forward, knit 2 together, knit I, knit 
2 together, thread forward, knit I, thread forward, knit 2 
together, kni't I, knit 2 together. Repeat from ". 

The alternate rows are pearled. 
3fd row-thread forward, knit 3, thread forward, slip I, 

knit 2 together, pass the slipped over, thrf~ad forward, knit 3, 
thread forward, slip I, knit 2 together, pass the slipped over. 

5th row-knit 2 together, knit I, knit 2 together, thread 
forward, knit I, thread forward, knit 2 together, knit I, knit 
2 together, thread forward, knit I, thread forward. 

7th row-slip I, knit 2 together, pass slipped over, thread 
forward, knit 3, thread forward, slip I, knit 2 together, pass 
the slipped over, thread forward, knit 3, thread forward. 

Pearl a row, and repeat from 1st row. 

Open-work P attern for Stocking or 
Baby's Sock. 

Knit I, thread forward, knit 2 together, knit I, knit 2 
together, wool forward, knit I, pearl 2. 

2nd round-plain. 
3fd round-knit 2, thread forward, knit 3 together, thread 

forward, knit 2, pearl 2. ' 
Do 3 plain rounds and begin again. 
Nine stitches are required for each pattern. 
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Baby's_ Boot-Basket Pattern. 
Andalusian is the best wool to use. 
With 3 bone pins, No. 13, cast on 23 stitches in pink wool 

and do 2 plain rows. 
3rd row-slip I, increase by picking up a stitch, knit the 

rest plainly. Do 3 more rows in this manner. Pear.! a row 
after every 6 rows. Repeat the 3rd row until there are 33 
stitches. Then decrease to 23. Cast on 6 more stitches for 
the h eel. Pearl and increase at the other end until you have 
33 again. Pearl and divide your stitches, leaving r6 on the 
h eel side and 17 on the other side. Knit the latter backwards 
and forwards until you have 3 ridges. Cast on 16, op.posite 
the other 16 stitches. You can pull the pin out of them, they 
will not run down. Pearl, and decrease at the other end 
until you have 28 stitches only; cast off. Next take up the 
stitches to form the leg with white wool, making 42 in all. 
Knit and pearl alternate rows four times (but if you are 
knitting entirely with white wool and no colour, do 4 rows of 
plain knitting instead). 

5th row-pearl I, knit 2 together, wool forwal:d, knit I, 
wool forward, slip -I, knit I, pass the slipped over. Repeat. 
This ought to be the wTong side. 

6th row-pearl 5, knit 1. 
Repeat the 6th and 7th rows alternately for 18 rows. 
19th row-join the pink wool~ knit a plain row, knit 2, 

pearl 2, for 4 rows, reversing the positi()ll of the stitches after 
'he 2nd row, so as to form a dice pattern; and loosely crochet 
a little scallop roul!.d the top. 
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Baby's Boot-Elizabeth Pattenz. 

This is to be done in ribs of 2 rows each. With steel 
pins, No. 16, and merino wool, it makes a full size. 

Cast on 30 stiches, and increase at the beginning of 
every row by picking up a stitch, knit the first row, pearl the 
2nd and 3rd. Knit the 4th and 5th, then pearl; continue 
in this manner. Increase to 40 stitches. Then do 8 rows 
without increasings. Decrease until you have only 30 again. 
Add on 10 stitches to form the heel, and increase at the 
other end to make the toe. When you have 50 stitches, 
cast off 22 at the heel end. Do 24 rows on the 28 stitches. 

Next cast on 22 stitches opposite those you had cast off, 
and decrease until you have 40 stitches. 

Pick up 56 stitches for the leg, and do a plain row. 
Knit 2, pearl 2, for 3 rows. 

4th row-*, knit 2 together, wool forward twice. 
Repeat from *. 
Pearl the next row. 
6th row-this must be the right-hand side of the kllitting. 

Do any pretty little fancy stitches (a great many can be 
found in both the 1st and 2nd series of Tlte Lady's Knittz"ng
Book) for 10 rows. 

N ext do 16 rows of ribbed knitting, 2 plain, 2 pearl. 
Knit 6 rows of ribs in I plain, I pearl, and cast off. 
If the boot be knitted in coloured wool and the leg in 

white, crochet a double scallop, the same shade as the boot, 
round the top of the sock. 
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Baby's Boot on Two Pins-Rose Patter1,z. 

I skein white Lady Betty 3-thread and one blue Anda
lusian, bone pins No. 14, and a pair of bone No. 16 . . Steel 
No. 14 will do if you cannot procure .so small a size in bone 
or ivory, but as a rule baby's things are best knitted with 
bone pins, as the knitting is more elastic. 

Cast on 60 stitches, I plain row, then brioche for 32 rows. 
33rd row-pins No. 16. Plain knitting. Knit the 

stitch formed by bringing the wool forward, as well as the 
others, so as to keep the 60 stitches. 

34th row-*, pearl I, knit 2. This keeps the ribs formed 
by the brioche even, for the pearled stitch must be the ribbed 
line. 

35th row-pearl 2, knit 1. Repeat. Go back to ,. three 
more times. Jain the blue Andalusian and knit a plain row, 
using No. 14 pins for the rest of the sock. This side is the 
right, as the jojning of a colour makes a ridge on the wrong 
side. When 8 rows of brioche are done join the white wool 
again. Knit I, knit 2 together, repeat until you have 10 
stitches on your right needle; the 2 which are knitted 
together must be the one where the wool was brought for
ward in preceding row and the one next it, the ribbed or 
pearled being the stitches plainly knitted. These 10 stitches 
in white must be knitted backwards and forwards for 22 
rows in plain knitting. 

23rd row-this must be the beginning or outside part of 
a row. Knit 2, knit 2 together; turn back, leaving the other 
6 stitches unknitted, and pearl these 3. 
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24th row-knit 2, knit 2 together; turn back and pearl 
them. Repeat until all are worked off and only these 3 are 
left on the pin. Go on with the front stitches, still using 
white wool; knit I, knit 2 together, as described before, until 
you come to the last 15 stitches. N ow break off the wool, as 
these last 15 stitches must be knitted in an independent flap 
to match the other side. Knit I, knit 2 together, so as to 
have only 10 stitches, and do 22 rows. Turn the heel by 
working on the first 3 as on the other side, and when finished 
go on with the front part, where you had broken off the wool; 
pi ck up 12 stitches from the side of the heel, then knit the 
last 3. 

Work 2 rows of plain knitting. 
3rd row of foot-knit 14, knit 2 together, knit all but the 

last 14; then knit 2 together again, knit 10; knit 6 more 
rows; then 12, knit 2 together, knit all but the last 12, kni~ 
2 together, knit 12. When 34 white rows are done, join the 
blue. 

1st row-Knit 10, slip I, knit T, pass the slipped over, 
knit all but 12 stitches, knit 2 together, knit the last 10. 

Knit 3 rows, then repeat the clecreasing (or 1st) row, *, 
knit I rdw, then the decreasing. Repeat from * twice. 

Decrease every row, always after the first 10 stitches and 
before the last 10. 

When 19 rows of blue are done, cast off. Se\v up foot 
and leg; crochet I chain, I single all round the top, then 

-into every hole, work 3 single, pulling the wool the last time 
through all three at once, 3 chain. Repeat. Run white 
ribbon in the holes round the ankle, and place a rosette 
where the blue and white join at the toe. 
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LT:t'rench Pattern. 

Any number of stitches divisible by 4. 
1st row--plain knitting. 
:.md row-pearl. 
3rd row-knit 2, pearl I, knit I. Repeat. 
4th row-knit 2, pearl I, knit 9. Repeat. Go back to 

1st row. 
You can also do it with any number of even stitches, and 

it looks different according to whether in the 4th row you 
pearl the stitch that has been pearled before, or the next 
to it. 

This and the following pattern were given 'by a French 
peasant. 

Cast on in fours. 
1st row-plain. 
2nd row-pearl. 

Anothe?' . 

3rd row-knit 2. Then knit 2 together for the remamder 
of the row. 

4th row-knit 2, pick up the stitch dropped, knit it, kni. 
next to it, and so on to the end. 

Repeat from 1st row. 
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Hassock. 

Two pins, No. 12,2 skeins black 4-thread fleecy, and I 
ot every other colom mentioned. 

Cast on 69 with black, and knit 4 rows of brioche stitch, 
which is continued for the entire stool. 

5th and 6th rows with brown. , . 
7th and 8th with black. 
9th and 10th with light green. 
J I th row-still using the green, work all but 3 stitches. 
12th row-turn back and work to the end, of course as 

usual in brioche stitch. . 
J 3th row-leave 6 at the end of this row unworked, and 

turn back, working brioche to the end. 
J 5th row-leave 9 stitches at the end of this row and turn 

back. . 
Continue to leave 3 more stitches each time on this left 

pin until you have only 19 stitches; knit these 19, then go 
back to the 1st row and begin again with black. But now 
arrange your colours thus: there are to be 18 broad stripes 
and 18 narrow straight ones; after the light green do black 
and brown as before, and make the next hroad stripe red, the 
next bright blue, then pink, then yellow, then purple. Always 
put a narrow black and a narrow brown between evel'y bright
coloured broad conical stripe. 

When these 36 stripes are finished sew or knit the ends 
together to join it up. 

The Centre.-Use 5 pins, No. 15. Raise 22 stitches with 
black on your first pin from t11e top or narrowest side. Repeat 
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on the other three pins, making a round of 88 stitches, knit 
with the 5th pin. Knit and pearl a round alternately. 

8th round---joi·n brown. 
13th round-join black. 
15th-take 2 together, knit 9. Repeat. 
The intermediate rows plain; join light green. 
17th round-knit 2 together, knit 8. Repeat. Continue 

00 decreasing in this way every alternate round, remembering 
that each time the number of knitted stitches will be I less. 
When 21 green rows are done join the red for 6 rows, then 

_black, and when only 16 stitches are left thread the wool and 
draw them up. 

To make up the stool, form the bottom of a round of mill
board 18 inches in diameter, cover this with black moree'1, 
and stuff with combed wool. The outside edge of the knitted 
part is drawn up and sewn neatly on to the millboard. 

Swz'ss Brz'oche St£tck. 

Any number of stitches which can be divided by ~ dud 
lover. 

Knit I, wool forward, slip I (as though you were going to 
pearl), knit 2 together. Repeat. Knit the last. 

K·3 D 
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Patti Knitting. 

Any number divisible by 4 and 2 OVf:'r. Slip I, ",knit I, 
wool forward, knit I, all into I stitch, thus making '3 out of I, 
pearl 3 together. Repeat from .. , and knit the last stitch. 

2nd and all intermediate rows pearled. 
3rd row-slip I, ·"pearl 3 together, knit I, wool forward, 

knit I, all into I stitch. Repeat from *. Knit the last stitch. 
5th row- now go back to 1st row. 

Point Noue. / 

Cast on any even number of stitches. 
1st row- plain. 
2nd row-slip the first stitch. Knit I, but do not slip the 

stitch off the pin yet, pearl into the same; now draw the 
knitted stitch over the pearl, still keeping the 'stitch on the 
left-hand pin; knit again into this stitch, and now draw the 
last stitch over; this time let off the stitch from the left pin. 
In other words, you work, 3 ~nto I, am). keep drawing them 
over each other. 

N ext row plain knitting. \ 
Mind that you finish each knot, or you will increase. 

This is principally used for Leviathan wool as couv!ettes. 
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Scallop for Four Pins. 

1St round-bring forward, knit 4, knit 2 together, knit 5. 
2nd and every alternate round-plain. . 
3rd round-knit 1, bring forward, knit 3, knit 2 together 

twice, knit 3, bring forward. 
5th round-knit 2, bring forward, knit 2, knit 2 together 

twice, knit 3, bring forward. 
7th ro.und-knit 2, bring forward, knit 2, knit 2 together 

twice, bring forward, knit 1. 

9th round-knit 3, bring forward, knit 1, knit 2 together 
twice, knit 1, bring forward, knit 2. 

11 round-knit 4, bring forward, knit 2 together twice, 
bring forward, knit 3. 

13 roend-knit 2 together, *, knit 4, bring forward, knit 4, 
knit 2 together, knit 1. 

Repeat from *. At the end knit 4, bring forward, knit 6. 
15th round-knit 2 together, knit 3, bring forward, knit 1, 

bring forward, knit 3, knit 2 together. 
. 17th round-knit 2 together, knit 2, bring forward, knit 3, 
bring forward, knit 2, knit 2 together. 

19th round-knit 2 together, knit 1, bring forward, knit 5, 
bring forward, knit I, knit 2 together. 

2ISt round-knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 7, brinil 
forward, knit 2 together. 
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Balls. 

3 skeins black and 3 yellow single Berlin wool. Pins No. 14 
Cast on 24 stitches with black, and knit up I skein. Join 

a yellow skein. When the 6 are used up, putting them alter
nately, cast off and sew the ends together. Cover an india
rubber ball with this, gathering the top and bottom, and 
fastening off securely. You can do it entirely in yellow to 
look like an orange, and draw up with browR. sewing over to 
imitate the spot where the stalk is broken off. For very young 
children a soft ball stuffed with ends of wool is better than 
india-rubber. 

For a larger and handsomer ball have either 2 colours, 
or every stripe different. Cast on 26 stitches and knit in 
brioche. 

3rd row - knit I I brioche, leave 3 unknitted and turn !:Jack; 
work 10 brioche, turn back, work 9, turn, work 8, and so on, 
until the last set is worked; then turn again and work all the 
stitches, turn, and this time work the whole 36 stitches. 

Join the next colour and do a similar section, beginning 
from the 3rd row. 

Work or Chatelaine Bag. 
Eight hanks, or pieces, of purse twist, and 5 pins, No. I4. 

By using very fine silk and pins, it will do for a purse to be 
fastened to a steel snap. 

The bottom of the bag consists of a star of steel or gold 
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53 
oeads, having eight points, the rest is spotted with small stars. 
Begin by threading the beads. 

Cast on 2 stitches on each of yom 4 pins, and work with 
the 5th. While forming the star a plain and a bead round 
are done by turns. 

2nd round-increase on each pin. 
3rd round-plain, as every alternate row must be. 
4th round-increase on each pin, making 16. 
6th round-*, bring the silk forward, knit I, knit 1 with a 

bead, bring forward, knit I, knit I with a bead; this ends 
the first pin. Repeat from *. 

8th round-*, bring forward, knit I, knit 2 beads, bring 
forward, knit I, knit 2 with beads. Repeat from *. 

10th round-*, bring forward, knit 1, knit 3 beads, bring 
forward, knit I, knit 3 beads. Repeat from "'. 

In this way 8 increasings are made every bead round, 
which forms a, row of holes up each division. Continue 
wOl'king as described, always adding a bead to each division, 
until you have knitted II bead rounds, when you ought to 
have II beads on each division. 

The next round plain, as before. N ow begin to decrease 
your beads, but still continue to make stitches, until you have 
at last only I bead: thus, 1st decreasing row, bring forward, 
knit 3, knit 10 beads, bring forward, knit 3, knit 10 beads. 
Repeat. 

The alternate rounds, as usual, to be plain. 
2nd decreasing round-*, bring forward, knit 5, knit 9 

beads, bring forward, knit S, knit 9 beads. Repeat from *:' 
The alternate rounds plain. 
3rd round-bring forward, knit 7, knit 8 beads, bring 

forward, knit 7, knit 8. Repeat. 
When, after decreasing in this manner, you have reduced 
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54 
to I bead, the star is completed, and there ought to be 23 
plain stitches between each point. 

You now begin the spots. 
1st round-*, knit 10, knit I bead, knit I, knit I bead, 

knit 20, knit I bead, knit I, knit I bead, knit 10. Repeat 
from *. ' 

2nd round-*, knit II, knit I bead, knit 22, knit 1 bead, 
knit I I. Rep.eat from *. 

3rd round-*, knit 9, knit 2 beads, knit I, knit 2 beads, 
knit 18, knit 2 beads, knit I, knit 2 beads, knit 9. Repeat 
from *. 

4th round-*, knit 10, knit I bead, knit I, knit I bead, 
knit 20, knit I bead, knit I, knit I bead, knit 10. Repeat 
from". This finishes the spots. 

N ow the smaller spots begin. 
1st round-*, knit I, knit I bead, knit 20, knit I bead, 

knit I, knit I bead, knit 20, knit I bead. Repeat from *. 
Knit 9 pla~n rounds between each row of little spots, and 

proceed with them as described in the first five rows of spots. 

T wisted-leaf Pattern. 
Cast on in fifteens. 
1st row-knit 2 together, knit 3, bring forward, knit 2 

together, bring forward, knit I, bring forward, knit 2 together, 
bring forward, knit 3, knit 2 together. Repeat. 

2nd row-pearl. Every alternate row is pearled. 
yd row-like 1st. _ 
5th row-knit 2 together, knit 2, bring forward, knit 2 

together, bring forward, knit 3, bring forward, knit 2 together, 
bring forward, knit 2, knit 2 together. Repeat. 
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7th row-knit 2 together, knit 1, bring forward, knit 2 

together, bring forward, knit 5, bring forward, knit 2 together, 
bring forward, knit 1, knit 2 together. Repeat. 

9th row-knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 2 together, 
bring forward, knit 7, bring forward, knit 2 together, bring 
forward, knit 2 together. Repeat. 

1 Ith row-knit 1, *, bring forward, knit 2 together, bring 
forward, knit 3, knit 2 together, knit 4, bring forward, knit 2 
together, bring forward, knit 2 together. Repeat from *, and 
at the end of the ro"w instead of knitting 2 together, kniL 1 
plain. . 

13th row-knit .1, bring forward, knit 2 together, bring 
forward, knit 3, knit 2 together, knit 2 together, knit 3, bring 
forward, knit 2 together, bring forward. Repeat. 

15th row-like 13th. 
17th row-kni~ 2, *, bring forward, knit 2 together, bring 

forward, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 2 together knit 2, bring 
forward, knit 2 togeLher, bring forward, knit 3. Repeat 
from *, and end the row with 2 plain instead of 3. 

19th row-knit 3, ' *, bring forward, knit 2 together, bring 
forward, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 2 together, knit I, bring 
forwa.rd, knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 5. End the row 
with 3 plain instead of 5. 

21st row-knit 4, ,., bring forward, knit 2 togeLher, bring 
forward, knit 2 together, knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 
2 together, bring forward, knit 7. End with 4 plain instead 
of 7. Repeat from *. 

23rd row-knit 2 together, knit 3, bring forward, knit 2 
together, bring forward, knit· 2 together, bring forward, knit 
2 together, bring forward, knit 4. Repeat. End the row 
with 3 plain, and knit 2 together, insLead of 4 plain. 

24th row-pearl, and go back to 1st row. 
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Box-leaf Patter?z. 

Cast on in 12, and 4 over. 
1st row-pearl 2, '" bring forward, knit I,bring forward, 

pearl 2, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 6. Repeat from .... 
Pearl the last 2. 

2nd row-knit 2, *, pearl 5, pearl 2 together, pearl I, knit 2, 
pearl 3. Repeat from *. Knit the last 2. 

3rd row-pearl 2, *, knit I, bring forward, knit I, bring 
forward, knit" I, pearl 2, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 4. 
Repeat from *. Pearl the last 2. 

4th row-knit 2, *, pearl 3, pearl 2 together, pearl J, 
pearl 2, pearl 5. Repeat from *. Knit the last 2. 

5th row-pearl 2, *, knit 2, bring forward, knit I, bring 
fo rward, knit 2, pearl 2, knit I, pearl 2 together, knit 2. 
R epeat from *. Pearl the last 2. 

6th row-knit 2, *, pearl I, pearl 2 together, pearl I, knit 2, 
pearl 7. Repeat from *. Knit the last 2. 

7th row-pearl 2, *, knit 3, bring forward, knit I, bring 
forward, knit 3, pearl 2, knit I, knit 2 together. Repeat 
from *. Pearl the last 2. 

8th row-knit 2, *, pearl 2 together, knit 2, pearl 9. 
Repeat from *. Knit the last 2. 

9th row-pearl 2, *, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 6, pearl 2, 1 
bring forward, knit I, bring forward. Repeat from *. Pearl 
the last 2. ' . . 

10th row-knit 2, *, pearl 3, knit 2, pearl 5, pearl 2 together, 
pearl I. Repeat from *. Knit the last 2. 

J I th row-pearl 2, *, knit J, knit 2 together, knit 4, pearl 2, 
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knit I, bring forward, knit I, bring forward, knit I. Repeat 
from *. Pearl the lasl2. 

12th row-knit 2, *, pearl 5, knit 2, pearl 3, pearl 2 together, 
pearl I. Repeat from *. Knit the last 2. 

13th row-pearl 2, *, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 2, pearl 2, 
knit 7, bring forward, knit I, bring forward, knit 2. Repeat 
from *. Pearl the last 2. 

14th row-knit 2, *, pearl 7, knit 2, pearl I, pearl 2 together, 
pearl I. Repeat from .*. Knit the last 2. 

15th row-pearl 2, *, knit I, knit 2 together, pearl 2, knit 3, 
bring forward, knit I, bring forward, knit 3. Repeat from *. 
Pearl the last 2. 

16th row-knit 2, *, pearl 9, knit 2, pearl 2 together. 
Repeat from *. Knit the last 2. 

Shell Pattern on Four Pz"ns. 

Cast on any number of stitches which can be divided by 2I. 
1st round-*, pearl 3, knit 5, t bring forward, knit I, repeat 

from t 7 more times, knit 5. Repeat from *. 
2nd round-pearl 3, knit 3, knit 2 together, knit 16, slip I, 

knit I, pass the slipped stitch over, knit 3. Repeat. 
yd round-pearl 3, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 16, slip I , 

knit I, pass the slipped over. Repeat. 
4th round-pearl 3, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 16, slip I, 

knit ·r, pass the slipped over. Repeat. 
5th round-pearl 3, knit 2 together, knit 16, slip I, knit I, 

pass the slipped over. Repeat. . 
Go back to the 1st row. 
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Maple-leaf Pattern. 

Any number of stitches which can be divided by 18, and 
if for an antimacassar or coverlet add 8 over to n}ake the 
Pitt tern finish evenly, 

1st row-pearl 2, knit 4, pearl 2, slip I, knit I, pass slipped 
over, knit 6, bring forward, knit I, bring forward, knit 1. 
Repeat. 

2nd row-knit 2, pearl 4, knit 2, pearl 9, pearl 2 together. 
R epeat. 

3rd row-pearl 2, knit 4, pearl 2, slip I, knit I, pass the 
slipped stitch over, knit 5, bring forward, knit I, bring for
ward, knit 2. Repeat. 

4th row-Like second. 
5th row-pearl 2, knit 4, pearl 2, slip I, knit I, pass the 

slipped stitch over, knit 4, bring forward, knit I, bring for
ward, knit 3. 

6th row·-like second. 
7th round-pearl 2, knit 4, pearl 2, slip I, knit I, pass the 

slipped sti tch over, knit 3, bring forward, j<nit I, bring for
ward, knit 4. Repeat. 

8th row-Like 2nd. 
9th row-pearl 2, slip 2 stitches on to a third pin, and keep 

this third pin in front, or to the right side, of your knitting, 
kn;t the next 2 stitches, then knit the 2 tha t were slipped on 
the 3rd pin, pearl 2, slip I, knit I, pass the slipped stit.:b 
over, knit 2, bring forward, knit I, bring forward, klllt So 
Repeat. 

loth row like 2nd. Then go back to 1st row. 
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Black Silk Mitten. 

To be worked with very fine black purse-twist, 10 skeins, 
and pins No. 19. . 

Cast on 120, 40 on each pin. 
1st round-knit 3, pearl 2. Repeat for .5 rounds. 
7th rouild-bring the silk forward, knit 2 together. This 

is for the top of mitten. 
8th round-*, bring forward, knit 2 together, bring for

ward, knit 2 together, bring forward, knit I, bring forward, 
knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 4,'knit 2 together, knit 2. Repeat 
from *. 

9th round-knit. There ought to be 119 stitches. 
roth round-·, bring forward, knit 2 together, bring 

forward , knit 2 together, bring forward, knit I, bring forward, 
knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 4, knit 2 together, knit 2. Repeat 
from *. . 

I!th round-plain, still having 119 stitches. 
12th round- *, bring forward, knit 2 together, bring 

forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 5, bring forward, 
knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 2 together, knit 2. Repeat 
from *. 

13th round-I20 plain stitches; the row of holes ch,mges . 
here, which alters the number of plain stitches. 

14th round-*, bring forward, knit 2 'together, bring' for
ward, knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 2, knit 2 together, 
knit 4, knit 2 together, knit 2, bring forward, knit 1. Repeat 
from *. 

15th round-I20 plain stitches. 
16th round-*. bring forward, knit 2 together, bring for-
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ward, knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 2, lmit 2 together, 
knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 2, bring forward, knit 3. Repeat 
from *. 

17th round-like 15th. 
18th round-bring fon'lard, knit 2 together, bring for

ward, knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 2, knit 2 together, 
knit 2 together, knit 2, bring forward, knit 5. 

19th round-I 19 plain stitches. 
Repeat from 8th to 19th twice, then the thumb begins. 

The whole mitten is done like the preceding pattern, except 
at each side of the thumb, where the new thumb-stitch is 
inserted, as you must observe. 

44th round-bring forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, 
knit 2 together, bring forward, knit I, bring forward, knit 2, 
bring forward (this is the beginning of the thumb), knit 2 
together, knit 4, knit 2 together, knit 2. The remainder like 
8th round. 

45th round-plain, as every alternate round must be. 
46th round-bring forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, 

knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 3, bring forward, knit 2, 
bring forward, knit I, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit 2, 
knit 2 together, knit 2. The rest like loth round. 

48th round-bring forward, knit 2 together, bring for
ward, knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 5, bring forward, 
knit 2, bring forward, knit 3, bring forward, knit 2 together, 
knit 2 together, knit 2. The rest like 12th round. 

49th round-there ought to be 125 plain stitches in this. 
50th round-bring-forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, 

knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 4, 
bring forward, knit 5, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit 4, 
bring forward, knit I. Remainder like 14th round. 

pnd round-bring forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, 
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or 
knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 3. 
bring forward, knit 7, bring forward, knit 3, bring . forward, 
knit 3. Remainder like 16th round. 

53rd round-there ought now to be 129 plain stitches. 
54th round-bring forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, 

knit 2 together, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 2 together, bring 
forward, knit 4, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit 3, hring 
forward, knit 5. Remainder like 18th round. 

56th round--:there ought now to be 131 stitches. 
57th round-bring forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, 

knit 2 together, bring forward, knit I, bring forward, knit 2, 
knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 3, bring forward, knit 2 
together, knit I, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit 3, bring 
forward, knit 2 together, knit 4, knit 2 together, knit 2. 
Remainder like 8th round. 

59th round-bring forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, 
knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 3, bring forward, knit 3, 
bring forward, knit 5, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit I, 
knit 2 together, knit 3, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit 2, 
knit 2 together, knit 2. Rest like roth round. 

60th round-you ought now to have 136 stitches. 
61 st round-bring forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, 

knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 5, bring forward, knit 3, 
bringTorward, knit 7, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit I, 

bring forward, knit 2 together, knit 3, bring forward, knit 2 
together, knit 2 together, knit 2. Rest like 12th round. 

63rd round-bring forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, 
knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 5, 
bring forward, knit 4, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit 3, 
bring forward, knit 2 together, knit I, bring forward, knit 2 
together, knit 3, bring forward, knit 2 together,knit 2, bring 
forward, knit 1. Rest like 14th round. 
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64th round-you ollght to have 142 stitches now. 
65th round-bring forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, 

knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 2, 
knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 3, bring furward, knit 2 

together, knit I, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit 3, bring 
fOl:ward, knit 2 together, knit I, bring forward, knit 2 together, 
knit 3, bring forward, knit 3, bring forward, knit 3. Re-
mainder like 16th round. . 

67th round--bring forward, knit 2 together, bring forward, 
knit 2 together, bring forward, knit 2, knit 2 together, knit 2 

together, bring forward, knit 5, bring forward, knit 2 together, 
knit I, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit 3, bring forward, 
knit 2 together, knit I, bring forward, knit 2 together, knit 3, 
bring forward, knit 3, bring forward, knit 5. Rest like 18th 
round. 

68th round-there ought now to be 147 stitches. 
Repeat from the 57th to the 68th round three more times, 

but remember that the thumb stitches are separate from the 
rest and are done thus :-

Stitch for Tltztmb.-Bring forward, knit 2 together, knit 3, 
bring forward, knit 2 together, knit I. Next slip the thumb 
stitches on to a piece of wool and go on with the hand. 
Work as from the 8th to 19th row three more times, then 
knit 3, pearl 2 for 6 rows, and cast off. 

Go back to the thumb, and work it to the length of 
mitten, which should be about 36 rows. Finish by 6 ribbed 
rows, and cast off. 

Sew a very narrow edge of black silk lace round the 1 
bottom of hand and thumb, also a broader piece round the 
wrist; about an inch wide is broad enough. Run a narrow 
ribbon to draw the mitten in the holes after the ribbing. 
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W£nd£ng Wool. 

An old-fashioned way of winding wool was to make the 
end of the wool come from the middle. This is managed in 
the following way: Wind a little loosely round your fingers, 
then take it off and wind the rest of the skein round the end 
of this loose piece. You must always let the end of the piece 
(which you had wound round your fingers) stick out at the 
end of the ball. When you have wound all your skein pull 
out the tuft at the end, and ·the rest of the wool will all pull 
out from the middle. Fold in the other outside end with 
your finger, so as not to have two ends appearing. 

LOND ON 
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THE LADY'S KNITTING- BOOK ... 

Lady's Glove. 

I oz. white 3-thread Lady Betty wool, and 6 pins, No. IS· 
Cast on 20 on two pins, and 24 on the third, making 64 

altogether. Knit 2, pearl 2, for 2 inches; then 2 plain rounds. 

Third round-knit I, pearl I. Repeat. 

Fourth and 5th rounds plain. 

SIXth round-knit I, pearl I ; knit I, pearl I; increase (by 

picking up part of the next stitch), pearl I; increase; pearl and 

knit alternately for the rest of the row. Keep this pattern even, 

with two plain rounds between each spotted round, for the whole , 
glove. 

&i.f.~~el'f,th round-knit r, pearl r; knit J, pearl I. After thes(. 

jl~ 
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4 ~titches the thumb begins. Increase; knit I; pearl I; increase; 

knit 1. The remainder as usual. 

Work 3 more rounds, remembering to do the 2 plain stitches 

in succession on each side of the pearl stitch which forms the 

middle of the thumb. 

~ b'''''' N.ineteent-h ~ound-knit 6, increase ; knit I, increase. Knit 

as before . 

• -, Twenty-first round-knit I, pearl I; knit I, pearl I; knit I, 

increase .: pearl I; knit I, pearl I; knit I, pearl I; increase. 

The remainder as usual. 

Always go on knitting the intermediate rows with the pa.ttem 

quite even; when alterations are required it will be stated. 

')0"":. Twenty-fifth round-knit 5, raise I; knit 7, raise I; the rest 

~~,in knitting. 

~ 6 =- Twenty-seventh round-knit I, pearl I; knit I , pearl I; knit I, 

raise I, pearl I; knit and pearl 8 stitches; raise I, knit 1. 

'3 (, ""Thirtieth round-work the first 4, then knit I, increase 

pearling; knit and pearl 10 stitches; increase pearling; knit 1. 

).! {~ Thirty-fourth round-knit I, pearl I; knit I, pearl I; knit I, 

increase; knit 12, increase; knit 1. 
,,~ 

;, J Thirty-sixth round-knit I, pearl I; knit I, pearl I; knit I, 

incr,ease; knit and pearl 13 stitches; increase; knit 1. 

J.t~, 'Thirty-eighth round-knit 5, increase; knit IS, increase; 

kni t 1. 
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I ':,. 
I-f Forty-first row-increase each side of the thumb, knit the ., 

other stitches as usual. 

~-! ~ Forty-eighth round-knit I; slip the next 25 stitches on ' 

a piece of wool and leave them unknitted; cast on 3 extra 

stitches at the end of the 3rd and beginning of 1st pin: 

these 6 must all come together at the thumb. Knit -e8-rounds 

as usual. .l.!2 -

Fore Finger.-Knit 9, cast on 6 stitches on your 5th needle ; 

with the 6th needle knit the 9 stitches next your first 9, so as to 

make a round. Arrange the stitches on the other pins as may 

be most convenient. The easiest way is to slip them on a piece (/IF 

of wool. It, 

Knit 48 rounds, then decrease 4 times in the round; then 3 / I 
,-;; 

times in every round until only 12 stitches are left; break off , I 

the wool, thread a wool-needle, aud draw the stitches . up, 

fastening securely on the wrong side. Even with the most care -

ful knitting, holes are apt to appear where the fingers join the 

palm. Sew these up afterwards. 

kfiddle Finger.-Pick up 5 stitches from those you cast on 

(the part which goes between the fingers) ; with another needle 

knit 7, cast on 5 more-on the same needle. With a third needle 

knit the 7 stitches next to the fore-finger (you will have to slip 

,. 
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them off the pin they are on, on to another, for convenience) ; 

knit in rounds, as for the fore-finger; knit 2 together to make the 

stitches come exactly even; make this finger a little longer than 

the first. The fourth is the same. Of course it must not be quite 

so long. 

Lz'ttle Fz'nger.-Take the rest of the stitches, and raise 4 

between the fingers, from the extra ones cast on. Knit 36 

rounds and decrease. 

Thumb.-Youmake a gusset by picking up 6 stitches which 

you had cast on below the fore-finger. Keep the patt~rn even; 

knit 2 together at the end and beginning of every row, each time 

raising a stitch from the side so as to join in this gusset. Then 

knit in rounds with 4 pins, and decrease on each side of the 

gusset until there are only 26 stitches; knit together, or raise, 

to make the pattern quite even; knit 35 rounds, decrease, and 

end off. This is the right-hand glove; so in knitting the second 

be careful to begin the fore-finger in the proper place, or else 

you will have two right-hand gloves. It is a good plan to taper 

th<l tips of the fingers with finer pins just before you decrease, 

then you need not diminish so much. 

Calladz'an Gloves are knitted like this one, but only with 

a thumb, the reM is a .bag; they are nice for wearing in very 

cold weather over d kid glove. 
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Gentleman's Glove. 

I ~ oz. Scotch or Berlin fingering wool and 6 pins, No. IS. 

Knit exactly as for a lady's glove in preceding pattern. If you 

consider the above wools too harsh, use 4 thread Lady Betty and 

pi"ns No. 14, and proceed thus: knit 24 ribbed rounds, knit 2 

plain rounds. 

Third round-knit I, pearl I, alternately. Repeat from • 

five times. Now go back to the sixth row of Lady's Glove, and 

finish as there d.irected, but make each finger and the thumb 

quite half an inch longer. 

Boy's Glove. 

I~ oz. 6-threatl Lady Betty wool, or 2-thread fleecy, and 

steel pins No. 14. Cast on 16 stitches on 3 pins, 48 altogether. 

Rib 2 plain, 2 pearl, for' 20 rounds; then 2 plain rounds. 

Twenty-third round-knit I, pearl I. Repeat. 

Twenty-fourth round-take the last stitch off the third needle 

and slip it on the first. You have now 17 on your first pin. 

This stitch is always pearled, and is the beginning of the 

thumb. Increase at the 2nd stitch; knit it; pearl I; you ought 

. to have done 4 stitches now; knit the rest. 
!" 
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Twenty-fifth round-pearl I, knit 2, pearl I, the rest plain. 

Twenty-sixth round-pearl I, knit 2; pearl and knit the 

remainder alternately. 

Twenty-seventh round-pearl I, knit I; increase (always by 

raising part of the next stitch' or else dividing the wool); knit I, 

pearl I; knit the rest. 

Twenty-eighth round-pearl 1, knit 3; pearl I; knit the 

rest. 

Twenty-ninth round-pearl I, knit I; pearl I, increase; 

knit I, pearl I ; knit and pearl alternately. 

Thirtieth round-pearl 1, knit 4; pearl I; knit the rest. 

Thirty-first round-pearl I, knit I; increase; knit 3, pearl I ; 

knit the rest. 

Thirty-second round-pearl I, knit 2; pearl I; increase 

pearling; knit I, pearl I; knit and pearl alternately. 

Thirty-third round-pearl I, knit I; increase; knit 5, pearl 1. 

Obsei've that these pearled lines run in a slope on each side of 

the thumb. Plain knitting. 

Thirty-fourth round-pearl I, knit I ; knit 4; increase; knit 2, 

pearl I ; knit. 

Thirty-fifth round-pearl I, knit . I; repeat from" 3 more 

times; knit I, pearl I for the remainder. The pearled stitches 

must always come in a line with each other. 

Thirty-sixth round-pearl I, knit 8; pearl I ; knit the rest. 
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Thirty-seventh round-pearl I, knit I; t.ncrease; knit 6; in. 

crease; knit I, pearl I; knit the rest. 

Thirty-eighth round-pearl I, knit 2; pearl I, knit 1 four 

times; pearl I, knit 1 alternately. 

Thirty-ninth round-pearl I, knit IO; pearl I; knit the rest. 

Fortieth round-pearl ~,knit I; increase; ~it 8, increase, 

knit I, pearl 1 ; knit the rest. 

Forty-first round-pearl I, knit 1 six times. Knit the next; 

pearl the last thumb-stitch. Knit and pearl alternately. 

Forty-second round-pearl I, knit I; increase; knit 1 I; 

pearl!. 

Forty-third round-pearl I, knit 13; pearl I; knit the rest. 

Forty-fourth round-pearl I, knit I; increase pearling; knit 

I, pearl J, five times; increase; pearl I, knit I, to the end. 

Forty-fifth round-pearl J, knit 14; increase; knit 1, pearl I 

knit the rest. 

Forty-sixth round-pearl I, knit I, increase; lmit 14, in

crease ; knit I, pearl 1; knit the rest. 

Forty-seventh rounel-pearl J, knit 2; pearl and knit the 

remainder. 

Forty-eighth round-pearl J, knit 17; increase ; knit I, pear l 

J ; knit the rest. 

Forty-ninth round-slip 22 stitches for the thumb on a piece 

of wool, and leave them unknitted. Cast on 8 more stitche::s al 
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the opening, so as to have 52 stitches altogether, and work as 

usual for 13 more rounds. 

Fore F inger.-Use the extra needles. Take the 8 stitches 

opposite the thumb (those extra ones you had cast on), 4 on 

each side of these 8, and cast on 2 extra stitches between these 

fours, making 18 in all. The 2 extra ones go between the 

fingers. Knit 36 rounds, keeping the pattern even. D ecrease 

once on each pin in every round, until only 6 stitches are left, 

and draw them up. 

Middle Finger.-T ake 6 on the front and back needle, cast 

on 3 extra on a third to go between the fingers, and pick up 3 

stitches at the side of the forefinger, thus joining the fingers, 

and making the number 18 as before. Make it a trifle longer 

than the other. 

Fourth F iltger.-Like middle, only a little shorter. 

L£ttle Finger.-Use the rest of the stitches. and raise 3 at 

the joint, making 15 altogether. 

Tlmmb. - Slip the 22 on two needles; raise 9 at the 

opening on the stitches which had been cast on. This makes 

31 stitches. Decrease for the gusset in every round at each 
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side of the extra stitches until you have only 18 stitches. Knit 
22 rounds; decrease. 

This pattern does very well for a lady's also, but it is thicker 

than the one on page I I. 

Child's Glove. 
Like Boy's Glove, but knit with Andalusian or 2-thread Lady 

Betty, and pins No. 15. Only make a thumb, the rest is bag

shaped. When you come to the 38th row decrease, and knit 

this part plain. Every 5th knit 2 together. Do 2 rounds plain 

and repeat. When 47 are done, cast off. 

Slipje1'. witlz Warm Lining. 

These shoes are comfortable for bedroom wear in the cold 

weather, the lining formed by loops of wool is very warm. 

Scarlet and white 4-thread fleecy wool, 4 steel pins, No. 13. 

and 2 bone pins, No. II, are required. Cast on in scarlet with 

the pins No. I I, 14 stitches. 

First row-plain knitting. 

Second row-slip I; put the end of your white wool round 

the pill in working the 2nd stitch; put the red wool round also 

and knit the stitch (in this manner the red wool is joined on); 

leave the end hanging out about a third of an inch long. Knit 

\I. , 
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the 3n1 stitch plainly. Knit the 4th as usual with the scarlet, 

but do not let it off the pin; pass the white wool round the 

taper part of the left forefinger over the right-hand pin, and now 

knit off the stitch. This forms a loop of white wool. The next 

stitch is plain knitting. Repeat these two alternately. You 

must cut the end of the wool when you have finished the row 

Third row-plain knitting. 

Fourth row-like 2nd. The loops must, of course, all be on 

the same side. 

Fifth row-now do 4 rows of plain knitting, and begin again 

from the 2nd row. 

When IO~ in(:hes are done, cast on 27 more stitches. This 

ought to be done just after the two rows of loops. 

Work the 4 pIa-in rows and 2 rows of loops as usual. Begin 

to decrease for the instep and toe by knitting 2 together at the 

commencement of every plain row. When only 15 stitches are 

left, cast off. 

Sew the 14 stitches where you cast on, to the front part, 

forming a shoe. With 3 steel No. 13 pins pick up 58 stitches 

to form the ankle. Do 24 rounds and cast off. The last 12 

may be done in ribs or plainly. In the latter case the stitches 

curl over at the top. 

Sew the slipper to a warm sale.: and "bind the edges with 

braid or galloon. 
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eM,teleine Bag, 

CMteleine bags entirely covered- with jet beads are quite 

easy to make in plain knitting; thus: thread your black 

'beads first on moderately coarse black purse-twist, 

Cast on 5 stitches, 

First row-plain; begin every row by putting the silk round 

the needle to increase. 

Second row-increase; knit the first stitch, insert the needle 

in the next, and push up I (or 2 if preferred) beads. Push 

up ? beads with every stitch except the last. 

Third row-plain. Never forget to increase at the com

mencement, and do not let ,the beads slip to the other side: 

with a little care they can easily be kept in their proper place. 

Fourth row-push up the beads as before with every stitch 

except the first and last. 

When you have increased your knitting to the width of 4~ 

inches, or as broad as you desire the bag to be, discontinue 

the increasings. Now count your stitches for reference after

wards. 
B 
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Continue the plain and beaded rows alternately· until the 

work is 5 inches long, not counting the pointed part. Decrease 

at the beginning of every row to match the commencement. 

The Second S£de.-Begin with the same number of stitches 

you had when directed to count; do a square of five inches; 

decrease for the point. 

If you prefer the back without beads, discontinue pushing 

them up after you have knitted the first point, which forms the 

flap of your bag. 

To make up the satchel sew the sides together, and line with 

black silk; line the flap neatly also; add a fastening with elastic 

and a jet button. 

Sometimes the black-silk lining is made double, and card

board or stiff muslin inserted between, to give the bag more 

shape. 

Thread a needle with the silk and add a fringe all the way 

round, by threading about 16 beads and stitching them to the 

sides of the bag in loops. Do the same to the flap. 

Sew ribbon to each side, and end off with a bow; under 

which a large hook must be sewn, for fastening to the waist

band. 
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Bolster Cushion. 

Cast on with bone pins, NO.9, about 50 stitches in black 

Berlin wool. Work any open pattern (see First Serie~) for half 

a yard, or as long as the cushion is required. Sew up the 

knitting lengthways. Make a long bolster-shaped bag of calico 

or muslin, stuff with feathers, and cover it with crimson silk, or 

any colour which contrasts well with the furniture. 

Draw up the openings at each end, and attach a ribbon 

bow or tassel, under which stitch the ends of three-quarters 

of a yard of crimson and black silk cord, and sling the cushion 
to the back of a chair. 

There are numerous ways of making these little cushions, 
which are sometimes very saleable .at bazaars. 

Another plan is to do a straight piece of Brioche knitting. 

As this is not transparent, the lining can be black muslm, or any 

such material: it is, however, best to have the lining the same 

colour as the wool. They are sometimes worked in diamonds of 

scarlet and grey (see page 28, Third Series), making a straight 

piece large enough to go round the bolster. At the ends do not 

make half diamonds to fill in the spaces, but draw the points 

up, sewing them together with small stitches. 
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Yacket for a Child of Two to Three Years Old. 

(SEE FRONTISPIECE, NO. 1.) 

3 ozs. of white 4-thread Lady Betty wool, and 2 steel pins, 

No. 12. Cast on 174 stitches, knit 2 plain rows. 

Third row- · knit 2, wool forward; siip I, knit I; pass the 

slipped stitch over. Repeat from *" twice more. You ought now 

to have 12 stitches. Knit 6. Repeat these 18 stitches to the 

end. 
Fourth row-"*' pearl 2, wool forward; pearl 2 together. 

Repeat from "*' twice more; pearl 6. Repeat these 18 stitches to 

the end. 

Fifth row-like third. 

Sixth row-like fourth . 

Seventh row-"*'knit 2, woolforward; slip I,knit I; pass the 

slipped over; knit 2, wool forward; slip I, knit 1; pass slipped 

over; knit 2, wool forward; slip I, knit I ; pass slipped over; 

knit 2 ; knit 2 together; knit 2. Repeat from •. 

Eighth row-pearl 2, wool for~vard; pearl 2 together; pearl 2, 

wool forward; pearl 2 together; pearl 2, wool forward; pearl 2 

together; pearls. Repeat from ". 
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Ninth row-'" knit 2, wool forward; knit 2 together; do thi s 

twice more; -knit 5. Repeat from "'. 

T enth row-like eighth. 

Eleventh row-like ninth. 

Twelfth row-like eighth. 

Thirteenth row- '" knit 2, wool forward; slip I, knit I ; pass 

the sli pped over ; do this twice more; knit I ; knit 3 together; 

kni.t 1. Repeat from ". 

Fourteenth row-pearl 2, wool forward; pearl 2 together; do 

this twice more; pearl 3. Repeat from •. 

Fifteenth row-like thirteenth. 

Sixteenth !:Ow-like fourteenth. 

Seventeenth row-like thirteenth. 

Eighteenth row-like fourteenth. 

Nineteenth row-do the first 12 as usual, then knit J together. 

Repeat. 

Twentieth row-* pearl the first 12 as usual, then pearl I. 

Repeat from *. There ought to be 117 stitches. 

Twenty-first row-knit 2 together, knit the rest. 

Twenty-second row-like twenty-first. 

Twenty-third row-knit 2, wool forward; knit 2 together 

This makes holes round the waist for ribbon. There ought 

to be 62 stitches on each side of the 3 centre ones. 

Twenty-fourth row-plain knitting. 
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Twenty-fifth row-Cast off 6. Knit 17; increase (by raising 

part of the next stitch), knit 21, woolforward; knit 18; knit the 3 

centre stitches together; knit 18, woolforward; knit 21; increase; 

knit 23. 
Twenty-sixth row-cast off the first 6 stitches.: the remainder 

knit plainly. 

Twenty-seventh row-knit 18, increase; knit 21,wool forward; 

knit 18; knit the 3 centre ones together j knit 18, wool forward j 

knit 21, increase; knit 18. 

Twenty-eighth row-plain knitting. 

Twenty-ninth row-knit 19, increase; knit 21, wool forward; 

knit 18; knit 3 together; knit 18, wool forward; knit 21; increase; 

knit 19. 

The intermediate rows are to be knitted plainly; continue 

these increasings, every time knitting I more at the front, until 

you have done 40 rows, counting from the holes. 

You now begin forming the front. Knit 37; turn back and 

knit on these 37 stitches, leaving the rest unknitted. Do 36 

rows. 

Thirty-seventh row-you must be at the commencement of a 

row now. Knit 33; knit 2 together; knit 2. 

Thirty-eighth row-This, and all intermediate rows, plain. 

Thirty-ninth row-knit plain and decrease, as in the 37th 

row, doing the last 2 stitches plainly. This part is for the 
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shoulder. Continue thus, and when you have decreased to 22 

stitches, knit 2 plain rows. Slip t~ese front stitches on to a 

piece of wool or another pin. 

Go on with the back: cast off 3 stitches (next to the front 

you have just done with), to go under the ann; make the in

creasings and decreasings exactly the same as before, but leave 

37 stitches unknitted for the second front, and also 3 to go under 

the other arm, making 40 altogether. 

Forty-fourth row-count the rows, beginning from the holes 

round the waist. Increase as usual by bringing the wool for

ward; then knit I, raise r-. The same at the other end. Make 

this double increasing I 3 times, then qnl y increase once as 

before, remembering to do a plain row alternately. 

When 96 rows are finished, knit 2 plain rows. Cast off the 

first 23 stitches; this forms the shouider. Leave the back 

stitches on the pin, and knit the second front. 

Go on with the entire number of ititches and work one plain 

row. 

Second row-knit I. wool forward; knit 2 together; knit 2 

plain rows; cast off. Sew the shoulders together. 

Pick up S4 at the side of front; knit 2 plain rows, raising 

the stitch at the border, to join the border and front. I n going 

back knit the 2 stitches together, so as not to increase U,e 

number of the stitc::hes. This is the left side. 
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The right side must have button-holes, thus: do a plain 

rolV,* 

Second row-* knit 9; knit 2 together, wool forward. Repeat 

from *. Two plain rows, cast off. 

Sleeves.-Cast on 54 stitches and work the first 23 rows like 

commencement. When the holes are made, knit 10 plain rows. 

Forty-fourth row-knit 2, increase; knit to within 2 of the 

end; increase; knit the last 2. * Knit 18 rows and increase again 

in these 2 places. 

Repeat from *. 
'\Then 106 rows are ended, cast off. Sew up the sleeves, and 

put them in, with the join coming under the arm. 

Crochet 4 chain, I double round the-jacket, including sleeves 

and neck. Run ribbon round the cuffs, neck, and waist._ 

-~ 
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Baby's Jacket. 

(ANOTHER PATTERN. SEE FRONTISPIECE, NO.2.) 

Both these jackets can easily be decreased or enlarged by 

using coarser pins and wool, or by' adding on stitches. 

With 3-thread Lady Betty wool it does for a child oi two or 

three, using ivory pins, No. 13. 

Cast on 52 stitches. 

First row-pearl. 

Second row-knit r, raise r; knit the rest. 

Third and fourth rows-like 2nd. 

Fifth row-tie a piece of white wool at this end before begin

ning, to remember that this is the edge of the jacket; the other 

end is the neck. Pearl. 

Sixth row-pearl r ; increase by raising 1 ; pearl the rest. 

Seventh row-like 6th. 

Eighth and 9th rows-like 2nd. 

Tenth row-knit r ; raise. This is at the neck end. Plain 

knitting. 

Eleventh row-pearl. 
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Twelfth row-.,pearl. 

By this time you see the pattern, which is in ridges, more 

elastic than simple knitting. The sl1tgle lines are the right side, 

and by these single ridges you must count. Increase at the 

beginning of each row at the neck end only, until 6 ridges are 

done. Then decrease at this end at the beginning of the row, 

until I I ridges are done. Cast off 20 stitches at the neck end. 

Do 6 rows. Cast on 20 stitches opposite those you cast off. 

Do 2 rows, and then increase for the shoulder, until this 

slope is the same size as the other one where you decreased. 

These 2 shoulder-sides are aftenvards sewn together. 

After you have finished increasing for the shoulder, go on 

with the ridges for the back plainlY. 

Work 24 ridges, and this finishes the back; decrease for the 

shoulder as on the other side; cast off 20 for the arm; do 6 

rows, and cast on 20, as you did before, making this side of the 

jacket exactly like the first. 

Arm.-Pick up 46 stitches on those you had cast off,raising 

the 6 under the arm. This can be done with 4 pins, but sew up 

the shoulders first. Keep the ribs the same pattern as before. 

Second row-':"'decrease under the arm, and decrease again 

in the 5th and 9th rounds. 
Work 18 ridges; then make holes thus : -* knit I (or 
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pearl); knit 2 together, wool forward. Repeat ·from *. 'When 

22 ridges are ended, cast off. Put in the second sleeve. 

Border.-Cast on 273 stitches. Knit a row, pearl a row, 

knit a row. 

Fourth row-this is the right side. Now begin making the 

ridges like the rest of the jacket. 
Work 4 ridges and I row. Then make holes by ; * wool for

ward; knit 2 together. Repeat from *. Cast off, and sew 

this border all round, except at the neck. 

Collar.-Cast on 64- Work the same as for the border, and 

sew on the wrong side. Turn it over, and tack it down in its 

proper place. 
Work a crochet edge round the sleeve, and another edge 

above it, on the 3rd ridge. 

Run ribbon round the cuffs. 

Run ribbon in the holes aU round the jacket. Sew strings at 

the neck and also in front. If preferred, a crochet border can 

be added instead of the knitted one. 
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.Bra a 's. 

The very palest coarse blue purse-twist. 

Vvith pins, No. 16, cast on 16 stitches, and do plain knitting 

for 1 yard and 10 inches. The silk varies so much, that it is 

best to sta te they ought to be an inch and a-half wide. Double 

the braces in the centre, over which a piece 'of leather is stitched, 

to which a ring and suspenders are added. Buckles and sus

penders are also added at the other ends. , But this part had 

better be done at a shop, as the leather portions could not be 

bought and sewn on properly by anyone unaccustomed to such 

work. 

The knitting can be alternately pearled and knitted, and 

afterwards embroidered. 

though not so pretty. 

Navy-blue ones are more useful, 
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Cushion. 

(VERY SIMPLE PATTERN.) 

6-thread fleecy wool, one skein of every colour, and pins 

No.8 or 9. 

Cast on 7 with blue; plain knitting for one yard. This 

measurement makes the cushion half-a-yard square,as the stripes 

are doubled. 

The next stripe is brown, then violet, green, black, magenta, 

blue, brown, scarlet, and so on, until the stripes sewn together 

measure half a yard in width. Join the stripes by crocheting 

together with yellow; there must be yellow to divide them. 

N ow with a rug-needle work the following simple device :

T ake the middle or 4th stitch, and underneath it work a simp1e 

cross or tent-stitch; above it work a 2nd; work a 3rd and 4th 

stitch on each side of it. Repeat this every 6th row the length 

of stripe. 

When all are joined sew the sides together, put a pillow the 

rip'ht size inside, and sew up the tourth side; put a cord all 

round, and tassels at the corners. 
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/\ltnough a very easy pattern, it is both bright and effective, 

and is very slJitable for a cushion that is mt 'ant for use and not 

merely ornament. They do very well for the long wooden and 

cane garden or foiding-chair~ 

Tea and Egg Cosies. 

Besides couvrettes and cushions, very nice tea cosies can be 

made in the same way as described in the previous pattern, but 

have a paper pattern ready; the stripes had better go up, and 

not lengthways. The uneven ends at the top can be turned in 

where the two sides are joined. Line with wadding and quilted 

silk. Edge with cord and loops a~ the top. 

Egg cosies ar.e generally made a more oval shape. They 

need not be qu!te so long as a tea cosy, or they can be ma(;}e 

just large enough to cover one egg-cup. 
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Child's First Sock. 

1~ oz. white Shetland wool and 4 pins, No. 16. Cast on 20 

stitches on the 1st needle, 22 on the 2nd, 22 on the 3rd. 

First round-plain; keep the 1st stitch as the seam-stitch. 

Second round-knit 2, peari 2. 

Do 22 rounds like the 2nd. 

The rest of the sock can be done in some fancy stitch or in 

plain knitting. 

Knit 12 rounds._ 

Thirteenth rounn-'knit (or pearl) the seam-stitch; knit 1; 

knit 2 together; knit to within 3 of the !>eam-stitch; knit 2 

together; knit the last. 

Knit 5 rounds. 

Repeat from the 13th round until only 56 stitches remain. 

Knit 20 plain rounds for the ankle. 

Take 14 stitches on eacl1 side of the seam-stitch, knit and 

pearl these 29 alternately, leaving the remainder unknitted. 

_ Knit 18 rows (not rounds). 

Nineteenth row-knit 18; henceforth you cease to make the 

seam-stitch; knit 2 together. Turn back, pearl 8; pearl 2 

together. Turn back, knit 8; knit 2 together. Continue in thi s 
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manner until you have worked off all the stitches except the 9. 

Take up 20 stitches on each side, and reduce every third row 

for the instep until you have 56 stitches. 

N ow do 50 plain rounds; reduce for the toe; cast off. 

For a child of four, use 3-thread Lady Betty wool, pins 

No. IS, and cast on 72 stitches, knit the 24 ribbed rows, then 

.do an open work pattern, using one of the fancy stitches in 

First Series; remember in the decreasings to allow for the in

takes in the pattern, or it will be wrong; some people leave 

5 stitches plain on each side of the seam-stitch for this purpose. 

Child's Bodice or Vest. 

tVERY EASY AND QUICK PATTERN.) 

This is meant for a girl of six or seven, but by using finer 

wool and pins it can be made suitable for any age; for a baby 

use Shetland wool and the finest . bone pins you can procure. 

I t is difficult to get them finer than No. J 3· 

I vory or wooden pins, No. II, and 4-tlu-ead Lady Betty wool. 

Cast on 58 stitches. Work in ribs of 2 plain,2 pearl, for 

,4 rows. 
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Decrease at the beginning of every row for 6 rows. This 

forms the shoulder. Do a plain row, and cast off. 

Knit a second side in the same way. 

Sew the shoulders together; crochet with red round neck 
and arm-holes, I treble, I chain, rather loosely. 

Baby's First Boots. 

This is a very soft (as well as a quick) pattern, and must 

be knitted in Andalusian, merino, or Lady Betty wool, and bone 

pins, No. 13. 

Cast on 38 stitches; knit a row. 
Second row-pearl I, knit 1. Rib thus for 6 rows. 

Do 4 plain rows. 

Twelfth row-knit. 

Thirteenth row-pearl. 

Fourteenth row-knit. 

Pearl 2 rows, then knit a row. This ought to form a plain 

piece and 2 ribs. Continue this cross way ribbing the entire 

sock. It 4 c 
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When 4 plain divisions and I rib are done, ,. pearl 2 toge

ther, wool forward. Repeat from *. This is for holes round 

the ankle for ribbon. 

Knit a row; pearl a round, with 4 needles instead of 2, and 

henceforth knit in rounds, not rows. 

Heel.-Knit backwards and forwards on 18 stitches, leaving 

the centre 19 stitches unknitted. 

Do 3 patterns (3 ridges and 3 plain parts), and turn the 

heel as follows :-Knit II stitches. This ought to be the right 

side of the boot. Knit 2 together. Turn back; pearl 5 ; pearl 

2 together. Turn; knit 5; knit 2 together. Turn; pearl 5 ; 

pearl 2 together. Continue in this manner until all are worked 

off. Go on with the entire round, picking up 12 on each side for 

the instep. Do 2 rounds, still keeping the pattern even, and 

reQuce at each side of the instep until you have 38 stitches again. 

Do 5 patterns, and commence reducing on each side for the toe; 

do I more ridge, and let the rest of the toe be plain knitting and 

cast off. Sew up the leg. 

Attot/ler pattern.-With steel pins, No. 15, cast on 48 

stitches; have 48 for the leg, and the foot 44 rows long, ex

cluding the heel and counting from the instep. Another plan is 

to cast on 40 stitches. Do a small scallop with pink for 8 
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rows, then go on with white. Knit a row, peaa-l a row, knit a row. 
~his makes a plain part for the right side. Knit 2, pearl 2, for 

4 rows. Then do plain again. 

Couvrette: Foxglove Pattern. 

Double Berlin wool and pins, NO. 5. Knitted in stripes of 

well-contrasted colours. 

Cast on 2I stitches. Knit 4 plain rows. 

Fifth row-knit 4; bring the thread to the front; put it 

round the left needle; insert the right needle under that thread; 

wind the wool round the right needle, and make a loop, but 

keep the thread on the left needle, still under the thumb of the 

left hand. Again pass the wool round the left needle, and make 

a stitch with the right needle. Repeat this until you have 

increased S stitches; then knit the remaining loop and the next 

stitch together. Knit 5, "'. Repeat from "* to *. Knit 4. 

Sixth row-knit 4; pearl 2 together; peal'! 8, knit 6; 

pearl 8, knit 6; pearl 8, knit 4. 

Seventh row- knit 4; slip I, knit I ; pass the slipped stitch 

over; knit 4; knit 2 together; knit 6; slip I, knit I ; pass the 
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slipped stitch over; knit 4; knit 2 together; knit 6 ; slip I, 

knit I ; pass the slipped stitch over; knit 4 ; knit 2 together; 

knit 4. 
Eighth row-knit 4, pearl 6 ; knit 6, pearl 6; knit 6, pearl 

6; knit 4-
Ninth row-knit 4; slip I, knit I; pass the slipped stitch 

over ; knit 2; knit 2 together; knit 6; slip I, knit ' I ; pass the 

slipped stitch over; knit 2; knit 2 together; knit 6; knit I ; 

pass the slipped stitch over; knit 2 ; knit 2 together; knit 4. 

Tenth row-knit 4, pearl 4; knit 6, pearl 4; knit 6, pearl 4 ; 

knit 4. 

Eleventh row-k~it 4; slip I, knit I; pass the slipped 

stitch over; knit 2 together ; knit 6; slip I, knit · I ; pass the 

slipped stitch over; knit 2 together; knit 6; sliP. I, .knit I; 

pass slipped stitch over; knit 2 together; knit 4. 

Twelfth row-knit 4 ; knit 2 together; knit I I ; knit 2 toge

ther ; knit 4. 

Do 3 plain rows. 

Sixteenth row-knit 7. Repeat from " to " in the 5th row; 

knit 6. Repeat from" to ". Knit 6. 

Seventeenth row-knit 7, pearl 8; knit 7, pearl 8; knit 7· 

Eighteenth row-knit 7 ; slip I, knit I ; pass the slipped stitch 

over; knit 4; knit 2 together; knit 7 ; slip I, knit I ; pass the 

slipped stitch over; knit 4; knit 2 together; knit 7. 
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Nineteenth row-knit 7, pearl 6 ; knit 7, pearl 6; knit 7. 

Twentieth row-knit 7; slip I ; knit I ; pass the slipped stitch 

over; knit 2; knit 2 together; knit 7; slip I ; knit I j pa~s the 

slipped stitch over; knit 2 j knit 2 together j knit 7. 

Twenty-first row-knit 7 j pearl 2 together j knit 7 ; pearl 2 

together j knit 7. 

Twenty-second row-knit 7 ; slip I, knit I ; pass the slipped 

stitch over; knit 5 j knit 2 together j knit 7. 

Knit 3 plain rows, and begin the pattern again. 

Do another similar stripe, or else a second stripe in plain 

knitting. The latter is perhaps the prettier method. Add a 

fringe at top and bottom. 

Sofa Blanket. 

I lb. double Berlin crimson wool, ! lb. grey and i lb. gold

coloured, for joining the stripes. Ivory pins, NO.5. 

Cast on 27 stitches, and do 2 plain rows. 

First row-· , pearl I j take the stitch from the back j twist 

it j put it back on· the needle, and knit it. The stitch is thu5 

twisted twice. When directed to twist a stitch, do it always III 
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this way: Pearl I, twist and knit I ; pearl I, twist and knit I ; 

pearl I, twist and knit I ; " ; knit I I. Repeat from * to •. 
Second row-" twist and pearl I ; knit I ; twist and pearl J, 

knit I ; twist and pearl I, knit I ; twist and pearl I, knit I ; • ; 

knit I I. Repeat from" to ". 

Third row-repeat from " to " in the 1st row. Bring the . 

wool forward; knit 2 together; pearl ·I, twist and knit I ; pearl 

I, twist and knit I ; pearl I, twist and knit J ; pearl J, twist 

and knit I. Repeat from" to " in 1st row. 

Fourth row-" twist and pearl I ; knit T ; twist and pearl I; 

knit I; twist and pearl I; knit I ; twist and pearl I; knit I; " 

Pearl 2 together; pearl I, lmit I ; pearl I, knit I ; pearl I, knit 

I ; pearl I, knit I; pearl I, knit I; pearl I, knit I ; pearl I; 

pearl 2 together. Repeat from " to ". 

Fifth row-" pearl I, twist and knit I. Repeat these 2 

stitches alternately 3 more times. *. Knit 2 together; lmit I I ; 

slip I, knit I; pass the slipped stitch over. Repeat from * to *. 
Sixth row-* twist and pearl I, knit 1. Repeat these stitches 

alternately thrice more. * Pearl 2 together; pearl 9; pearl 2 

together. Repeat from * to *. 

Seventh row- * twist and knit r; pearl alternately four 

times ; * ; knit 11. Repeat from * to *. 
Eighth row- * knit I, twist and pearl I alternately four 

times; * ; knit I. Repeat from * to *. 
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Ninth row-twist and knit I, pearl I, alternately four 

times; knit 2 together. Bring the wool forward and knit I 

alternately, seven times each. Wool forward; slip I, knit I; 

, pass the slipped stitch over. Twist and knit I, pearl I, to the 

end. 

T enth row-* knit I, twist and pearl I, four times (making 

8 stitches altogether) "'; pearl 2 together; pearl I, knit 1. Repeat 

the last 2 stitches five more times. Pearl I, pearl 2 together. 

Repeat from'" to *. 

Eleventh row- * twist and knit I, pearl I, four times each, 

alternately; .. ; knit 2 together; knit II ; slip I, knit I ; pass the 

slipped stitch over. Repeat from'" to "'. 

Twelfth row-* knit I, twist and pearl I. Repeat these 2 

stitches alternately three more times ; *. Pearl 2 together, pearl 

9, pearl 2 together. Repeat from" to *. 
Go back to the 1st row. 

Make the grey stripes of plain knitting, casting on 14 stitches, 

and work gold-coloured stars at intervals, as described in 

the Third Series. Crochet a border of I chain, I treble down 

each side of the grey stripe, as well as sewing together with 

gold colour. 
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White Carriage Rug. 

3 oz. fleecy wool, 1 lb. 12.thread fleecy. 

Cast on with steel pins, No. 13, 30 stitches in 3-thread 

deecy wool; do one plain row; cut the coarse wool into 

lengths of 2! inches. 

Second row-slip I ; take an end of wool, put it between 

the 2 needles, and knit a stitch; turn back the end of the wool to 

the right side, so that both ends may come on the same part. 

Knit a stitch, then work in another end. The alternate rows 

are plain. Knit as tightly as you can. Afterwards comb out 

the wool. 

This is a small size, but any even number of stitches 
will do. 

These rugs are pretty for putting against drawing-room 

windows, &c., instead of sheep-skin mats, which they re
semble. 
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Pmce Jug. 

Several patterns were given in the First Series; the following 

is a very old one :-

Cast on with No. 16 pins and red Andalusian wool 4 stitches 

for the handle. Knit and pearl 2 inches, then add 6 more 

stitches on the first needle, 26 on the second, 10 on the third. 

First needle-knit 2, pearl 2. 

Second needle-pearl 2, knit 2, pearl 2 ; put the wool back, 

slip I, knit I; pass the slipped stitch over. Plain knitting 

until you are within 7 of the end; knit 2 together, knit I, pearl 2, 

knit 2 . 

Third needle-pearl 2, knit 2. Repeat. 

Continue repeating this round until you have only 12 stitches 

left on the second needle. 

N ext, do three rounds of 2 plain, 2 pearl. This is prettier if 

done in another colour, say brown. Knit 5 rounds. 

Use red again j knit 3 rounds. 

Brown for six rounds. 
Seventh round-plain knitting with red; also 3 ribbed 

rounds. 
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Eleventh round with brown. Knit 2, make 1. Repeat. 

Three ribbed rounds. 

With red, 1 plain round. 

Sixteenth round-wool fonvard, knit 2 together. Repeat. 

Seventeenth round- like sixteenth. 

Eighteenth round-plain. 

N ext do 3 ribbed rounds. 

Repeat the last 7 rounds. 

Divide the stitches exactly on 4 needles. 

First round-decrease 1 on each needle for 3 rounds. 

Fourth round-divide stitches on 3 needles. This is plain 

knitting. 

Fifth round.-This and the two following rounds are ribbed. 

Decrease in every round once on each pin until there are 

only 9 left, and draw up. 

Towel. 

12 lengths of the narrowest tape, and pins, No. 12. 

Cast on 88 stitches. Plain knitting for 184 rows; cast off; 

add a short fringe at each end. Be careful not to twist the tape 

as you work. 
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Foot- Warmer. 

Cut out the foundation in stiff cardboard, and cover with 

black stuff. 
Cover this with black wadding; over this put a piece of 

knitting, done like the rug on page 44. Do a second piece 

rather longer, and not 50 broad. Sew together, except at 

the front, where the feet go in. 

Crochet a border all round, also on each side of the 

opening 

Rope Pattem. 

Four stitches required for each set. 

I t is pretty done in' I2-thread fleecy. 
First row-knit I, wool forward, slip I, knit 2 together, pass 

the slipped over, wool forward, knit I, repeat. 

Second row-pearl. 

Repeat these rows alternately. 
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Web Pattern for Couvrette, &c 

Any two colours in double Berlin wool; say red and white. 

Cast on 20 stitches with red. Knit 2 plain rows. 

First row of pattern-knit I ; knit 2 together; knit 3, .. put 

the wool round the left-hand needle, and with the right twist 

the wool round to form a stitch. Repeat this five times, so as 

to cast on 6 stitches on your right needle." Knit 3, slip I ; 

knit 2 together ; pass the slipped stitch over; knit 3. Repeat 

from * to *. Knit 5. 

Second row-knit I, pearl 2 together; pearl 10; pearl 3 

together; pearl 10 ; pearl 2 together; knit I. 

Third row-slip I , knit 2 together; knit I. .. Wool forward; 

knit I. Repeat from '* five times. Knit I; slip I ; knit 2 

together; pass the slipped stitch over; knit I ; '* wool forward, 

knit I. Repeat from '* five times; knit I, slip I ; knit I ; pass 
the slipped stitch over; knit I. 

Fourth row-slip I, pearl 2 together; pearl 12, pearl 3 

together; pearl 12, pearl 2 together; knit I. 

Fifth row-knit I, knit 2 together; knit 10, slip I, knit z 
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together; pass the slipped stitch over; knit 10, slip I, knit I ; 

pass the slipped over, knit I. 

Sixth row-knit r, pearl 2 together; pearl 8, pearl 3 to-

gether; pearl 8, pearl 2 together; knit I. 

Seventh row-pearl. 

Eight row-plain knitting. 

Go back to the first row. 

When the stripe is long enough, cast off after the pearled 

row. To make the top match the commencement, do the first 

6 rows again and cast off. Now sew it carefully to the top j 

be sure to make it fiat. 

Work round the hole with single white Berlin wool and a 

wool-needle in lace stitch, then do a lacework wheel. The next 

stripe must be white, with the hole filled in with red. 

Sew the stripes together; do not add a fringe, as the scallop 

forms a sufficient edge. 

Instead of sewing on a scallop, you can arrange the stripes 

alternately, edges upwards. 
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Pincztshi01Z. 

Tiny bolster pincushions can be made in just the same way 

as the larger cushion. They are nice for hanging on a gentle

man's looking-glass. 

Four pins, No. 16, and bright blue Berlin wool, or coarse 

scarlet purse-twist. 

With the former cast on 12 stitches on the first pin and 6 

on the two others. 

First round-plain. 

Second round-* knit . I, wool forward; slip I, knit I ; pass 

the slipped over; knit I; knit 2 together; wool forward. 

Repeat from *. 

Third round-plain knitting. 

Fourth round-* knit, 2 wool forward; slip I, knit 2 together; 

pass the slipped stitch over ; thread forward; knit I; repeat 

from *. 
Repeat the third and fourth rounds alternately for five inches 

Make up according to directions on page 23, making the 

bolster of blue silk and ending with ribbon bows '; use ribbon 

for cord. 
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With silk cast on 12 on two -needles and 6 on the third. 

Any of the fancy stitches in First Series can be adapted to 4 

oms, by k:nitting instead of pearling the altemate rows. 

Watch Pockets to hang over a Bed. 

Two skeins pink purse-twist, I bunch gold beads, 2 pins No. 16, 

a small piece of pink silk, a hook, 2 yards pink ribbon, will be 

required. 

Thread the beads first. 

Cast on 10 stitches. First row plain. 

Second row-slip I; * thread forward, pushing up 2 beads; 

slip I, knit I; pass the slipped over. Repeat. from *; knit the 

last. 

The intermediate rows are plain knitting, and you must in

crease at the beginning and end of row every alternate plain 

one; that is, there must be 3 rows between every increased 

row. When the knitting is 3~ or 4 inches broad cast off. 

Cover a piece of card-board the size of the pocket with pink 

silk on both sides (like a pocket pincushion). Sew the knitting 
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to this. Cut out the back of the pocket in cardboard, and also 

cover that with silk, putting a thin piece of flannel in front, 

between the card and the silk. 

Sew on the hook in front about 2 inches above the pocket. 

Sew the pocket and the back together ; hide the stitches by 

putting a fringe of beads all round. Put bows at each side 

on the top. Suspend with ribbon, also fastening in a bow. 

Broad-Striped Pattern . 

. Ten stitches required for each. 

Knit a plain row. 
Second row- thread forward, knit 2 together, pearl 8. 

Repeat. 
Third row-thread forward, pearl 2 together, knit 6, pearl 2 

Repeat. 
Fourth row-thread forward, knit 2 together, pearl 6, knit 2. 

Repeat. 
Go back to the third row. The second is not worked 

again. 
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Lyre Pattern. 

Fourteen stItches are required for each pattern, add 4 stitches 

ver so as to knit the 2 first and 2 last always plainly. Knit 2 

plain rows. 

First row of pattern-knit 2, "* pearl 2, knit J, knit -2 together, 

knit 6, pearl 2, wool forward, knit J, wool forward. Repeat 

from ". Knit the last 2. 

Second row-Slip J, knit J, "* pearl 3, knit 2, pearl 5, pearl 2 

together, pearl J, knit 2. Repeat from·. Knit the last 2. 

Third row-slip J, knit I, • pearl 2, knit J, knit 2 together, 

knit 4, pearl 2, knit I, wool forward, knit J, wool forward, knit 1. 

Repeat from ". Knit the last 2. 

Fourth row-slip J, knit J," pearl 5, knit 2, pearl 3, pearl 2 

together, pearl I, knit 2 .. Repeat from ". Always knit the 2 

last stitches plain. 

Fifth row-slip I, knit I, .. pearl 2, knit J., knit 2 together, 

knit 2, pearl 2, knit 2, wool forward, knit J, wool forward 

knit 2. Repeat from ". 

Sixth row-slip J, knit J, " pearl 7, knit 2, pearl J, pearl 2 

together, pearl J, knit 2. Repeat from ". 

Seventh row-slip J, knit I, " pearl 2, knit I, knit 2 together, 
K4 D 
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pearl 2, knit 3, wool forward, knit I, :·v.:0~l forward, knit 3 

Repeat from ". 

Eighth row-slip I, knit I, " pearl 9, knit 2,' knit 2 together, 

~it.· 2: Repeat from ". 

Ninth row-siip I, knit I, " pearl 2, wool forward, knit I, 

wool forward, pearl 2, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 6. Repeat 
from ". 

Tenth row-slip J, knit I, · pearl 5, pearl 2 together, pearl I 

knit 2, pearl 3, knit 2. Repeat from ". 

Eleventh row-slip I, knit I, " pearl 2, knit I, wool forward, 

knit I, wool forward, knit I, pearl 2, knit I, knit 2 together, knit 

4. Repea t from ". 

Twelfth row-slip I, knit I, .. pearl 3, pearl 2 together, pearl 

I, knit 2, pearl 5, knit 2. Repeat from .*.; 
Thirteenth row-slip J, knit I, .. pearl 2, knit 2, wool for

ward, knit I, wool forward, knit 2, pearl 2, knit J, knit 2 together, 

knit 2. Repeat from ... 

Fourteenth row-slip I, knit I, " pearl I, pearl 2 together, 

pearl I, knit 2, pearl 7, knit 2. Repeat from ". 

Fifteenth row-slip i, knit I, .. pearl 2, knit 3, wool forward, 

knit I, wool forward, knit 3, pearl 2, knit I, knit 2 together. 

R epeat from ... 

Sixteenth row-slip I, knit I, .. pearl 2 together, knit 2. 

pearl 9, knit 2. 
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X Honeycomb and Stripes. 

Any number that can be divided by 9. 

First row--;-* knit 2 together, thread forward. Repeat from -

twice more; pearl 3. Repeat. 

Second row-knit 3, pearl 6. Repeat. 

f~dlq~ 

;(' Tricot Pattern. 

Cast on 4 stitches for every pattern, and 2 over for the 

edges. 

Do two plain rows. 

Third row-knit I. "'Put the wool forward, knit 3 together ; 

wool forward, knit I. Repeat from *. Knit the last stitch. 

Fourth row-plain. 

Go back to the third row. 
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Cast on in twelves. 

First row-plain. 

Spider Stitch. 

Second row-thread forward, knit 2 together; "*" pearl 3 

together; knit I, pearl I; knit I, all into the next stitch. 

Repeat from *. Knit the last 2 stitches plainly. 

Third row-Thread forward, knit 2 together. Pearl the rest. 

Fourth row-Thread forward, knit 2 together; "*"knit I. 

pearl I, knit I, all into the same stitch; pearl 3 together. Knit 

the 2 last stitches plainly. 

Go back to the second row. 

Striped Knitting. 

Cast on 4 stitches for every pattern, and it is better to have 

2 over, so as to knit the first and last stitch plainly. 

Knit one row. 

Second row-knit I; "*" bring the wool forward; knit '2 

together; pearl 2. Repeat from "'. Knit the last. 

Third row-knit I, .. knit 2, wool forward, pearl 2 together. 

Repeat from "'. Be careful when bringing the wool forward to 

410 that, as well as bringing it forward to pearl. 

Go back. to the second row. 
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P orcup£ne S #tch. 

Cast on in twelves. 

First row-plain. 

Second row-" thread forward, knit 2 together. Repeat 
from "'. 

Third row-pearl. 

Fourth row-plain. 

Fifth row-pearl. 

Sixth row-slip I, knit 2 together, pass the slipped stitch 

over, knit 4, threa~ forward, knit r, thread forward, knit 4. 
Repeat. 

Seventh row - pearl 3 together, pearl 4, thread forward, 
pearl r, threaa forward, pearl 4. Repeat. 

Eighth row-like seventh. 

Ninth row-like sixth. 

T enth row-like seventh. 

Go back to the second row. 
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N arrow-S triped Patter'll!. 

This is pretty for children's socks. 
Any number of stitches which can be divided by 4. It is for 

2 pins. 
Knit a plain row always before commencing the fancy 

stitch. 
First row-thread forward, knit 2 together, pearl 2. Repeat. 

(The wool is now forward, do not put.it round the pin again.) 

Second row-knit 2, thread forward, pearl 2 together. 

Repeat. Count that your stitches are right, and go back to the 

1st row 
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Carre Pattern. 

This makes small diamonds, separated by an open strIpe. 

Any number of stitches in nines. 

First row-thread forward, pearl 3 together, thread forward 

knit 2, thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 2 . Repeat. 

The first time of trying a pattern always count, to see that the 

numlDer of stitches remains correct, otherwise irremediable 

confusion will ensue. 

Second row-this and every alternate row pearled; if you 

wish to use 4 pins, knit instead of pearling. 

Third row-thread forward, pearl 3 together; thread for

ward, knit I ; thread forward, knit 2 together; thread forward, 

knit 2 together; knit 1. Repeat. 

Fifth row- thread forward, pearl 3 together, thread for

ward, knit 2, thread forward, knit 2 together, knit 2. Repeat. 

Seventh row- thread forward, pearl 3 together, thread for

ward, knit 6. Repeat. 

Ninth row-thread forward, pearl 3 together, thread for-

~ ward, knit 6. Repeat. 

t Tenth row-pearl, and go back to the 1st row 
i 
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Chai?z Stitch. 

Any number of stiJ:<;hes divided by 4. 

Do a plain row. 

First row-pearl 3 together, putting the thread twice instea:d 

of once before the needle; keep the thread still forward, and 

knit 1. Repeat. The next row is plaill, and these two rows 

are repeated alternately. 

Work for the Poor. 

Before concluding this little volume, I should like to make a 

few remarks on the above subject, which is an interesting one to 

numbers both in town and country. There are so many ladies 

who employ their spare time in this most useful occupation 
that a few hints on the subject may be acceptable. 

In the Countess Spencer's interesting work, East and West, 

the following remark occurs :- ' Good, strong, kniHed stockings. 
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are beyond all price to our poor; they are so warm, and last SG 

long.' I would advise about 69 stitches with Charity yarn 

to be cast on, following the directions in page 19 of First Series. 

Christmas is the season when people think most of presents 

of warm clothing, and all the ensuing are useful. 

We will begin with children, and for work of this kind, 

where warmth is the chief desirability, it is best to use the 

simplest patterns, and not waste time over complicated fancy 

stitches. Not to forget ornament altogether, the things can 

generally be brightened up with a touch of s.carlet, or some 

warm tint. 

For baby's boots, use the pattern on page 27 of First Series. 

Be careful to use soft wool, as harsh yarns would be unwearable 

to the tender little feet. For infant's first boots have eider yarn, 

Andalusian, or merino, and bone pins, No. 14. For the first 

hoods, which are so soft and comfortable, use the pattern on 

page 37, Second Series. 

For older children nice tippets may be made of any odd 

pieces of wool; also little crochet capes, hoods with a long cur

tain to keep the neck warm, petticoat and body (as page 14, 

Second Series); but use fingering or Scotch yarn, instead of 

merino wool, casting on about 84 stitches. If you do not knit 

the body make it of unbleached calico, a straight piece doubled, 

22 inches long, 5 inches broad; cut out a good sized half-round 
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to go under the arms, and sew on broad tape shoulder straps. 

Add tape strings. 

For old men muffatees, knee-caps, vests, and socks, prove 

most suitable. 

One of the most useful gifts to the poor is a quilt made in 

the following way. They are both inexpensive, warm, and com

fortable. Have ready as many sheets, or yards, of wadding 

(double) as will cover the surface of the counterpane; tack it 

flatly on unbleached calico (about I~ yards double width is suffi

cient). This is the wrong side. For the other, use either print 

of a Turkish pattern or any pieces of stuff you may happen to 

have. Join the edges together, and with a coarse darning

needle and wool pass a double thread through the whole affair; 

bring it b ack, making a small stitch, and tie in a knot. Do this 

over the whole surface. It saves the trouble of quilting, and if 

done accurately in diamonds has rather a pretty effect, in the 

style of buttons on a mattrass. It is best to prepare these 

quilts on the floor, as they must lie flat at first. They are so 

quickly done, and so highly appreciated, that I give the direc

tions here, although, strictly speaking, they hardly belong to a 

knitting-book. 

The carriage sock (on page 29, First Series) can be given to 

old bedridden people. 

The simplest way of making a chest-preserver is Witll single 
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Berlin wool and plain knitting, passing the wool round the fore 

finger, and knitting it in every alternate row. For an adult, 

work two straight pieces 15 inches long and 9 wide. Join 

them at the shoulders by a piece of only 6 stitches wide. 

For women, crochet or knitted petticoats, and with black 

wool, the bodice on page 16, Second Series. Little crocheted 

cross-over shawls are a.lways handy. 

Plain Knitting to look like Fancy Stitch. 

With coarse pins, do 4 rows with double Berlin wool, anti 

4 rows with Shetland. The effect is exceedingly pretty. This 

knitting ca:n be used for clouds, opera wraps, and such things 

Easy Pattern of Baby's Boot in Plain Knittzng . 

• (RECOMMENDED TO INEXPERIENCED KNITTERS.) 

3 steel pins, No. 15, 1 oz. eider yarn. 

This is a useful pattern, which will wash and wear well. It 

Simulates a shoe and sock. It is worked on two pins; the third 

is only required occasionally. 
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You begin with the ·leg. .Cast on 48 stitches, knit 2, pearl 2, 

for 18 rows. Then knit a row, pearl a row, alternately, for 16 

rows. 

Now you make tile holes rQund the ankle, into which ribbon 

is afterwards run j to do this slip the 1st stitch, knit 2 together j 

continue to knit 2 stitches together to the ' end of the row, thus 

reducing the number of the stitches to one half. This is the 

thirty-fourth row. 

Thirty-fifth row-slip I j '" bring the wool forward so as to 

increase a stitch j knit I j repeat from .... This brings the number 

of stitches back to 48. 

Knit 4 plain rows. 

Fortieth row-knit 18 stitches j slip these 18 on a piece of 

coloured wool, and leave them for the. presen t. 

Go on with the next 12 stitches, which form the instep; knit 

these 12, then pearl them j do this alternately for 16 rows. Then 

knit them plainly for 17 more rows. 

Take the 3rd pin and pick up 22 stitches from the side of 

the flap j then knit the last 17 stitches. _ Knit back, and pick 

up 22 more stitches from the other side of the flap j then knit 

the stitches which you had slipped on the piece of coloured 

wool. Now you are knitting with all your stitches, nan~ely, 92. 

Do 5 plain rows j you must use the 3r<~ pin on account of 

the number of stitches. 
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In the next row, knit the 2 centre stitehes together (the sixth 

and seventh of the flap) to decrease for the toe. Henceforth in 

every alternate row knit the 3 centre stitches together; by the 

time the toe or tip of the flap is used up, you 'will no longer re

quire your 3rd pin . . 

When 13 rows are done, decrease at the end of every row 

(by knitting 2 together), as well as decreasing in the middle. 

When you have 13 ridges, or 26 rows, counting from where 

the leg ends and the shoe begins, you join up· the sole thus :

knit to the centre stitc)l, place the pins parallel with each other, 

and with the third pin knit through 2 stitches at once, until you 

come to the heel. Be careful that this join comes on the wrong 

side. Sew up the leg. 

LONDON 
Printed by SrRANO EWAYB AND SOKS. Tower street, St. Martiu's LanG. 
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